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Abstract 

Physical education is a profession where heterosexuality has historically been 

regarded as normal, if not compulsory. The location of female physical education 

(FE) teachers at the nexus of discourses about masculinist sport, women's physical 

education and pedagogies of the body has exerted unique historical pressures o n  

their sexualities. In North America and Western Europe, female PE teachers have 

frequently been suspected of being lesbian. This suspicion has enveloped lesbian 

teachers in a shroud of oppressive silence, tolerated only as an 'open secret' (Cahn, 

1994). 

This study examined the life histories of six wornen from three generations 

who had taught physical education in western Canada. Previous life history research 

has focused exclusively on lesbian PE teachers (Clarke, 1996; Sparkes, 1992, 1994a, 

1994b; Squires & Sparkes, 1996; Sparkes & TernplKi, 1992) which r i sk  reinforcing a 

hierarchical relationship between 'lesbian' and 'heterosexual'. Accordingly, three 

wornen who identified as 'lesbian' and three as 'married' or 'heterosexual' were 

involved in this study which incorporated poststructural, psychoanalytic and queer 

theories about sexual subjectivity into a feminist approach to life histoq. The 

notions of 'understanding' and 'overstanding' were used to analyze data which 

meant interpreting not only had been said during the interviews but also what was 

left unsaid. 

The women's life histories revealed how lesbian sexualities have been 

marginalized and silenced, especially within the physical education profession. AH 

the women grew up in families where heterosexuality was normalized, and al1 

except one experienced pressure to date boys during their high school education in  

Canada. As teachers, identify-ing as a 'feminist' had a greater affect on their persona1 

politics and approaches to teaching than their sexual identities. The life histories 



also provided limited support to the notion that PE teacher's participation in 

various women's sports accentuated the suspicion of lesbianism. For two of the 

'lesbian' women, team sports continued to provide valuable lesbian cornmunitics 

frorn the 1950s to the present day. In contrast, one 'lesbian' women established her 

lesbian social network through individual sports and urban feminist groups. The 

'heterosexual' women had al1 participated in gender-neutral sports. Overall the 

sporthg backgrounds of these teachers did little to dispel the long-standing 

association between women's sports and lesbianism which, in tum, has affected 

female PE teachers. 

Drawing on queer theory and the notion of 'overstanding' data, 

deconstructive interpretations suggested how heterosexuality had been normalized 

in several institutional discourses within women's physical education. These 

interpretations undermined the boundaries of 'the closet', sought out an absent 

lesbian gaze and suggested that homophobia has been, in part, rooted in the social 

unconscious of the physical education profession. 

iii 
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Chapter 1 

Moving Bodies, Silent Desires 

The crnnial cnoity contnins the brain. its boirndnries nre fornied by the bones of the 

skicll. 

Let nie pmetratr you. 1 am the archeologist cf tombs. 1 would devote ny l f e  tu marking 

yoirr passngewnys, the entrnnces nnd exifs of tlznt impressive maiisolei~ni, yolrr body. 

From Jeanette Winterson's (1993) Written on the Bodv 

Only in my dreams do 1 manage to emulate the somatic imagery of Jeanette 

Winterson; al1 the same, this thesis is concemed with bodies, boundaries, tombs and 

writing. It is a thesis written on the body, not just any Body, but written onto the 

body of the Female Physical Educator. My concem is with female bodies in physical 

education - how genders and sexualities have been written on to these bodies. Like 

Winterson, 1 am concerned with boundaries -- not the impenetrable boundaries 

formed by the bones of the skull, but the boundaries between lesbian/heterosexuaI, 

silence/speech, and marginal/normal. As for tombs and mausoleums, the 

professional body of physical education has long been haunted by the 'specter' of the 

lesb ian. 

A 'Iesbian mecter' In Phvsical Education? 

This study emerged from two miisms which have circulated within women's 

physical education, within some lesbian communities and more recently within 

feminist sport sociology. Firstly, women who teach physical education have 

frequently been suspected of being lesbian. Secondly, many of h e m  were! 1 wanted 

to explore what is a t  stake in these popdar myths, why have they been such an 



enduring part of the 'common knowedge' about physical education in North 

America and Europe, and how have they affected teacherse lives in empowering and 

homophobic ways. What are the particular social and historical forces which gave 

rise to a unique 'lesbian specter' which has haunted physical education? For much 

of this century, suspicions about lesbianism have enveloped lesbian physical 

educators in a shroud of oppressive silence - tolerated only as an open secret, an 

absent presence. The suspicion of lesbianisrn, explained Susan Cahn (1994a), has 

functioned both as a homophobic repeknt  and as a magnetic sexual field of force in 

physical education and women's sport. 1 suggest this is due to the peculiar (some 

might Say queer) location of women's physical education at the nexus of mascuhist 

sport, gendered education, and pedagogies of the body. 

Thus the sexualities of female physical education (PE) teachers have been 

subject to unique pressures, more intense perhaps than women in other areas of 

teaching and yet slightly different from those facing women in sport. The sexualities 

of teachers have always been placed under intense normalizing pressures due to 

teacher's pedagogical relationship with children. Equally, PE teachers have 

experienced more homophobic scmtiny than women in other areas of teaching 

because of the associations between physical education, sport and rnasculinity. 

While the dynamics of heterosexisrn experienced by female PE teachers and female 

athletes are not synonymous, the dynamics of recmitment into PE teadùng has 

meant that large numbers of teachers have also been actively involved in sport. 

Moreover, women's physical education has provided, until recently, a unique 

female-only context within education due to the historical separation of men's and 

women's physical education. It is this unique position, at the nexus of sport and 

education, which has driven the particularly intense surveillance of lesbian desire 

in women's physical education. 



Physical education is a profession where heterosexualîty has been regarded as 

normal, if not compulsory. This 'compulsory heterosexuality' (Rich, 1980) has 

affected female and male PE teachers quite differently. Throughout North Amencan 

and Europe prior to W.W.11, the women's and men's professions developed 

somewhat independently and, although CO-education has since become 

predominant in most of western Canada, this gendered history continues to have a 

different impact on women's sexualities than men's. This is largely due to the 

unequal gender relations which structure sportl. Westemized sport is an important 

social institution which has valorized certain aspects of masculinity such as 

competitiveness, strength, speed and aggression. Consequently, women's entry into 

sports during this century has always upset the normative 'gender order' (Messner 

& Sabo, 1990) that assumed that sport was 'masculine' and women were 'ferninine'. 

This gender order relies upon a logic of sexuality which c m  be traced back to tum-of- 

the-cenhiry legal and scientific discourses. 

The notion of lesbians as 'congenital inverts', proposed by sexologists in the 

late 1880s, posited that lesbians had "a male sou1 trapped in a female body". 

Moreover, the supposedly 'masculine trait' of athleticism was frequently used as 

evidence of sexual inversion. The beginning of this long-standing association 

between sport and lesbianism (then conceptualized as uranism) can be traced back to 

sexologist Richard von Krafft-Ebing's 1889 Psychopnthia Sexunlis: 

Uranism mny nearly always be stlspected in femnles ruenring their \mir short, or ruho 

dress in the jhslzion of men, or pursrie the sports and pastimes of their male 

acqtrnintances ... The mnsciiline sotrl, henving in the femnle bosom, finds pleastrre in the 

IThis is not to imply that physical education and sport are synonymous. Nontheless, the 
physical education profession has been significantly infiuenced by the institution of westernized sport 
in ways that other areas of schooling obviously have not. 



pursiiit of mnnly sports, and in manifestations of courage and brauado. (Krafft-Ebing 

cited in Smith-Rosenberg, 1989n: 269) 

These associations reappeared in Havelock Ellis' work on sexuality in 1915. 

Depicting the female sexual invert, Ellis claimed: 

The bnisqiie, energetic ntovenients, the nttittides of the arms ... 77zere is nlso a dislike 

and sonretimes incopacity for needlework and other domestic occtipations, wliile there 

is often some capacity for ntlzletics (Ellis citrd in Chatincey, 2989: 91)  

This idea gave rise to the suspicion that women in sport might be lesbian, 

popularized in the late 1920s (Cahn, 1994a), which lingers on in similar suspicions 

about women in physical education. The logic worked in two ways. On one hand, 

something 'masculine' made certain women want to play sports or, on the other, 

playing sports risked developing 'masculinity' in women. Either way, women who 

played sport were not properly 'ferninine' and therefore were suspected of being 

lesbians - women's sports somehow required a 'male soul' in a 'female body'. Of 

course the more masculine the sport, the stronger the suspicion. Hence, women 

who played sports requiring speed, strength, aggression or body contact (e.g. rugby, 

soccer, shot put) have been subjected to greater suspicion than those in sports 

valorizing grace, choreography or aesthetic expression (e.g. ice skating, synchronized 

swimming). While the notion of 'congenital invert' also shaped assumptions about 

male hornosexuality, this logic did not affect men in sport or physical education in 

the same way. By the very nature of sport, men's participation has been used to 

reinforce their rnasculinity and thereby dispel any suspicion of homosexuality.2 This 

2~ronically these assumptions about male heterosexuality in sport and physical education 
prevail despite the intense homosociaiity of sport. While this might seem surprising, the active use of 

4 



also explains why men's physical education has had much less contested 

relationship with sport than the women's profession. As a result, male PE teachers 

have typically been assumed to personify normative masculinity and 

heterosexuality, pushing the 'specter' of male homosexuality far beyond the 

concems of the profession. 
Pumose of the Studv 

Broadly speaking, this study examined the social construction of sexual 

identities across three generations of wornen who taught physical education in 

western Canada. The study centered around the life histones of six physical 

education teachers - three who self-identified as 'lesbian' and three as 

'heterosexual'. The study was motivated by long-standing suspicions about 

lesbianism in women's physical education, alongside a series of contemporary 

developments in sport and education. Institutionalized spaces within women's 

sport where lesbian desire could be openly expressed began to emerge in the 1980s. 

Since then, lesbian and gay sports have become increasingly visible and organized in 

urban Canada, evidenced by events such as the 1990 Gay Games in Vancouver. Ln 

the academy, ferninist scholarship was producing increasingly sophisticated research 

about lesbianism while poststructural and queer theories were expanding how 

sexualities rnight be conceptualized. By the late 1990s, the public school system in 

British Columbia was beginning to acknowledge the hamful effects of homophobia 

on students, and to seek ways to elirninate heterosexism from K-12 curricula. 

It was within this context that 1 searched for a way to research what Cahn 

(1994a) so aptly described as the 'homophobic repellent and magnetic sexual field of 

force' in women's physical education. Naturally, 1 had to make a decision about the 

most appropriate methodology - what type of research could penetrate the 

sport to prove men's heterosexuality, virility and masculinity only testities to the need to disavow the 
presence of homoeroticism in men's sport. 



passageways and tombs of a profession which had historically required lesbians to 

rernain hidden and silent? One way was to ask lesbian teachers to talk about their 

experiences. So much of the compelling research about lesbians 1 had read used oral 

histories; indeed, reading stories about lesbian lives such as The Well of Loneliness, 

Oranges Are Not The Only Fruit and Zami 3 had a profound impact on rny 

understanding of what it could mean to be lesbian in my time and place. Added to 

this, at the time I was formulating this study, existing research about lesbians in 

physical education had either focused on teacher's life histories or the identity 

management techniques used by lesbian teachers (Clarke, 1996; Gnffin, 1991,1992b; 

Sparkes, 1994b; Squires & Sparkes; 1996; Woods & Harbeck, 1992). Within this 

context, I settled on the methodology of teacher's Life histoory.4 

The Life histories within this study illustrate the specific ways six PE teachers 

accepted and resisted identities such as 'feminist', 'lesbian' and 'married' 

throughout their lives. The histories also suggest what social norms and material 

practîces influenced how these identities were accepted and resisted at various 

points in the women's lives. This was primarily, but not exclusively, a study about 

heteronormativity - the central question being how heterosexual identities have 

been privileged over lesbian identities. It is also true to Say that the political intent of 

this research has been to disturb the taken-for-granted workings of this 

heteronormativity. Also, this inquiry has been confronted with an intriguing 

methodological paradox - the use of 'spoken' accounts to investigaie issues of 

'silence'- 

These books have 
cite them informaliy rather 
books, the respective autho 

been so influentid for me on a deepIy personal level that 1 have chosen to 
than fom-tally in the main text. For readers who would iike to locate these 

rs are Raddyffe Hall (1928), Jeanette Winterson (1985) and Audre Lourde 

See Chapters 2 and 3 for more detailed accounts of factors influencing rny choice of 
methodology. 



Theoretical Framework for a Poststructuralist A~moach  to Life Histow 

Existing Life history studies about lesbian PE teachers have been informed by 

humanist and feminist assumptions which, 1 think, has limited the analysis of why 

lesbian sexuality has been effectively silenced for so long in physical education. 

Firstly, the theorkation of 'the subject' is problematic due to the prevailing 

assumption that sexuality identity is coherent, unitary and, in some way, 

transparent to the attentive Me historian. Secondly, the research foocus on the lives 

of lesbians has theoretical and political limitations.5 Recent advances in 

poststnictural-feminisrn and queer theory have challenged these approaches. 

Accordingly, I have incorporated poststructuralist and queer notions about 

subjectivity and sexuality into a feminist approach to life history. Not surprisingly, 

this hybrid framework created a new set of thomy theoretical issues. 

Research about wornen who have lived with the 'open secret' and silences6 

of lesbianism on a day to day basis requires a methodology which can approach these 

1 agree that a pragmatic politics of identity can be benefiual in the short-terni but have 
argued that it should not be the only locus of research into sexualities (Sykes, 1996). A re-mediating 
locus on lesbian experiences articulated through the specifïcity of race, class, dis/ability and age can be 
strategicaliy effective within physical education. Undoubtedly, existing Iife history research based on 
feminist standpoint theory has made important political and theoretical advances within sports 
sociology and physicai education- 

'Secrets* and 'silence' emerged as increasingly salient concepts as this study unfolded. 
Initially I used the concept of 'secret' as Susan Cahn (1994) had, referring to the 'open secret' 

that lesbianism existed in PE and sport but was not explicitly discussed (see Cahn, 1994). Indeed, the 
importance of anaiyzing this 'open secret' in understanding heterosexism and lesbian desire can be 
discerned in Foucauit's (1978) Historv of Sexuality: 

... secrecy is not in the nahire of an abuse; i f  is indispensable to i f s  [poruer] operation. Not 
only becnuse power imposes secrecy on fhose tohom i f  cioniinnfes, bzrf becnuse i f  is 
perhaps j iaf  as indispensible to the latter: iuorild fhey nccepf i f  if fhey did nof see i f  ns 
a mere iimit pIaced on their desire, leaning a measrire of freeciom - howeuer slight - 
intacf? (p. 86) 

Later on, in the discussion of transgenerational secrets (see Chapter 3 'Lesbian Encounters'), 1 
began to explore Nicholas Abraham and Maria Torok's (1994) psychoanalytic concept of 'secret'. As 
Nicholas Rand (1994) pointed out, Abraham and Torok's conception of a secret does not coincide with 
customary definitions of the term: 



issues seriously. It is not beyond the scope of interview-based research çuch as life 

history to do so; yet, 1 think it is fair to Say that traditional humanist and some 

feminist approaches to life history have yet to recognize the importance of what is 

known but kept secret and what is left unsaid. This potential to explore 'silence' and 

the 'Other' in life history has been, for me, the strongest argument for using a 

poststructural approach - a version 1 hoped would be especially appropriate for 

inquiring into the lives of women who have been surrounded by lesbophobic 

silences on personal, professional and inter-generational levels. 

The liberal humanist notion of a coherent, stable 'subject' has been 

persuasively critiqued by scholars from several intellectual traditions, including 

some feminist materialists and post-colonial theorists. This study has taken up 

questions about subjectivity raised mainly by poststnicturalist and psychoanalytic 

theorists. The idea of a sovereign subject has been troubled, on the one hand, by 

psychoanalytic theories about the 'unsaid'. On the other, postsfrucfural theories 

about discourses which limit the subject positions available to an individual have 

a secret is not primarily a Itzished-up fncf, a couert plot, a private feeling, or a 
conj%fential knowledge hiriden from others ... the secret is a trazirna whose v e y  
occrirance and dms ta t ing  emotionnl conseqziences are entombed and thereby consigned 
to internai silence, albeit zinzvittingly. (p. 99) 

While 1 think this latter conception of a 'secret' has potential for suggesting the complex 
formation of sexual subjectivities, considerable caution is required when translating psychoanalytic 
concepts from c h i c  settings to other interpretative contexts. My use of Abraham and Torok's concept of 
'secret' is no more than a tentative speculation which does not pretend to capture many detailç of their 
work on encrypted secrets. Similady, I think their characterization of 'silence' has much to offer future 
work about marginalized sexualities, and homophobia in particular, but the analysis of silence in this 
sîudy does little more than gesture towards their detaiied psychic theorization. For Abraham and 
Torok, silence: 

whether i f  characterizes individzials, families, social grozrps or entire nntions - the 
m f o l d  or rlnsnyable secret, the feeling unfelt, the puin denied, the zinspeakable 
concenled in the shame 01 families, the coaer-irp of political crimes, the collective 
disregard of painfd historical realities - nzny disnipt liues. (Rand, 1994: 21) 

For more detail about the term 'silence' refer to the theme "The Lesbian Closet" in Chapter 6. 



led to deep questions about agency and sovereignty of the subject. These 

fundamental challenges give rise to the notion of a split or fragrnented subject. The 

cautious use of a poststmctural approach to subjectivity takes seriously the Other 

within the subject(s) of life history - allows life history to focus not only what is said 

but on what is not said. Increasingly these intangible aspects of gendered sexualities 

are attracting scholarly attention (Britzman, 1998; Butler, 199%; Todd, 1997). It was 

Judith Butler (i997b) who recently observed that "dearly, there are workings of 

gender that do not 'show' in what is performed as gender, and to reduce the psychic 

workings of gender to the literal performance of gender would be a mistake" (p. 144). 

While this life history study did not intend to focus on psychoanalytic aspects of 

subjectivity at the outset, vexing questions about the constitutive role of the 

unconscious gradually crept into the analysis. 

It seems to me that challenging the 'open secret' of lesbians in physical 

education rnay mean shifting from giving lesbians 'voice' to asking how 

heterocentrism has silenced those voices. A continuing research focus upon lesbian 

identity risks sustainhg the hierarchical relation between lesbianism and 

heterosexism (Namaste, 1994; Seidman, 1993), and at best leads to the subject 

positions of 'tolerant normal' and ' tolerated subaltern' (Britzman, 1995). Seidman 

(1993) suggests that postsmicturalists airn to destabilize identity as a grounds for 

politics in order to open up alternative political possibilities, and that this may 

involve a shift frorn the resisting gay subject to an analysis of the homo/hetero 

codes that structure Western thought: 

Repzrdiating oieivs of identity ns essence or its effect, poststnictzrrnlists propose that 

the identity of an object or person is alzuays implicated in its opposite. 

'Heterosenrality' has nzenning only in relntion tu 'komosexriality'; the coherence of the 

former is bzrilt on the exclusion, repression, and repiidintion of the latter ..-.If 



hornose.ntality and heterosem~nliiy are a coiipling in whiclt ench presupposes the 

otker, each being present in the invocation of the other, and in iuizicli tlris coirpling 

asszirnes hierarcliicnl forms, thetz the episternic and politicnl project of identihing n 

gav si4 bject reinforces and reprodiices this hierurchical &ire. (p. 130) 

Heterocentism is let off the theoretical hook, as it were. Hence, the task facing 

queer theory is: 

not to stop sttidying identity fomzation, or euen abandon al1 fornts of identity politics, 

but rnther to nrnintain identity and diference in productive tension, nnd to rely upon 

notions of identijl and identity politics for tlrtlir strategic zitility zvkile rernaining 

zigi lmt against reification. (Epstein, 7994: 197) 

This means asking how the categories 'lesbian' and 'heterosexual' have corne 

to acquire their s ta tu  as coherent and core elements of subjectivity and as political 

realities through modem discourses such as sexuality, sport and physical education. 

It c m  also mean examining, if we draw on Judith Butler's (1990) earlier work, how 

heterosexual identities have been perfomed in ways that marginalize lesbian 

sexualities in order to maintain their privileged position. In this study, "rernaining 

vigilant against reification" has meant thinking about normative ideas contained 

within the life histones in different ways. To some extent the study has attempted to 

deconstruct, or negotiate the lirnits (Namaste, 1994) of the hetero/homosexual 

binary category. Part of the analysis expanded more obvious understandings to 

produce alternative interpretations about the normalization of heterosexualities 

and the marginalization of lesbian sexualities. 

A thorough understanding of sexual subjectivity necessitates an analysis that 

takes into account the historical and social contexts, or what 1 refer to as 



'institutional discourses'. Pragmatic poststructural and feminist theorists (Davies, 

1991; Phelan, 1993) suggested that research should focus upon the way in which 

institutional discourses intersect with persona1 discourses to construct sexualities, 

rather than the construction of sexual identities per se. Davies (1991) argues that a 

poststructural perspective understands the individual and collective as both 

discursively constructed in interlockhg ways. Accordingly, discourses in physical 

education, women's sport, feminism, families, and schooling provided the larger 

context in which the life histories were interpreted. 



Chap ter 2 

Literature Review 

Lesbian Studies in Educational Research 

Lesbian sexuality has only emerged as a topic of research in physical education 

during the past decade. This Line of inquiry has arisen in large part because an 

increasùig amount of research has been conducted into feminist, lesbian and queer 

issues in education. An ovewiew of the literature shows the increasingly diverse 

and sophisticated scope of Gay and Lesbian Studies in education (for example, 

Britzman, 1998; de Castell & Bryson, 1997; Epstein, 1994; Harbeck, 1992; Unks, 1995; 

Woog, 1995). There have been several persona1 accounts of silence and homophobia 

experienced by lesbian teachers specifically (for example, Anonymous, 1989; Doe, 

1991; Jeffs, 1995; Powell, 1993). Equally, a number of books have focused exclusively 

on the experiences of lesbian and gay teachers (Harbeck, 1992; Jennings, 1994; 

Khayatt, 1992; Kissan, 1996). 

Much of this research in the UK and North America has been influenced by 

liberal feminist notions of lesbianism. For example, Squirrell (1989) linked the role 

of homosexuals in education with an area of equal opportunities. She alluded to 

heterosexism as the underlying cause of oppression againçt lesbian teachers, but 

concentrated more on silence, fear and job security at the individual level. In 

contrast, Orarn (1989) presented a socialist-feminist analysis of 'spinster' teachers in 

inter-war Britain, a climate profoundly influenced by the marriage ban for women 

teachers. 

Didi Khayatt's (1992,1994) research into lesbian teachers broke new ground in 

Canadian educational research by challenging the heterocentric conception of 

female sexuality as reproductive labor, particularly in Dorothy Smith's analysis of 

everyday realities of women's experïence, which was dominant at the tirne. Her 



analysis of heterosexism within capitalist patriarchy, and the position of lesbian 

teachers therein, greatly extended existing feminist and Marxist analyses of gender 

in schooling. She analyzed how ideological practices controlled who is allowed to 

teadi and administer state schooling, and consequently who implements male 

privilege and compels heterosexuality. In tum, she outlined how this ideology 

constructed lesbian teachers as "inadmissible, incomprehensible, a contradiction in 

tems" (p. 71). Using this theoretical framework, she developed detailed accounts of 

how lesbian teachers managed their sexual identities within the context of the 

school, the classroom and the community. Khayatt identified the degree of 

involvement in feminist politics and the size of school board as the two most 

influential factors affecting how lesbians approached their teaching. She identified 

the dilemma facing lesbian teachers as follows: 

a teaclzer ?uho is a [rsbitzn l i ~ e s  a lqe filied with dilernnm ..A is not simply a qzresfion 

of the niore obuioils inconsistencies with ruhich one has to den1 on a dny-to-dny 

basis ... No. Tlie issue is more the small ways i n  .ruhich a lesbian teacher is silent. IL is 

the inzisibility of her life. It is the denials she artictilntes, the deflectiorzs slze 

manages, the defenses she feels cornpelled to put rrp. (p. 239) 

This astute interpretation of the dilemma facing lesbian teachers is one that 

proved to be central to this study, although this resonance became apparent only 

with the benefit of hindsight. 

No research about the lives of lesbian teachers in British Columbia has been 

published to date, although issues of sexuai orientation affecting teachers and 

students began to appear in the early 1990s. As early as 1992, the Vancouver SchooI 

Board (1992) supported the equal treatment of al1 individuals regardless of "race, 

culture, gender, religion, socioeconomic status, sexluzl orientation, or physical or 



mental ability". An advocacy group of lesbian and gay teachers (GALE BC) has 

become increasingly organized during the 1990s. 

In 1990, Reis put forward several reasons why sexual orientation should be 

taught in public schools throughout British Columbia. Wicks (1991) and McCue 

(1991) aiso discussed the difficulties facing lesbian and gay youth in British Columbia 

schools. 

In 1995, GALE BC published and distributed a manual called Counseline Gav 

and Lesbian Youth (GALE BC, 1995) providing information to school counselors 

throughout the province. Since the mid-1990s, the provincial government and 

teacher's federation in British Columbia have actively supported measures to 

combat homophobia in public schools and heterosexism in curriculum materials. 

Extending from a Canadian Teacher's Federation (undated) policy which stated that 

"sexuality education should include information and discussion about sexual 

orientation, homophobia and discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation", the 

British Columbia Teacher's Federation adopted a resohtion to create a program, 

funded from members' dues, to eliminate homophobia and heterosexism from the 

public schools system. In 1997-1998, a seven-member ad hoc committee was given 

the task of making recommendations about teacher education, curriculum and 

resource materials to begin this process (British Columbia Teacher's Federation, 

1998). 

These rneasures have provoked considerable opposition from various right- 

wing and hdamentalist groups in the province. The most publicized responses 

have involved the trustees of the Surrey Sdiool Board of whom several represent 

consenrative, religious views. The connections between members of the Board of 

Trustees and right-wing religious organizations such as the Citizen's Research 

lnstitute are less publicly known, but appear to have influenced positions adopted by 

this particular school board. For instance, in April 1996 the trustees forced the 



deletion of a number of protections from a draft policy on sexual harassment, 

including the sentence "Any form of expression of bias on the basis of sex or sexual 

orientation including derogatory comments" which made the policy inconsistent 

with the BCTF collective agreement (Bigots Ban Books, 1998). The following year, 

the same school board banned three children's books which referred to same-sex 

families from use in primary classrooms. They also voted to ban the use of "any 

resources from gay and lesbian groups such as GALE BC" thereby effectively 

preventing counselors from using the Counseling: Gav and Lesbian Youth 

handbook. These events led two teachers, a student, a parent and an author to 

challenge the bannuig of these materials in the BC Supreme Court. The case was 

heard in 1998 and, at the tirne of writing, the decision is still pending. 

Studies in Phvsical Education 

Due to the impact of feminist sdiolarship, researchers in physical education 

have gradually tumed their attention toward issues of lesbian sexuality and 

homophobia. Much of this research examined gendered relations in teacher 

preparation programs. For instance, Alison Dewar (1990) analyzed ways in which 

physical education students constructed athletic and gender identities in a Canadian 

program. Her study referred to compulsory heterosexuality and lesbophobia, 

although the prirnary theme was how students assimilated scientistic, 

biodeterminist rather than social constructivist notions of sex from the PE 

undergraduate curriculum. Ann Flintoff (1994) also studied the ways in which 

British teacher education constructed gendered identities, but did not consider 

sexual identities. An autobiographical account by Skelton (1993) suggested how the 

informal student culture of physical education students reproduced a hegemonic 

masculinity - including compulsory heterosexuality - that undermined the 

humanist, forma1 curriculum of the teacher education program. In the U.S.A., 

Williamson and Williams (1990) documented how a mandatory 'Equity Awareness' 



course at the University of Massachusetts helped physical education students reflect 

upon racisrn, sexism, homophobia and motor elitism in the profession. 

Studies of Lesbian PE Teachers 

The first studies about lesbian PE teachers appeared in the early 1990s usuig 

life history research (Clarke, 1996; Sparkes, 1994a, 1994b, 1995; Squires & Sparkes, 

1996; Sparkes & Templin, 1992), historical research (Cahn, 1994a), participatory 

action research (Griffin, 1992b) and what 1 shall refer to as identity management 

research (Griffin, 1991,1992b, 1992c; Woods, 1992; Woods & Harbeck, 1992). 

Andrew Sparkes has published several articles about life histones of lesbians 

in physical education. His work draws primarily upon Griffin's (1991, 1992a, 1992c) 

liberal feminist and Lenskyj's (1986, 1990, 1991) more radical feminist analyses of 

homophobia and lesbianism in sport. His theoretical framework acknowledged that 

schools, as patriarchal institutions, are ideologically and culturally heterosexual. He 

has counterpoised the public realrn of the school against the private life of the 

lesbian teacher, inquiring how the school 'controlsl the teacher's private life. Thus, 

the hegemony of heterosexuality is acknowledged as being institutional and Sparkes 

examined how lesbian teachers resisted this hegemony. This framework does not, 

however, focus on how the marginalization of the lesbian teacher is acfxally 

fundamental to institutional heterocentrism. This is one area where this thesis, 

incorporating queer theory, builds on the theoretical framework used by Sparkes. 

Other than these life history studies, most research about lesbian PE teachers 

has examined how teachers have 'managed' their sexual identities in the 

homophobic milieu of schooling. Woods and Harbeck's (1992) phenomenological 

study asked "how lesbian physical educators cope with some unique occupational 

stresses relating to society's perspectives on homosexuality and women in sports" 

(p. 142). Pat Griffin (1991,1992a, 1992b, 1992c) has been one of the most prolific 

authors about homophobia in sport. Much of her work is based on liberal feminist 



principles, focusing on identity management strategies used by lesbian physical 

educators. In an action research study (Griffin, 1992b), she identified a continuum of 

management strategies lesbians used to separate or integrate their persona1 and 

professional identities. These ranged from 'passing' as heterosexual, 'covering' 

which involved cençoring rather than deceiving, 'being implicitly out' to 'being 

explicitly out'. 

Cahn's (1994a) historical research into the construction of gender and 

sexuality in women's sport in the US is the most comprehensive study to date. She 

traced the changing material conditions that constnicted notions about lesbianism 

in American physical education from the late 1920s. As such, her work contributes 

to a historical materialist theory of lesbianism. In this inquiry, physical educators 

were juxtaposed with women athletes and sport promoters while medical, 

sexological, and education discourses were analyzed alongside those in the popular 

media. 

It is worth detailing Cahn's findings as they are directly related to the issues of 

silence and invisibility at the heart of this thesis. Between 1870 and 1920 lesbians 

were constnicted as 'sexual inverts' by the medical profession and sexologists, two of 

whom, P. M. Wise and Havelock Ellis, connected lesbianism to female athletes. She 

described how fears about female heterosexuality becoming out of control were 

increasingly popular from 1900 to 1930. During the 1930s, this fear of 

'uncontrollable' heterosexuality coexisted with a developing awareness and fear of 

lesbianism, until the stereotype of the mannish lesbian gained pritnacy in the mid- 

1930s. The post-war gender conservatism of the 1940-50s forced many female 

athletes to 'prove' their heterosexuality through reference to family and 

motherhood. Cahn insightfully noted that this tactic of proving the heterosexuality 

of female athletes failed to dispel the stigma of lesbianism in athletics; paradoxically, 

it added to the fear of homosexuality, thereby strengthening the stigma. The 1960s 



became the era of the 'open secret' in which the presence of lesbians in sport, 

especially softball, was known but not discussed. This 'open secret' of lesbian 

athletes operated within heterosexual noms, rather than challenging them. At the 

same time, Cahn suggested, sport provided friendship networks and sufficient social 

freedom to recowtruct traditional femininity. 

This study provided much needed documentation of the historical account of 

lesbian sexuality in North American sport. Cahn's conceptualization of sexual 

identity acknowledged, but did not seriously engage, debates about identity and 

subjectivity which were emerguig at the tirne. While she acknowledged the 

potential of poststmctural theories about fragmented, non-unified identities, she 

noted that the oral histories of women she interviewed strongly suggested that "a 

sense of authentic self is both real and necessary to people living within a given 

context" (Cahn, 1994: 332). This tension between this 'sense of authentic self and 

theories of fragmented identities has also been a central issue within this thesis. 

More broadly, this thesis continues this nascent line of inquiry into lesbian PE 

teachers, building on the life history studies of Andrew Sparkes in particular. 

Life History Research 

This section outlines the most relevant life history literature. Research 

methodologies and epistemologies that draw upon personal experience have a long, 

varied and interdisciplinary tradition. Goodson and Walker (1988) claimed that life 

histories in anthropology and sociology were numerous in the 1920s and 1930s, with 

a resurgence in the 1970s. They also noted that use of oral history by social historians 

has been increasingly recognized as a legitirnate source of data. The use of persona1 

accounts, specifically autobiographies and life stories, by historians and sociologists 

in the early 1900s is noted by Pumis (1987), who also commented on a resurgence in 

the 1980s. Life history research may diverge "on the one hand towards historical 

biography in the humanistic tradition, and on the other towards studies of 



collectivities in the social science tradition," according to Milbum (1989, p. 161). 

There are considerable similarities between sociological and educational research 

uses of life history research; most differences anse from the varied interpretive, 

critical, ferninist and postsmidural challenges to positivist social science. Life 

history then, according to Sparkes (1993), "is an umbrella term that includes as 

sources of data, autobiographies, persona1 documents, human documents, life 

records, case histories, interviews, Life stories etc." (p. 110). Collaborative 

autobiography has been used in teacher education and educational research (Butt, 

1988; Butt & Raymond, 1987; Butt, McCue, Townsend & Raymond, 1989; Goodson, 

1989; Knowles, 1991). In the late 1980s, ferninist theones began to inform the use of 

autobiography and persona1 narrative in educational research. 

Life history research relating to teachers has dealt with issues bcing student 

teachers (Sikes & Tronya, 1991) and teachers' careers (Sikes, Measor & Woods, 1985). 

Two important studies used life history to explore the lives of feminist teachers in 

New Zealand (Middleton, 1993) and women teachers who were social activists in 

the United States (Casey, 1993). These studies are more relevant to the research being 

proposed because of their feminist perspectives, which influenced both their content 

and methodologies. Life hïstory research in physical education has delved into the 

profession's status as a marginal subject (Sparkes, Templin & Schempp, 1990; 

Sparkes & Templin, 1992), teachers' careers (Templin, 1988) and, more recently, the 

experiences of a lesbian teacher (Squires & Sparkes, 1996; Sparkes, 1994a, 1994b). Life 

histories have been an important source of knowledge as lesbian and gay studies 

have developed over the past decade (Gay Men's Oral History Group, 1989; Lesbian 

History Group, 1989; Lesbian Oral History Group, 1989; Sullivan, 1990). 

Cross-generational life histories have the potential to reveal both continuities 

and dis-continuities. Changes of this sort have been demonstrated in terms of mid- 

life dianges in sexual identities (Fleishman, 1993); malleability of life courses in 



general (Gubrium & Holstein, 1995); and bisexual identities (Creet, 1995). Similarly, 

Smith-Rosenberg (1989b) deployed the trope of the 'New Wornan' in early 

twentieth century Arnerica, to show how cross-generational feminisms and 

feminists have been fractured. As she put it, "how the language and victories of one 

generation of women cm radically reposition the women who follow, making hem 

speak different languages, avow different goals" (p. 120). Interestingly, she drew a 

parallel between the conflicts between successive generations of New Women and 

the challenges of poststructuralism facing feminists today. The importance of a 

relational analysis in oral histories was stressed by Kathleen Casey (1993) in her life 

histories of women teachers. She was referring to the relation between past and 

present; dominant memory and cornmonplace understandings; persona1 and large- 

scale changes. Furthemore she claimed that analysis of these relations may reveal 

discontinuities or 'factual disparities' (p. 12) which may provide valuable insight 

rather than problems of distortion. 

Theories of Sexuality 

Poststructural theories of the subject critique the notion of identity as a 

coherent and stable sense of personhood, proposing instead that subjectivity consist 

of fragmented, split subject positions. These different assumptions can be traced 

through the debates about essentialism versus social consmictionism. For instance, 

the tension between individual perceptions that lesbian identity is based upon an  

essential sexual orientation and social constructionist theories of sexual identity has 

been discussed by Rust (1993). Rust cites social psychological studies from the 1970s 

that daim that individuals experience their sexual identities as stable and essential, 

and that changes in their sexual identities are part of a process of discovering their 

'eçsential' sexual orientation. These claims are clearly problematic given the 

poststmctural/socia1 constructivist assumptions of the thesis; however, 1 assert that 

they have been commonly held perceptions. Rust pointed out that even the goal of 



discovering an essential sexual identity is, in fact, defined by available social 

constructs. Weeks (1991) tackled the paradox that while sexual identities seem to 

change and be in flux, there is a strong persona1 and political need to fix and stabilize 

sexual identity. He suggested that sexual identity "is provisional, precarious, 

dependent on, and incessantly challenged by, social contuigencies and psychic 

demands - but apparently necessarv, the foundation stone of Our sexual beliefs and 

behaviors" (p. 69). This paradox between the psychic, persona1 need for a degree of 

stabiliiy and coherence in one's identity and poststructural theories of instability and 

fragmentation remains a contested issue. 

This issue was broached by Julia Creet (1995) when she discussed the anxieties 

of coming 'out' and coming 'undone'. She based her argument on the notion of 

identity as a repetitive discursive performance, with lesbian identity predicated 

specifically on the speech act of 'coming out'. Coming undone referred to the loss of 

identity, of slipping into a non-identity, illustrated through an account of a long 

standing lesbian falling in love with a man. She articulated the paradox - if the 

repetitive performance of 'coming out' constitutes and maintains a lesbian identity, 

how does this retelling work within and against the notion that identities are 

unstable? Creet did not resolve the paradox for us. She leaves us with the thought 

that her lesbian identity "is psychically entrenched play, as Butler points out, but, 

one must insist, physically and historically entrenched play also" (p. 196). 

The following literature is used to review how 'identity' haç been 

conceptualized in life history research. Casey (1993) differentiated her approach to 

life history from others that focus upon a 'fictive composite individual'. Her study 

of female teachers was structured around common identities such as 'catholic', 

'nun', 'black', 'political activist'. Casey was dismissive of postsmictural theories of 

identity. For her, the subject is more than a creation of discourse: 



Unlike the aliennted person of post-modern discourse, this self is not a junible of 

fiugrnents; die caiz articulate her ozvn colterence. Acting within limitntions constntcfed 

by the oflrer, slre neverflreless has sorne choice, and she has some pozver. Ip. 25) 

In contrast, Smith (1993) recounted how persona1 narratives have recently 

started to challenge "the certitudes of bourgeois individualism - for instance, the 

certitude of stable, unified selfhood" (p. 395). Her biographical study illustrated how 

an individual, Linda Nieman, was situated within multiple discourses of identity, 

critiquing the myth of unified selfhood. The traditional framing of biographical 

subject, she argued, can be countered by weaving institutional discourses into the 

text alongside the narrative. However, such historicized and contexualized 

representations of the subject may require alternative forms of life writing. For 

example she suggested organizing a narrative around topics - such as the body, the 

voice, minds, gardens, education and so forth - rather than a chronology of a 

person's life. The suggestion that narrative structure in autobiography precludes 

awareness of the complexities, fragments, silences and changes of the 'self is 

rejected by Stanley (1993). She argues that autobiographical writing can "take a clear 

'this then that' narrative form in which the life of the self, and thus the writing self 

also, is constructed by meam of strong referential claims. But this can include an 

awareness of the 'inner' fragmentations of self " (p. 207). 

Poststructural Theories of Sexualitv 

Poststruchiral theories of homosexual identity have proliferated largely as a 

result of debate about essentialism and social constructionism in lesbian and gay 

studies (DeCecco & Elia, 1993). It is fair to Say that, certainly as we enter the late 1990s, 

much of the theorizing about identity, the subject and subjectivity has yet to have a 

signifiant impact on 

Poststructurai, queer 

research in sport sociology and physical education. 

theories of sexuality attempt - among other things - to 



counter the problems arising from overly essentialist assumptions about sexual 

identities. Before exploring this more deeply, a word of caution about the term social 

constructionism is needed because the term has different meanings in various 

disciplines. In social psychology for instance, Burr (1995) suggested that social 

constructionism refers to any approach which takes a critical stance towards taken- 

for-granted knowledge; is historically and culturally specific, anti-essentialist or anti- 

realist. Within sociology, according to Epstein (1994), social constmctionism 

provided continuity between sociological labeling and deviance theories about 

sexuality and more recent queer, gay and lesbian theories about sexuality. A helpful 

genealogy of social constructionism in sociological research into sexuality can be 

found in Nardi and Schneider's (1998) anthology. Broadly speaking, 1 use the term 

'social construction' primarily to refer to theoretical approaches that challenge 

essentialist notions of identity. 

Back to poststructural and queer theories about sexual identities. An 

important historical approach to the social construction of sexual identities is to be 

found in the work of Weeks (1991). In his words, identities "are not necessary 

attributes of particular sexual drives or desires, and [they] are not, in fact, essential - 
that is naturally pre-given -- aspects of Our personality" (p. 68). He also claimed that 

identities are selected from a range of possibilities; however, the range of 

possibilities is historically contingent and constrained rather than endless. Rather 

than interpreting the work of Marx and Freud reductively, Weeks noted how their 

work challenged the possibility of a coherent, unitary identity. Marx's view that an 

individual is an ensemble of social relations, Freud's notion that unconscious forces 

beyond rational control subvert the conscious individual, and subsequent feminist 

rethinkuig of the relations between the psyche and male power are used by Weekç 

to support the following conclusions: 



First, that sribjectiaity is alïunys fiactured, contrndictory, ambigtrolts, nnd disrtrpted; 

second, that identity is not inbom, pregïven, or 'nnfriral*. Zt is striven for, contested, 

nego tiated, and aciiiezed, offen in s t riiggles of tlze sri bordinnted agninst the dominnn t. 

Moreover, it is not adiiewd jirst by an individual act of ruill, or discoztered in the 

Iiidden recesses of the soril. It is prrt together in circumstances beqzienthed by history, in 

collective crxperiences ns rnticlr as by indiaidtinl destiny. (p .  94) 

Social consmictionist views about sexuality have rarely been articulated so 

clearly and with such detailed historical background as in the work of Weeks. He 

suggested two lines of inquiry for historical research into sexuality which proved to 

be important to this thesis. Firstly, the conditions that didallow the ernergence of 

sexual categories and, secondly, the factors that affect individual acceptance or 

rejection of those sexual categories. He differentiated between emotional /sexual 

propensities - desires that are shaped at the psychoanalytic level - and sexual 

identities that are shaped during a lifelong series of social interactions, calling for 

historical research into both: 

... we rnzist see [theml as nspects of tlze same process. Social processes constnict 

s~ibjectivities not jtist as 'cakegories' but nt the leuel of desires. This perception, ratlier 

tlinn the search for episfemologicnl puriiy, sltotild be the stnrting point for Jiitirre socinl 

and historical shldies of 'Itomoseminlity' nnd indeed of 'sexrinliiy' in genernl. ( p .  45) 

These dual lines of inquiry are evident in this study, particularly in the focus 

on institutional discourses and the social unconscious in the data analysis. 

Nonetheless, Champagne (1995) argued that Weeks' version of social 

construction theory yields choices about identity available to a humanist subject, 

rather than a range of subject-effects. 1 found his critique somewhat reductive: 



Weeks' casting of identity not ns disainive but as 'historical' necessnrily rrshers in n 

srrbject ïvho, ïvltile pttrged of nn rssentiaiist se-mal identity, is nonetheless sovereign, 

capable of cltwsing his or her identity fiom the supermarket of h i s toy  or rejecfing sttch 

an identity - mliiie still, in sorne sense, brirrg honzosextral. (p .  65) 

He also suggested that attempts to historicize the construction of sexual 

identities eventually and unavoidably result in a "kind of essentialism" (p. 65). This 

paradox - that a degree of essentialism exists within social constructionism - 

remains unresolved in most social constnictionist and poststmcturalist theories. 

Grosz (1994) pointed out that constructionism "needs to make explicit what are the 

raw materials for its process of construction and these cannot themselves be 

constructed without the assumption of infinite regress. The building btocks or raw 

materials must in some sense be essentialist" (p. 213). Thus, it seems that social 

constructionist research into identity will necessarily entail a degree of essentialism, 

and this is, in my view, why the essentialism/social const~ctionism debate is so 

persistent. Poststructural theories of sexual identity have a legacy in the debate about 

essentialism and social constnictionism and al1 but the most skeptical 

poststruburalist theories of identity contain elements of social construc tionism. As 

part of a movement towards social postmodemism in social theory, Seidman 

offered a comprehensive account of the increasing complexity and ambivalence of 

social constructionism in sexual politics (Seidman, 1993; Nicholson & Seidman, 

1995).7 He argued that the ambivalence of social constructionism in identity politics 

7 ~ h e  social constructivist assumptions of gay liberation, Seidman (1993) contends, evolved into 
two separate movements based on what he calls an ethnic model of identity. He describes " ... a 
movement away from a Liberationist hamework toward an ethnic/ethnic minority model, with an 
ernphasis on cultural difference, comrnunity building, and identity-based interest-gmup poiitics" (p. 
117). A gay men's movement focused upon winning civil rights developed at the same time but distinct 
from a lesbian separatist movement based upon female values and Mestyle choices. Both these 



arises from on the one hand, its challenge to a unitary lesbian identity yet, on the 

other hand, its focus upon the historical construction of identities. 

Oueer Theories of Sexuality 

The next section reviews the impact of 'queer theory' on the re- 

conceptualization of sexual identity. 'Queer theory' necessarily resists any 

straightforward definition, yet it is possible to trace the emergence of central queer 

theories and theorists during the past decade. Queer theory arose in the context of 

sex debates between anti-pornography and sex-radical feminists, critiques of 

feminism, the rise of postmodem and poststructural theory, and the right wing 

backlash against homosexuality in the AIDS crisis (Seidman, 1994; Walters, 1996). 

While the theoretical and political genealogy of queer theory stretches back into the 

early postsmictural/modern work of Foucault and Demda of the 1970s (Namaste, 

1994)s and has been heavily influenced by French poststructuralism and Lacanian 

psychoanalysis (Seidman, 1994), the term 'queer theory' began to gain currency in 

1991. The political movement 'Queer Nation' was bom in 1990 at a small meeting of 

gay men interested in direct action around lesbian and gay issues according to queer 

historian Donna Penn (1995), while Teresa de Lauretis has been attributed with 

coining the term 'Queer Theory' in 1991 (Walters, 1996). Since then articles 

exploring queer theory have begun to appear in sociological, feeminist and 

educational joumals with special editionsg and anthologiesl0 devoted to the topic. 

political movements, aithough aiming towards different ends, assumed a unitary gay or Iesbian 
identity, and it was this essentiaiism that soiicited critique. Following Seidman's account, 
constructionist scholars critiqued the ethnic identity mode1 as obscuring the diversity of same-sex 
desires. 

Ki Namaste (1994) insightfully assessed the contributions made to queer theory by Michel 
Foucault's analysis of the discursive production of the category homosexuai and Jacques Derrida's 
concept of supplernentarity. 

Queer Theory was the subject of speual editions in differences: A Journal of FemLUst Cultural 
Studies (vol. 3 #2, Summer 1991), Radical History Review (62, Spring 1995), Sociologicai Theory (12 #3, 
July 1994), and most recentiy in the Harvard Educational Review (1996). See also Penn and Irving's 



Any list of queer theonsts will oversimplify, exclude and misrepreçent the diverse 

theoretical backgrounds of individual scholars, but key players include Eve 

Sedgwick (1990), Diana Fuss (1995), Judith Butler (1990,1993a), Teresa de Lauretis 

(1991,1994) with Canadians such as Mary Bryson and Suzanne de Castell (1994) and 

Deborah Britzman (1995) publishing queer articles concerning education specifically. 

Work appearing under the mbric of queer theory generated a number of critiques 

from material feminists (Hennessy, 1995; Ingraham, 1994), lesbian feminists 

(Jeffreys, 1994; Kitzinger & Wilkinson, 1994; Martin, 1994; Walters, 1996), 

mainstream sociologists (Oakes, 1994; Norton, 1996) and even kom within queer 

theory itself (Butler, 1994; Seidman, 1995). The following section outlines several 

central themes within queer theory alongside the critiques which have been 

generated as a result. Briefly, current queer theorizing is concerned with 

deconsmicting normalcy, particularly heteronormativity; interrogating the 

intersections between racial and sexual identities; distinguishing between the study 

of gender (feminism) and sexuality (queer studies); and the role of discourse in 

(de)constructing sexualities. 

It has been argued that queer theories assume: that identity politics mute 

intemal differences along racial, class, gender and other lines; that identities are 

always multiple; and that any categorization is inherently suspicious (Epstein, 1994). 

These assumptions have influenced the direction of research into sexualities to 

varying degrees, clairning to offer the following routes for inquiry. 

Queer theory, some would argue, no longer focuses only upon lesbian (and 

gay male) sexuality but brings into view the workuigs of heterosexuality by 

(1995) review of emergent literature in gay and lesbian studies. 

Notably, an introductory anthology of early queer theorizing in the Lesbian and Gay Studies 
Reader (Abelove, Bard & Halperin, 1993) and a Manùst critique of posûnodem trends in queer theory 
caiied Material Oueer (Norton, 1996) 



interrogating the hierarchical relations between homo/hetero, inside/outside, 

self/Other and normal/transgression. It could be çaid that heterosexuality represents 

the inside, the center, the natural. Heterosexuality is surrounded by marginal 

sexualities which are less privileged - homo, bi, tram, celibate sexualities exist as/at 

the margins of heterosexuality. Certainly this hierarchy permeates much physical 

education discourse. But in order to maintain this opposition, a boundary between 

inside and outside is required and it is the "production and management" 

(Namaste, 1994: 224) of this boundary that queer theory interrogates. And yet, while 

queer theory introduces heterosexuality as a central category of inquiry, Michael 

Wamer (1993) notes that "'queer' gets a critical edge by defining itself against the 

normal rather than heterosexual" (p. xxvi). Thus, queer theory takes aim at the 

de/construction of heteronormativity rather than heterosexuality per se (Hennessy, 

1995). One aspect of this interrogation has been the deconstruction of sexual 

identities beyond the limits of homo/hetero in favor of "the plurality and 

irreducibility (irreducible to gender, to the body, to social construction) of sexual 

desire and sexual play" (Walters, 1996: 836). The trope inside / outside, first explicated 

by Diana Fuss (1995), has been fertile ground for queer theorizing. The antagonistic 

yet mutually dependent relation between hside/outside - sometimes but not 

exclusively read as homo/hetero - leads to the realization that "we cannot assert 

ourselves to be completely outside heterosexuality, nor entirely inside, because each 

of these terms achieves its meaning in relation to the other. What we can do, queer 

theorists suggest, is "negotiate these limits" (Namaste, 1994: 224). 

A number of feminists have voiced serious concerns about the content and 

institutional location of 'queer' theory. For example, queer theory raised problems 

for radical feeminists Celia Kitzinger and Sue Wilkinson (1994), because they fear that 

"as the meanings of heterosexuality and homosexuality become blurred within a 

fantasy wodd of ambiguity, indeterminacy and charade, the material realities of 



oppression and feminist politics are forgotten" (p. 456). Their critique centered upon 

the notion of queer heterosexuality whereby "people who, while doing what is 

conventionally d e h e d  as 'heterosexuality', nonetheless do so in ways which are 

transgressive of 'normality"' (p. 451). While their discornfort with this particular 

queer style may be justified, it glosses over more compelling reasonç for inquiring 

into the workings of normative (rather than queer) heterosexuality given by Fuss 

(1995), Namaste (1994) and Warner (1993) among others. Tensions between feminist 

and queer theories are far from resolved. An excellent entry point into the debates 

can be found in the edited volume Feminism Meets Oueer Theory (Weed, 1997). 

In part, 'queer' emerged as a corrective to the exclusions of other marginal 

sexualities and of people of color by the lesbian and gay movements and theories 

which developed in the 1980s (Seidman, 1994). One of the foci of queer theory has 

been the "differential formation of homosexuality across racial boundaries, 

including the question of how racial and reproductive injunctions are articulated 

through one another" (Butler, 1993b: 21). The overlap between post-colonial studies 

and queer theory is producing some of the most astute accounts of the construction 

of racialized sexualities (Moraga, 1996; Nelson, 1993; Somerville, 1994). Despite the 

claim that queer politics and to a lesser extent queer theory emerged as a corrective 

to the exclusion of people of color, Walters (1996) cautions that there is little 

inherent within queer theory to prevent a similar cycle of deracination. She 

forewamed the risk that "queer can 'de-race' the homosexual of color in much the 

same way 'old-time' gay studies often has, effectively erasing the specificity of 'raced' 

gay existence under a queer rubric in which whiteness is not problematized" (p. 842). 

Thus the challenge facing queer studies in physical education is not to overlook the 

intersections between racial identities and sexual identities. Or to put it more 

proactively, the heterocentric and Eurocentnc history of the physical education 



profession makes queer studies into the construction of white, heterosexual 

identities a particularly urgent project. 

It is important to note that the issues of white privilege and racism arising 

within this thesis emerged largely because of the feminist framework which 

foregrounded the everyday mernories of the teachers. The analysis of these 

recollections was informed as mu& by critical race theoq (Dei, 1996; Frankenburg, 

1993) as queer theory. Queer theory's focus on the 'normal' did, however, direct 

analyses ont0 ways absence, othering and silence were central to 'normal' ways of 

talking about racial identity for white women. 

Another related theme in queer theory has been a mpture in the taken-for- 

granted links between sex (male / female), gender (masculine / ferninine) and 

sexuality (homo/hetero) - a theme which permeates the work of Eve Sedgwick and 

Judith Butler particularly (Walters, 1996). Differences between the centrality of 

lesbianisrn and relevance of feminism in the queer theorizing of Judith Butler, 

Teresa de Lauretis and Eve Kosofosky Sedgwick have been suggested by Kathleen 

Martindale (1995). Greatly abbreviating, she suggested that Sedgwick focused more 

on sexuality than gender, describing her work as anti-homophobic and not always 

coextensive with ferninism.11 Judith Butler's earlier work emphasized the 

performative nature of gender and sexual identities, thereby providing a theoretical 

framework for anti-essentialist feminist and queer theorizing of both gender and 

sexuality. In cornparison, Teresa de Lauretis, invoked the term "queer theory" to 

remedy masking of gay male privilege in the purportedly equitable phrase "lesbian 

and gay" - a move indicative of her other work which retains a stronger feminist 

impulse than Butler or Sedgwick. 

l1 For Çedgwick's own dixussion of the unpredictable relation between feminist and queer 
inquiry see Axiom 2 in E ~ i s  temoloev of the Closet (1990). 



'Ihere is a perceived danger in some feminist circles that queer theory's claim 

to be concemed with sexuality as distinct from gender discounts and overshadows 

earlier feminist theories which reworked the links between gender, sex and 

sexuality. The most notable example of this is Gayle Rubin's (1984) groundbreaking 

article "Thinking sex" in which she argued forcefully for the analytical separation of 

gender and sexuality "in order to speak more freely about 'transgressive' variations 

of sexuality" (Flax, 1992: 287). A queer sounding project if ever there was one, but 

one made almost a decade before the amval of queer theory. 

The second problematic raised by some feminist theorists is that gender runs 

the risk of disappearing in queer theory. They have wamed that vigilance is needed 

to prevent the privileging of gay men at the expense of lesbians, and slide into 

"implicit and explicit marginalization and demonization of feminism and lesbian- 

feminism" (Walters, 1996: 837).12 By far the most stringent cnticism that queer 

theory has the potential to exclude and disavow the contribution (even the material 

existence) of lesbians and lesbian feminism has been voiced by Sheila Jeffreys (1994). 

Writing hom a lesbian feminist perspective in which "lesbians and gay men are in 

many respects different because lesbians are members of the political class of 

women" (p. 459), she is extremely concerned that queer theory's fascination with gay 

male cultural foms such as camp and drag, particularly by Judith Butler and Eve 

Sedgwick, will "subsume lesbians into a variety of gay men" (p. 471). This concem 

has been taken up in more nuanced ways by other lesbian feminists who, at the 

same tirne, are more curious about the possibilities of developing a feminist queer 

theory. Judith Butler (1994) herself is extremely wary of the separation between 

feminist and queer theory, if queer theory defines itself (as the study of sexuality) 

12 Walters (1996) also makes the analogy between feminist critiques of queer theory's elision of 
lesbians and critiques of postmodemism's elision of the subject and the category 'Woman'. 



against feminism (as the study of gender). She also forewarned of the anti-feminism 

accompanying the rise of consemative gay men within the queer movement. 

The theoretical framework of this study has been heavily influenced by a long 

history of feminist research; however, queer theorïes have undoubtedly shifted the 

focus onto 'normality', specifically heterosexual, white noms. The theoretical 

framework is also indebted to Eve Sedgwick and Judith Butler's work on gendered 

sexualities which, some would argue, warrants the term 'queer'. 

Fernale Sexualities in Physical Education 

Physical education is a discourse of the body, unlike other areas of curriculum 

in formal schooling. Indeed, discourses of physical education are indelibly and 

especially written on the body, just as discourses of gender are etched into the body. 

In the words of Elizabeth Grosz (1990): 

Mascr~linity and femininity are not sintply social categories as it  were externally or 

arbitrarily inzposed olz the subjer f 's sexe Masczrline and fenrinine are necessarily related 

to fhe strrictztre and the lived e.xperience and meaning of bodies. As Gatens argues in Izer 

critique of the sex/ge~zder distinction (1983). niascillirzity and femininity mean different 

flrings according to whetlzer they are lived out on and e-rperienced by male or fpmale 

bodies. (p. 73-74) 

In women's physical education, athletic masculinity has been etched into the 

female body. This disrupts the normal links between female/femininity and 

male/masculinity, disturbing what Messner and Sabo (1990) refered to as the 

"gender order" in sport. Discourses of physical education, especially those derived 

from sport, more often than not valorize hegemonic masculinity while denigrating 

homo-masculinity and most femininities (Dewar, 1990; Messner & Sabo, 1990; 

Scraton, 1986; Whitson, 1994). Female physical education teachers are unavoidably 



implicated in and associated with these discourses of masculinization. As a result, 

the heterosexuality of women who participate in sport and physical education has 

long been under suspicion due to these masculinizing effects of sport. This 

association between sport, masculinity and 'fragile' heterosexuality began in the 

1920s and 19305, as Susan Cahn (1994b) documented: 

Mannishness, once n s i p  of gender crossing, asszi med n sprcïficnlly fesbinn-sexr~al 

connotation; and tlte sfrong cldtrrral association behoeen sport nnd mnscrtlinity made 

roomen's athletics npe for enrerging fesbinn sfereotypes. ( p .  335) 

Additionally, gender separation saturates many other aspects of physical 

education from student grouping, activity selection, hiring practices, and 

administrative duties. This means that female teachers have often worked in all- 

female contexts, be they physical education classes, sporting tearns, soaal or 

professional associations- Thus, the construction of sexuality in women's physical 

education is peculiar due to the negotiation of stereotypical notions of athletic 

masculinity in frequently all-female contexts. This peculiar (some would Say, 

perverse) context warrants cornparison with Teresa de Lauretis' (1994) analysis of 

lesbian desire which, she claims, is directed towards both masculinity and female- 

directed fernininiSr. 

Conceptualizing women's physical education as a sociocultural context where 

masculinity is negotiated in feemale-only spaces requires a theoretical openness to 

what Eve Sedgwick (1990)13 called 'gender inversion' and 'gender separation'. Most 

13 Eve Sedgwick (1990) pointed out that ali  discourses about homo/sexuality foliow two main 
tropes of gender which shape Our understanding of same-sex desire - the trope of inversion 
(transitivitybetween genders) and the trope of sameness (separatism between genders). The trope of 
inversion works when homosexuality refers to masculine sexual desire in women and vice-versa - the 
stereotypes of the mannish lesbian and congenital invert, for example. Conversely, the trope of 
sameness works when homosexuality is viewed as sexuaI desire between the same gender as in 'woman- 



frequently, lesbian sexualityl%n sport is conceptualized as 'gender inversion' 

whereby the 'unnatural' masculinity of women participating in sport is linked to 

lesbian sexuality. A heterosexual desire (male-female) continues to work, but the 

desire has transferred via masculinity into the female body. This trope of 

(hetero)sexual desire underpins such homophobic clichés as 'she looks like a man1, 

'he throws like a girl', 'the sissy boy' and 'the mannish lesbian'. 

'Gender separatism' is less frequently invoked in sporting discourses, but 

nevertheless permeates the experiences of many women. The trope of separatism 

invokes suspicion about lesbian desire within women-only sports; indeed, this 

suspicion of lesbianism in women's sports functioned both as a homophobic 

repellent and as a magnetic sexual field of force (Cahn, 1994a). 

The framework above denaturalizes the gendered links between 

male/masculinity and female/femininity and, as such, owes more to feminist 

theories about gender than to queer theory. The SM kom feminist to queer occurs 

when the implication of heterosexuality is considered. Judith Butler's (1990) 

contention that al1 genders are imitations does just that. Butler stated that gender is 

not the rightful property of a particular sex, that masculine does not properly belong 

to male nor ferninine to female. This insight (which circulated within feminism for 

at least two decades) is supported through the example of male drag, whereby Butler 

suggestç that "drag constitutes the mundane way in which genders are appropriated, 

theahicalized, wom, and done; it irnplies that all gendering is a kind of 

imperçonation" (p. 185). Butler's theory of gender as imitation tum on the notion15 

identified woman' notions of lesbianisrn or gay men's desire for hypermaxulinity. Both tropes of 
transitive and separatist lesbian desire can be discerned in de Lauretis' theory of lesbian desire - the 
maxuluie fetish representing the transitivity of masculine desire onto women's bodies, and the femme 
fetish representing the separatist trope. 

l4 The tropes of inversion and sameness work quite differently for gay men in sport b e c a w  of 
the dixourses of masculluty upon which many sporthg practices are contingent- 



that there is no primary gender which drag imitates. In other words, drag is not an 

imitation of 'real' fernininity by males; rather, "al1 gender is a kind of imitation for 

which there is no original" (p. 185). She goes on to suggest that the very idea of a 

real, proper gender is actually an 'effect' of the imitation - what has been 

naturalized as correct gender for particular sexes is no more than a "phantasmic 

ideal of heterosexual identity" (p. 185). Applying this logic to women in physical 

education, it follows that butch women are not trying to emulate a form of 

masculinity which is 'nahirally' male, nor are lesbians trying to imitate a masculine 

form of sexuality by copying 'natural' heterosexuality; rather, the genders performed 

by butch lesbians, butch shaight women, femme lesbians and other gendered 

sexualities of wornen in physicai education are al1 imitations. The important 

difference is that ferninine heterosexuality presents itself as more than that - 

presents itself as the real, the natural, the genuine article. Normative fernininity is 

not a gender that is natural or originary even though it sets itself up  as such or in 

Butler's own words, "compulsory heterosexual identities, those ontologically 

consolidated phantasms of 'man' and 'woman' are theatrically produced effects that 

posture as grounds, origins, the normative measure of the real" (p. 185). Butler goes 

on to argue that if compulsory heterosexuality is only an imitation but sets itself up 

as the original, it is b o n d  to fail and "precisely because it is bound to fail, and yet 

endeavors to succeed, the project of heterosexual identity is propelled into an 

endless repetition of itself' (p. 185). 

This is a crucial, queer insight which requires a different analysis of lesbian 

desire than that required by (liberal, radical, lesbian) ferninisi theories - the 

construction of normative heterosexuality f oms  a crucial part of understanding of 

lesbian desire, lesbian stereotypes, and the secrets of the lesbian closet. Research into 

l5 Dra- from Derrida's argument that the mime does not copy sorne prior original, but rather 
the phantasm of the original. 



lesbian lives, the isolation of the closet, and the violence of homophobias16 requires 

analyses of the relations, boundaries and overlaps between hetero- and lesbian 

sexualities. The feminist work of Fat Griffin (1991, 1992a) and Helen Lenskyj (1986, 

1990, 1991, 1994) pre-empted this queer focus upon heterosexualiv to an extent, 

describing the negative impact of the hornophobic 'lesbian specter' on straight 

women in physical education. Prior to this study, however, normative 

heterosexualities have not been the foms of life history research withui physical 

education research. 

S ummary 

In summary, this chapter has reviewed literature which directly supports the 

methodology and theoretical framework of this thesis; specifically, studies of 

lesbians in education and physical education; life history research; poststnictural 

and queer theories of sexual identity. How this literature was interpreted 

throughout this study is discussed in the next chapter, 'Spoken Lives, Written 

Lines'. 

16 From a psychoanaiytic vantage point, Eiizabeth Young-Bruehi (1996) makes the case that 
there are obsessional, hysterical and narcissistic homophobias which variously intersect with specific 
racisrns and sexisms. 



Chap ter 3 

Spoken Lives, Written Lines 

Methodological Tensions within Feminist-Poststnictural Life History 

While life writing used to nppenr the most trnnspnrent kind of ruriting, perhnps 

becattse of the  seductions of factuality, it now s e m s  almost too conzplicated for words. 

(Smith,  1993: 393) 

Surveying feminist responses to the crisis of representation, Liz Stanley (1996) 

mapped four major feminist positions ranging from the foundationalist belief in a 

one-to-one connection between reality and representation to the view that 

eschewing any representation of others is the only adequate feminist response. In 

between these responses, some feminists recognized and built upon the (often 

unacknowledged) power of the researcher to represent women's lives. Accordingly, 

Stanley argued that: 

representational claims mzrst be szirrendered in favoirr of nnalyticnlly accountnble 

f m i n i s t  research accotrnts which display thrir argztmentative processes in  detailed 

ways which can be critically engaged with  by readen. (p.  45) 

Textual appropriation of the Other is inevitable in qualitative research, 

argued Opie (1992), and can be countered but never eliminated by making the 

strategic location of the researcher explicit. Ironically the more qualitative 

researchers attempt to give up, give back, collaborate or undermine their own 

authority of their accounts, the more they must engage with their authority because 



"to critique authority is always itself an authoritative gesture" (Biriotti, 1993: 15). 

Sirnilarly the claim, frequently made by critical theorists, that identifying the goals of 

one's research may disrupt the researchef s authority is, according to Stanley Fish 

(1997), itself a daim to authority whidi signifies mastery and control even as they 

are disowned. Accepting that the interpretive process necessarily appropriates the 

experience, stories and texts of people being researched, and that the researcher's 

authority can never be fully undermined is a starting point. Michelle Fine (1994) 

stressed that the problem is not that researchers edit, interpret and tailor data but 

that so few researchers reveal how they do this. 

This chapter begins by recounting issues about sampling, intewiewing and 

transcribing which emerged in the early stages of the study. From the outset 1 had to 

confront epistemological implications of analyzing life history data from a feminist- 

poststructuralist framework. The synthesis of issues put forward by Steinar Kvale 

(1995) was invaluable to me at this time, and his book Interviews could usually be 

seen duttering up my table at the local coffee shop. 1 reflect on the intricate 

maneuvers involved in developing interview relationships with each of the 

women - how we cautiously revealed our sexual identities to one another, how we 

evaded the importance of our shared identities as educated white women, and what 

forms the insider-outsider relation took. 

Next, 1 outlined the u-tums I made during the early stages of analyzing the 

interview data. Initially I explored coding and narrative approaches to data analysis, 

neither of which proved satisfactory. Subsequently, it was Kvale's work that 

introduced the possibility that poststmctural analysis codd not only 'understand' 

but also 'overstand' interview data - this dual approach was what 1 had been 

seardung for. It provided an oeuvre to accommodate speech and silence, to interpret 

not only what had been said but also what was left unsaid, and to begu-i thinking 

about how the 'specter' of lesbian haunted physical education discourses. A major 



theme in the study, Lesbian Encounters, illustrates how different types of discourse 

analysis produced 'understandings' and 'overstandings'. The chapter concludes 

with a theoretical discussion of the methodological tensions ansing from the use of 

speech act theory, deconstruction, psychoanalytic and positioning theories in 

discourse analysis. 

A Case for Life History 

The terrain of life writing is diverse, spanning literature and more recently 

some areas of social science- Biography, as a literary genre, is perhaps the oldest form 

of life writing. Since the 1800s traditional, empiricist biographers have been 

concemed with writing about the triumph and failures of great people, giving nse to 

what Sidone Smith (1993) called the myth of bourgeois individualism. Life wnting 

within the social sciences has a longstanding, if somewhat chequered, history in 

anthropology, sociology and, to a lesser extent, psychology. At the turn of the 

century sociologist Wilhelm Dilthey railed against positivist sociology of the time, 

calling for human studies which arose from lived experience by way of 

autobiography, biography and history. Campbell (1988) haced how language 

emerged as central to biographical knowledge through Husserl's phenomenology, 

Garfinkel's ethnomethodology and Charles Sanders Pierce's semiotics. Life history 

has undergone a renaissance within sociology since the early days of the Chicago 

school during the 1930s (Smith, 1994) alongside its emergence within qualitative 

educational research, feminist and lesbian circles. In the field of educational 

research, the term 'life history' encompasses personal narratives (Knowles, 1991), 

individual and collaborative autobiography (Sikes & Tronya, 1991; Butt & Raymond, 

1987), ethnographie biography (Goodson, 1989) and persona1 experience methods 

(Clandinin & C o ~ e l l y ,  1994). Early life history research in education was informed 

by traditional empiricism. Increasingly life histov research has relied on a 'weak' 

form of standpoint epistemology (Harding, 1991; Stanley & Wise, 1990; Smith, 1993). 



The common justification for life history research, emditely proposed by Ivor 

Goodson and Jean Clandinin, is to provide teachers with a voice as an empowering 

means of professional development. The value of educational biography and 

autobiography rests on the assumption that the understandings gained from writing 

about individual lives can be empowering to those individuals. A 'stronger', 

explicitly feminist, form of standpoint epistemology influenced the feminist life 

histories of Sue Middleton (1993) and Kathleen Casey's (1993). Rather than 

positionhg al1 teachers as oppressed by virtue of top-down curriculum and 

professional development compounded by deskilling and depersonalized positivist 

educational research, Middleton and Casey chose to focus on particular groups of 

teachers who were marginalized by virtue of gendered, racialized and sexual power 

relations. Their life history research has more in common, politically and 

methodologically, with oral history projects published by grassroots lesbian groups, 

particularly in Britain during the 1980s. The 'strong' version of feminist life history 

influenced my initial decision to do life history research, although my approach 

sought to integrate poststnicturalist rather than standpoint assumptions about 

experience and subjectivity. 

Having said this, I chose life history research not only for methodological 

reasons but as a result of my own persona1 history in teacher education and action 

research. During the early 1990s, 1 had been drawn to the emancipatory promises of 

critical theory to use critical action research in my master's degree, but several 

intellectual critiques collided at the end of that researdi. One, I was concemed that 

the promise of 'emancipation through participatory research' was itself becoming a 

'grand narrative' in critical theory. Secondly, I was increasingly troubled by the 

absence of feminist theory in the educational action research literature. Thirdly, as 1 

moved to British Columbia for my doctoral program, 1 was aware of the dangers of 

'irnposing' participatory research in an uifamiliar context - a reality of my doctoral 



study which could not be ignored. These three factors combined to make me wary of 

the emancipatory promise of action research. Goodson and Walker (1988) suggested 

that life history research, compared to action research which increasingly held sway 

in Britain in the late 1980s, provided a less radical way of building teachers' concems 

into educational research although it might overcome some of the problem of 

sustainhg projects encountered in action research. 

At the beginning of this shidy 1 hoped that life history could "give flesh and 

breath", to use Mimie Bmce Pratt's (1995) phrase, to abstract theories about 

sexuality. 1 still hold that view but in a rather more complex, ambivalent way than 

before. Many social scientists now argue that biography should move beyond 

narrating the particular into more abstract interprehtions (Smith, 1994). On the one 

hand, an important strength in life history work is the distinctiveness and detail in 

which an individual's stories can be studied; yet on the other hand, this focus on the 

individual may unnecessarily downplay the importance of broader social structures. 

As Andrew Sparkes and Thomas Templin (1992) framed the dilemma, focusing too 

intently on the individual can divorce persona1 experience from the wider 

socioeconomic and political forces which shape them. Resolving the ever-present 

risk of methodological individualism requires a delicate balance which respects the 

narrator's persona1 tniths while pursuing broader socio-historical analyses. This 

balance can become more tenuous if, as Ivor Goodson (1988) wamed, the theoretical 

analyses "are not part of the consciousness of the individual" (p. 80). A partial 

response has been 'group biographies' which, at its best, gives insight into social 

structures beyond the limits of any one individual biography (Smith, 1994) by 

exploring cornmonalties across many life histories (Sparkes & Templin, 1992). The 

location of individual experience within wider social relations, within historical 

and political constraints, occurred to a llimited extent in the early life history work by 

Faraday and Plummer (1979) and in more recent work on lesbian physical education 



teachers by Andrew Sparkes (Sparkes, 1994a, 1994b, 1995; Sparkes & Templin, 1992; 

Squires & Sparkes, 1996). While acknowledging the influence of this work, my 

approach to life history is more closely aligned with the 'socially theorized life 

history' used by Comell (1992) to sstudy the construction of masculinity in gay men, 

an approach which extends beyond the unstructured narratives of individuals into a 

theoretical analysis of broader social structures. 

My approach was also based upon postsmictural assump tions about 

experience, subjectivity and discourse rather than empiricist or standpoint 

epistemologies which have informed rnuch lesbian (Lapovsky Kennedy, 1995; 

Lesbian Oral History Group, 1989; Sparkes, 1994a, 1994b, 1995; Squires & Sparkes, 

1996; Sparkes & Templin, 1992) and educational (Middleton, 1993; Casey, 1993; 

Goodson & Walker, 1988; Knowles, 1991) Me history research. Traditionally, life 

history research has relied upon an individualistic humanism which valorized the 

'reality' of persona1 experience and the transparency of oral accounts, but some 

feminist and poststructuralist notions of language and subjectivity have begun to 

challenge such assumptions. Several poststmctural theorists (Clough, 1993; Davies, 

1990,1991 1992; Scott, 1992; Weedon, 1987,1997) have developed different accounts 

of subjectivity and identity which are, of course, fundamental to al1 toms  of oral 

research including life histov. For instance, Chris Weedon (1987) sketched the 

poststructural relation between experience and language in the following way: 

As rue ncqziire lanpage, we learn to give aoice - rneaning - to ozrr e.rpmenence and to 

zinderstnnd it according to pnrtictilar ways of thinking, partictilar discozirses, iuhiclz 

pre-date ozir entry into fanplage. ( p .  33) 

Thus the ways the women described their sexual identities was profoundly 

affected by the discourses about sexuality, such as 'dating' and 'the lesbian closet', 



which were always already circulating within their families, schools and 

cornmunities, and the poststructural task was to attend to how each woman took up 

or resisted these discourses. Similarly, Joan Scott (1992) detailed how 

poststnicturalisrn has altered the way historical research conceptualizes 'experience' 

as evidence: 

/rom one bent on 'natttmlizing' experimce throiigli a belief in the trnmediated 

relationship behueen iuords and tlrings to ... horu have caiegories of representation and 

analysis - such as class, race, gender, relations of production, biology, identity, 

subjectiuity, agency, e-qerience, even cziliure - achimed tlleir foundational stattrs? ( p .  

796) 

Hence, one of the main purposes of this feminist postructuralist approach to 

life history is to represent the changing, hierarchical relations between 'lesbian' and 

'heterosexual' within and between the lives of these six teachers. 

I n t e ~ e w i n g  

Interviewing, as a method in qualitative and feminist research, has 

traditionally been rooted in a humanist notion of the individual - a sovereign 

subject who possesses knowledge which, if skillfully solicited, c m  be uncovered by 

the interviewer. In these approaches to interview research, the literal translation of 

talk has been equated with lived experience and its representation (Deruin, 1994). 

Methodological issues have focused on how to accurately represent the lived 

experience or 'reality'; how best to uncover the intended meanings of researched. 

Poststructuralism, firstly within literary theory, has started to challenge the 

humanist logic that separated author, text and reader. In literary theory, Roland 

Barthes' pronouncement that 

death of the author" (cited in 

"the birth of the reader must be at the cost of the 

Biriotti, 1993: 3) marked a shift away from the 



intentions of the author towards the response of the reader. Many have been 

skeptical of the poststructuralist hope that "the death of the author, an attack on the 

humanist subject, with his implications in racism, sexism and imperialism, can 

therefore be seen as part of a strategy of political liberation" (Biriotti, 1993: 4). 

Feminish such as Somir Brodribb (1992), Teresa Ebert (1996) and Linda Hutcheon 

(1989) raiçed concerns that the poststructuralist death of the author has been 

championed at a time when the voices of marginalized groups were just beginning 

to gain authority. The political fall-out they daim, has not been liberation of subjects 

experiencing racism, sexism and irnperialism but, paradoxically, a well-disguised 

medianism to re-silence and de-legitimize their claims to voice and authority. 

Feminist researchers have been concerned that tuming away hom the intemiewee 

as sovereign subject and women's testimonies of experience has the potential to 

disempower women, and jeopardizes the political bite of the research. 

Biriotti (1993) pointed out that increasingly poststructuralisrn has directed 

attention neither at the intentions of the authors or readers, nor interviewees or 

i n t e ~ e w e r s  but to the workings of texts themselves. Crudely translated into 

interviewing methodology, this indicated a shift from interpreting what 

i n t e ~ e w e e s  meant to cornmunicate, as authors of their own life histories, to 

representing the multiple interpretations available to the researcher and other 

readers. This has, in hm, required the reconsideration of the humanist relations 

between individuals, experience and empowement in ternis of subjectivity, texts 

and agency. Thus Chris Weedon asked, what if subjectiviiy is regarded in terms of 

agency rather than sovereignty (cited in Lather, 1992)? In the sarne discussion, Patti 

Lather framed the dilemma in the following way: 



Wrile rue are not the authors of the ways rue understand tltings, zuhile we are strbjected 

tu realms of meaning, we are involoed in discrirsive se[f-prodnction tuhere we aftempt 

tu prodiice same cohrrence and continuity. (p.  102) 

Janet Ransom (1993) responds in a similar vein by suggesting that: 

social and histurical constitution of the strbject is nof a Iinrit on wornen's agency but the 

precondition of wornen taking action. I is becmse, nof in  spite of, otrr embeddedness in 

discursive pracf ices that political action is possible. ( p .  135) 

What does this mean in terms of life hiçtory rnethodology? For me the issue 

tums away from the discovery and representation of the women's experience to the 

ways in which their experiences, and my inquiry into their lives, have been 

constituted within social discourses. This, of course, includes our interviews and my 

interpretations. 

The challenge moves from accurately re-presenting the 'real' experiences of 

sexuality in the lives of the women, towards cautious discursive analyses of how 

their stories, my questions, transcripts, quotations, interpretations provide 

compelling 'understandings' and 'overstandings'17 about female sexualities. The 

unfinished and partial nature of such poststructural înquiry was captured well by 

Norman Denzin (1994): 

lnnguage and speech do not minor e*perience; they create experience, and in the process 

of creation, constantly transform and defer thaf which is being described. (p- 296). 

l7 See detailed explmation in Chapter 3 'Understanding and Overstanding'. 
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1 think this interminable process is crucial to poststructural methodology - 
requiring a tolerance for open-endedness, suspended judgement and ambiguity on 

the part of both researchers and readers. 

Sampling 

My Initial Letter of Contact (see Appendix 1) stated that 1 wished to interview 

female physical education teachers who had taught in the public school system in 

western Canada in order to explore how changes in ideas about gender and sexuality 

had affected the lives of wornen from different generations. 1 also stated that 1 

wanted to talk to women who identified "as heterosexual, bisexual, lesbian, 

unrnarried and married women, and women who would not use any of these labels 

to describe themselves" (see Appendix 1). No explicit mention of women's racial or 

ethnic identities was made during this process which, in hindsight, may have 

contributed to al1 participants being white, Euro-Canadian women. This limitation 

is discussed later in the thesis. 

Six people recommended women who fit the criteria for participation and 

twenty one teachers were invited to participate. An advertisernent calling for 

women PE teachers was placed in the GALE BC (Gay and Lesbian Educators BC) 

newsletter for two months. 1 sent Letters of Initial Contact at different times to 

forestall the problem of too many women deciding to participate. This also allowed 

me to select participants with different ages. 

Women were invited to take part in 2 - 3 interviews of approximately one 

hour duration. As it turned out, interviews lasted between 1 to 3 hours. This did not 

include informal discussions before and after the taped interview. These informal 

conversations were extremely valuable in establishing rapport at first meetings, 

recapping what had been covered in previous interviews. On two occasions women 

talked about concerns over confidentiality when the tape was not running. Four 

women were interviewed twice, two were interviewed three times. Not all the data 



from these interviews has been thoroughly exhausted in the analysis. There are still 

areas which were covered that could be expanded. Nonetheless, the study would 

have undoubtedly benefited from third or fourth interviews after the majority of 

the data had been analyzed. nie decision not to do so was partly because the analysis 

took over a year and re-establishing contact with ail the women after this time may 

have been difficult; partly, it was a purely practical decision based on research 

tirnelines. 

The purpose of working with six women was to allow for cornparison across 

generations of teachers with differing sexual identities and, 1 think, qualifies 

marginally as a "group life history". A sample size of six was not intended to be 

exhaustive and much stronger claims about social trends and cornmonalties could 

be drawn if, as in Connell's (1992) life history work with gay men, groups of ten 

women in each age group and each sexual identification had been involved. The 

decision to work with six women only was partly pragmatic in terrns of balancing 

the quantity and quality of data to be analyzed. Nonetheless, commonalties in 

themes 'Straight Families' and 'Dating Lessons' appeared in al1 the women's life 

histories regardless of age or sexuality. These commonalties would not have been 

apparent or significant if the only women of the same age or lesbian women had 

been involved. 

A significant limitation was the lack of linguistic, ethnic, racial and sexual 

diversity among myself and the women involved in the study. This was partly due 

to the use of the snowball method to contact participants, but 1 think also reflected 

the homogeneity of teachers working in Canadian physical education. 

Selection on the basis of sexual identity involved a degree of serendipity. 1 

had some a priori expectations about how each woman identified her sexuality 

based on recommendations of other people and my previous knowledge about 

them. I was introduced to Marion through her grand-daughter who, in tum, 1 met 



via one of the participants. No mention of her sexuality was made except obliquely 

as 'a grandmother' which may or may not have been intended to descnbe her as 

heterosexual. 1 had been told by mutual friends that Connie identified as 

heterosexual, although this was sometimes followed by comments that she was 

lesbian-positive which cast her heterosexuality into some doubt. A lesbian contact 

told me assuredly that Bethany was "straight but liberal-minded". Denise had been 

identified as an older lesbian teacher by two other people within her school system. I 

knew Jenny ai graduate school pnor to the research, and we were both out as 

lesbians to one another. Lisa volunteered to participate in response to the Initial 

Letter of Contact sent to teachers within the Vancouver School Board so E had no 

advance ideas about her sexuality pnor to our first interview. 

1 did not identify myself as a 'lesbian researcher' when contactirtg participants 

and my decision not to do so was based on an intuition that some women, especially 

those who might be unfamiliar with or homophobic towards lesbian women, 

would be less likely to volunteer. This is less an issue of deception than a political 

decision based on conducting research about a heterocentric teaching profession. 

Equally, 1 was not out as a lesbian to all the women at the beginning of the research. 

Jayati La1 (1996) spoke directly to the significance of this: 

Identity is not a ~isqfnl site for the explorntion of one's pusitioning in  the research 

siiiiation becaiae one is constantly being situated into it by the micropolitics of the 

research interactions and the rnncropolitics of social inequality. To expect a resenrcher 

tu becomr an insider is to denland thnt she transcend these politics. ( p .  197) 

While I did not simply establish insiderisrn with the lesbian women, al1 my 

interview relationships were influenced by the nuances of coming out (or staying 

in) the closet. Some interviews began with one of us inside the 'closet', as it were, 



and Our processes of coming out were very different. Uncertainty, hesitancy, mist 

and mis-trust colored different moments in the interviews, and the women's hopes 

and doubts about my ability to accurately hear and understand what they were 

saying undoubtedly fluctuated. 

One of the most surprising and instructive moments for me as researcher 

occurred early in my first interview with Lisa. 1 arrived on t h e ,  obsessively 

punctual as always, at Lisa's house for Our first interview one weekday evening after 

she had retumed home from teadiing. After greetuig me at the front door she led 

me into the sitting room, where a woman who looked the same age was intently 

watching 'Hockey Night in Canada'. We briefly exchanged first names and some 

scathing rernarks about the Vancouver Canucks' losing performance, then I 

followed Lisa into the kitchen to set up for Our interview wondering to myself what 

the relationship between these two women was - 1 found out sooner than expected. 

We started the interview talking about demographics; why Lisa had chosen physical 

education; some of her early mernories about physical education as a student, and 

had begun to discuss the gendered relations in the PE department where she 

currently taught. 1 used the words 'sexuality' and 'homophobia' for the first time in 

a question which I hoped would grndually move our general discussion of sexism 

towards her opinions about homophobia and heterosexism. As you can see from the 

transcript below, Lisa interrupted her descriptions of her school, colleagues and 

students to state "for the record" that she was lesbian. 

Hen the r : Mhm yenlr. Urn ....... how do y014 see issues of sexzrality nnd homopko bia 

coming tlworigh ? 

Lisa: Mrnninz.. ... .. ........ G o L  ........ front the stlrden fs ' perspec f ive or ..... . ? 

Hea ther:  Any .... any.  



Lisa: Well, for one thing 1 like the school that I'nr at. 1 mean .... fhere's 

zinr ....... it ' s  zery open ...+.... nm ...... zvhen 1 zllent tfzere lnst year. W e i l  I tnight 

ns zoell tell you for the record anyzoay that 1 am a lesbinn .... but 

er ....... tlzere are ....... there's a groirp of teachers tftnt are, and tltey're ve>y 

open. And they're open to the 0 t h  staH mrnzbers. 1'm not saying tkey're 

opert tu any o f  the stzrdents. 

1 vividly remernber how my cheeks flushed magenta as embarrassment 

poured over me when Lisa made this coming out statement for the record. At the 

time 1 was at a loss to explain my reaction - 1 could barely remember the last time 1 

had blushed at the typically pleasurable process of a woman coming out to me. My 

reaction seemed inexplicable at the time and 1 rehearse it now, not purely as a 

methodological confession, but to draw attention to the sometimes irrational, 

unpredictable side of interviewhg and the difficulty of negotiating the 'closet'. In 

retrospect, my embarrassment was caused by the way Lisa took the initiative to tell 

me, instead of being asked, about her sexuality. This clashed with my intentions to 

gently provide openings, to hint at, set the scene for each of us to come out. This was 

made 'worse' by my sense of having read the situation poorly and, maybe, of being 

perceived as homophobic in taking so long to ask her directly. This incident taught 

me early on that the assumption that being a lesbian researcher would lead to 

'insiderism' with other lesbians in the study were misguided at best. As Diane Wolf 

(1996) already knew: 

asstrmptions about understandings that anse from ... having some kind of ntzititnl self- 

identifcntion as monbers of an oppressed groirp overlook or perhaps skirt the issue of 

the ethnographer's personnlity, openness, ruilIingness tu listen, and ability tu 

empathize. (p .  17) 



Jenny frequently spoke to me as a lesbian insider - as one who knows. 

Indeed, there were times when 1 felt 1 'intuitively' understood, even could 

anticipate, what she was telling me. For instance, as Jemy was explainhg her 

initiation by 'The Goddess Kelly' 1 remembered a week 1 spent with a lover in a 

similar summer camp in Vermont. But in the second interview, as we talked about 

this incident again Jemy's account began to digress from the story I anticipated. 

Jemy talked about unrequited desire where 1 had assumed it had been fulfilled, 

about an unanticipated 'menage a trois' which surprised me. Thus, 1 oscillated 

between insiderism and surprise with Jenny. 

With the other women, there were far fewer moments of what might be 

called 'insiderism'. To this day, I'm not sure whether Marion thought, suspected or 

'knew' that I was lesbian and we never openly discussed this. So much of Our 

communication remained well inside the boundaries of normal conversation - 

polite, scripted, conversational. There were occasional moments of tension, but we 

both quickly brought the talk 'back into line'. It felt to me as if progress towards 

using terms like 'lesbian', 'gay' 'homosexual' and 'homophobia' in my interviews 

with Marion would be made if 1 followed her script - a script which was frustrating 

and demanded patience. Throughout our interviews I tried not to offend, shock, 

press too hard; to listen, follow, be led; to empathize, relate to and understand; to 

use the words Marion used. 

1 was painfully aware of how we negotiated sexual identity during the 

interviews, but only in retrospect have I become aware of a different type of identity 

negotiation. There were few moments in the interviews when we talked about 

racism, and even fewer when we talked about becoming and being 'white' women - 

arguably, as much was communicated through Our silences about racialization as 

was communicated through the discussions themselves. The limited extent to 



which we talked about race, racism and anti-racism was partly due to my i n t e ~ i e w  

focus on sexuality, although a more insidious reason was our unwitting duplicity as 

White women not to talk about issues of race. Indeed, as Frankenburg so clearly 

stated, "white women's lives are affected by racism, but frequently in ways that 

simultaneously conceal or normalize race privilege from the standpoint of its 

beneficiaries" (Frankenburg, 1993: 161), and the absence of talk about race or racisrn 

in the interviews concealed the privileged subject positions we occupied as white 

women who could narrate and listen to life histones filled with references to 

sexism, directed towards issues of heterosexism but only very occasionally making 

reference to racism and Eurocentrism. lS 

Moreover, almost al1 of the talk about race focused on 'immigrants', 'Asim', 

'Black', 'Native' and 'racists'. For example, Lisa mentioned that there was "no other 

racial group" in her hometown during the 1970s without specifying what the racial 

group of the town was, leaving the normative assumption that the population was 

ostensibly 'white'. Indeed, this talk about the Other was also observed by Ruth 

Frankenburg (1993) in her life history work with white women in the US. She 

adroitly pointed out how "Whiteness and Americamess seemed comprehensible to 

many only by reference to the Others excluded from these categories" (p. 17). There 

were only two occasions in this study when 'whiteness' was mentioned, illustrating 

powerfully how white racial identity (and its normative, privileged position) was 

constructed through différance, as the absent presence in most talk about race and 

racism. 

l8 My use of the term 'whitev is intended to, in part, counteract the normative process at work 
when only the racial identities of women of colour are noted. One of the central features of white 
privilege is not to 'see' , discuss or research its own operation. Therefore, another purpose in repeatedly 
naming the narrators and myseif as white women is to mark the text as a 'white' text, to deliberately 
invite anti-racist criticism as part of the process of becoming accountable for the operation of my white 
privilege in the constmction of the text and conduct of the research. 



Transcription 

1 anticipated transcribing to be a mechanical, laborious task; yet sitting down 

to trançcrïbe rny first interview 1 was faced with a series of decisions. How would I 

cope with overlapping voices, emotions and intonations; would 1 include laughs, 

sighs and sneezes; how would 1 arrange the voices into speaking tums, intonation 

units, events and so on? 1 developed a protocol based on linguistics and 

ethnographie literature conceming transcription (Edwards, 1993; Mishler, 1991; 

Moerman, 1988). 1 decided to use only the most basic unit of sequencing, the 

speaking turn (Gumperz & Berenz, 1993), whereby paragraphs are used only at the 

end of a period of speech by one person. Drawing on Edwards (1993), overlapping 

speech was accommodated into the vertical spatial arrangement of speaker's tums; 

words were separated using a single space, to preserve the readability of the 

transcript and pauses were represented by a series of periods that approximated the 

length of pause; accentuated words were capitalized; and laughs and sighs were 

noted in italicized parentheses in the running text. More specific intonation units 

and prosodic features were excluded as these have more relevance for linguistic 

analysis, and 1 thought they would detract from the readability of my transcripts. 

... Hea ther :  Urn ......... maybe yort corrld retrace your steps not as a teacher, but er ..... if 

.... ...... yorc cnll yoirrself a jenrinist, as a fenrinist How did it Do yoic cal1 

yoitrself a feminist? ................. er .... When did thnt first start?..YES 

Co rz 12 ie: YES .... yes ...y es ..... (larrgh) ............................................. YES (botlr 

lnrtgh). 

Er ............ Well ....... the point zohere 1 cozdd nrticidate ..... (laiigh) ...... soitnds 

li ke...... sort of yorirfirst orgasm thnt you renlly [ ? 1 (60th 

lairgh) ....p robably taking Wornen's Strrdies coirrses nt Queens.. becnrrse for 

me the first couple of coimes 1 took it ruas tn t ly  like sorneone hnd taken 



this cloudy glass that 1 seen my ruhole life in and tliey simply sprayed 

Windex and wiped it clean and 1 ruent "Holy ftick! Yole gotta be kiriding". 

nzat's ruluit it ruas like. And then I jitst tvanted to open t h t  windorv ivider 

and wider and aider ..... 

The protocol 1 decided upon omitted many microscopie features. 1 decided 

that marking intonations or clocking the length of pauses would make the types of 

discourse analysis I intended to use more rigorous. As Mishler (1991) noted, 

transcription is not a straightforward task of capturing the transparent 'reality' of 

speech but it is a critical step in the transformation of speech into a representation - 
transformation that could lead to many different representations. Only in the last 

draft of the manuscript, after the interpretations had been al1 but finalized, were 

many pauses (........) and extraneous words (Yes .... yes ..... yes ....... Er ......... Weil....) 

removed to make the quotes more readable. 

Being re-immersed in the intenriew during the transcription altered my 

perceptions quite dramatically at times. 1 recall leaving one of the very first 

interviews feeling unsettled, alrnost upset for two days afterwards. Although 1 have 

never really identified specific reasons for this unsettled feeling, it partly arose from 

my anticipating or desiring responses and opinions that the in te~ iewee  didn't 

provide accompanied by a sense of disagreement that 1 hadn't anticipated. The 

traumas of a neophyte interviewer! When 1 transcribed this particular interview, 

however, my feelings of disappointment evaporated to reveal some wonderful 

statements of courage that 1 had been unable to hear during the interview. Two 

things occurred to me as a result of this. Firstly, that the person intewiewed did not 

go through a similar process of 're-living' the interview. Secondly, I was painfully 

aware of questions that could have been asked if I had been able to hear in the 

interview what I later heard during the transcription. 



As for the technical aspects of analyzing the transcripts, once 1 had selected 

episodes from the transcripts which, in a very general sense, related to a theme 1 cut 

and pasted them from the 'transcript' file into a new 'thematic' file. This was done 

on Microsoft Word 5.1 because 1 was familiar with the program and felt that a 

qualitative software program such as Hypercard or NU-DIST would be too time 

consuming and provide insufficient flexibility. 

Interviews were initially transcribed using original narnes for people and 

places. Pseudonyms were then inserted into a second copy of the transcript which 

was then returned to the narrator. Al1 place and persona1 names were changed, 

including names of universities and of course schools. Place names were generally 

altered to fictious names (eg. Bretonnaire) and city names interchanged with nearby 

city names, (eg. Edmonton was altered io Calgary or Saskatoon). In most cases, the 

city name 'Vancouver' was not changed because anonymity of the women was not 

risked, due to the number of schools in the city, and relevant geographical details 

would have been omitted. A list of original names and pseudonyms was kept secure 

with the original transcripts. No original names or transcripts were kept on floppy 

or hard disc files. 

Narrators were asked to read the transcripts, change the pseudonyms and 

mark anything they wanted altered or deleted. The six women responded to their 

transcripts with varying degrees of detail which was, in turn, connected to their 

differing opinions about anonymity. Two women said at the interview that they 

didn't particularly care if pseudonyms were used and made minimal or no 

alterations to their transcripts. Three were concemed that their names and schools 

not be identified, but accepted the pseudonyms I suggested. With one narrator, I 

went through a lengthy process of editing the transcript and altering the 

pseudonyms several times. This process began when the narrator retumed the 

transcript of her first interview to me with lengthy sections deleted and many 



grammatical corrections. At our second interview we agreed to retain the 

conversational speech of Our interviews rather than shive for written grammatical 

correctness; however, the narrator insisted that strong language and swear words 

should still be toned down. For example, 'it was a hell of a trip' was changed to 'it 

was a very challenging trip' and 'Holy Fuck!' changed to 'Wow!'. On one hand, 

these were difficult changes for me to make because they fundamentally altered the 

language and rneaning of the interview. On the other hand, the changes stemmed 

from the narrators' deep concem about how anonymous her interview could be 

made merely by using pseudonyrns, and so she wanted to remove anything 

potentially incriminating or contentious in case the transcript was traced back to her. 

Given the political struggles and school climate this teacher worked in, these 

concems were quite understandable. Eventually, we edited each transcript twice 

instead of once and spoke at Iength about the compromises and alterations. 

Discourse Analysis 

Lift! 

Dig in, dig deeper. 

Bin, sort, chunk, 

Shape, winnow, layer, weave, 

Lift! 

Dig in, dig deeper. 

Push into it, pull it apart, 

Probe, and 

Lift! 

Poem by Joan Zaleski 

(cited in Ely, Vinz, Anzul & Downing, 1997: 162) 



Steinar Kvale (1995) outlined five approaches to analyzing interviews. In the 

beginning 1 used 'condensation' analysis to identify themes. Dissatisfaction with 

these early interpretations led me to try 'narrative' analysis, with equally 

unsatisfying results. Eventually 1 combined several types of discourse analysis which 

are discussed in detail at the end of this chapter. Using Kvale's terms, I used both 

'condensation' and 'interpretation' approaches in my analysis; however, during the 

course of the analysis 1 came to conceptualize these as 'understanding' and 

'overstanding' the interview texts. Within this dual approach, 1 analyzed the 

transcripts at a micro-level using speech act theory and deconstruction and at a 

social level using positioning theory and institutional discourses. In addition, 1 

attempted to incorporate a psychoanalytic and poststnicturalist, rather than 

humanist, theory of subjectivity. 

Selecting the method of analysis was by no means straightforward, as the 

following account will show. After transcribing the interviews, I danced with a 

couple of analytic parniers before taking a flying intuitive Ieap into interpretation 

analysis. (See table below.) 



Approaches to 
Analysis of Meaning 

Interview Text Outcome of Analysis 

- - - - - - * - - -  

Categorization: - - - - - - - - - -  

- - - - - - - a - -  Start -> Goal 

(Kvale, i995: 191) 

Condensation analvsis 

When 1 first started rny analysis I attempted to condense the interview data 

into a number of key themes which I then intended to base my analysis upon. 

Here's my first set of themes, sketched on a scrap of paper in my local coffee shop 

during the early days of working with the transcripts: 



rrTJTIONAL DISCOURSES 

natural 
reproduction & 

mothering 

either lesbian 
or 

he terosexual 

INS 
Racism & 

He terosexism 
changes in racism of 
parents generation 

h a n  resurgence of 
anti-Asian racism 
over homophobia 

Religion 

living-in- 
sin 

divorce 

lesbian 
monogamy 

Law 

individual 
privacy 

protection 
fiom 

employmen t 
discrimination 

Feminismç 

liberal feminist 
access & 
equality 
in sport 

pedagogies 
epiphanies 

Lesbian 

silence & 
closet 

bookstores 
& media 

coming out 
teams sport 
Gay Games 

1 managed to get through a grand total of three transcripts, thoughthily 

coding sections as 'essentialism', 'religion', 'feminisms' and so on but 1 realized that 

merely naming the themes, applying a coding label was far too pre-emptive for me. 

Although an episode in the interview may seem to relate to 'feeminism', 1 knew 1 

might also retum to it in 'lesbian' or 'essentialism'. It seemed as though the themes 

and codes were pre-empting the directions in which my interpretations might 

follow - coding fe1t like foreclosure. Condensation analysis or coding could be 

described as a method which aims to "understand" (Culler cited in Eco, 1992) 

interviews. Codes are marked, albeit tentatively, in response to themes, stories, 

episodes in the transcript which are obvious, significant, raise key issues. For 

instance, I marked this quote from Jenny's interview as 'LESBIAN' with a sub- 

theme 'COMING OUT'. As you read the transcript these seem to be quite obvious 

themes. (See excerpt from transcript below.) 



H: Yeah ....... urn ...... when you were kind of in your later 
grades ..... and thinking about being a phys i d  teacher ...... were 
there any particular phys ed teachen who encouraged you? 
Mmmhhh .... Yeah 1 ...... it's .... when I think back on the PE 
department at my high school, there were I guess probably five, 
maybe six, full-time PE teachers and er ....ail but one of hem, 
who I had very littie to do with I never had him, were I think 
all r e d y  influentid because of the coaching they did. And I 
had a lot of involvement with the PE department, 1 was the 
Athletic ..... what did they cal1 me? .... what did they c a l  me? 
Head of the Athletic Council or something? And LI was 
representative for a Leadership Camp in the summer that the 
Ontario goverment ran for high school students, so..I had .... 1 
had really good relations with ail of them, but there was one 
teacher in particular in who 1 really .....j ust thought was great. 
And her name was Miss Morris, and she did gymnastics. And she 
was SO NEAT because 1 never did.my image-6f my body was not 
that of a gymnast. And she saw that 1 was very strong, and 1 OMING OUT 
didn't have a lot of fear so she got me up for gymnastics .... And 1 
just loved i t  1 kept jumping and doing flips, and she had me ub-Theme: 
doing SM 1 never thought 1 could do. And she was just..she was 
young, you know, and very vibrant and 1 stiu remember her, she DESIRE 
was just..everyone loved her, well not everyone but she was just 
er .....p eople who liked sports anyway. Yeah, so she was 
probably the most. And Mr Richards, the PE department head, 
in his own gnimpy way, you know ... we knew that he loved us, 
deep down, and they just -....Yeu know, they realiy encouraged us. 
And there was Lots of money tfien for sports ... 

H: So there was Mr Richards, k s  MO& and who were the 
O thers? 

Coding this section as 'COMING OUT' foreclosed other potential ways this 

Passage could be interpreted, risked fixing the content of the story, but at the same 

time was quite coherent with Jemy's apparent meanïng. The story appeared to 

invite analysis in terms of 'coming out'. What was not apparent ,  or in Derridean 

terms, present in the t ramcr ip t  were the questions which queer theory might ask. 

But beyond codes such as 'HETERONORMATIVE' and 'LESBIAN RESISTANCE' 1 

couldn't frame themes of absence, silence and secrets at this stage. I was unable to 

start "overstanding" the transcript using a process of coding or condensation 

anal y sis. 



Narrative analvsis 

At this time, 1 was motivated by Laurel Richardson's (1992) ethnographie 

poem "Louisa May's Story of Her Life" to look for primary themes or motifs 

running through each woman's life histories. Maybe the primary motif within each 

individual life history could illustrate the institutional discourses? Retuming to my 

coffee shop, 1 sketched another possible framework ... 

- 

LEE HISTORY MOTIFS 

INSTITUTIONAL DISCOURSES 

- 

DENISE: 
Teams of 
Silence 

MARION: 
Marriage 

BETHANY: 
Becoming 

Single 

... and then wrote three short life histories which were structured around a 

motif which was frequently 'present' in the woman's stories. (See Appendix 2 for 

Jenny's 'Travels To/From' narrative). These life history motifs presented two 

problems. Firstly there was no straightforward correspondence - no 'good fit' - 

between the individual motifs and the broader social discourses, as the empty 

columns in the previous diagram show. None of the narratives illustrated the 

institutional discourses of law, essentialism and racism 1 had coded earlier. 

Secondly, the narratives re-presented events in chronological order even 

though the stories had been told in different sequence as the women traveled 

fonvard and back in time during the interviews. My coming out narratives of the 

three lesbian women followed what Ken Plummer (1995) described as the modernist 

plot of a voyage of discovery to a true inner self. Elliot Mishler (1995) distinguished 

RELIGION 

CONNIE: 
Ac tivist 
Teacher 

JENNY: 
Travels to/fiom 

Home 

RACISM LESBIAN FEMINISM SPORT 

LISA: 
Coming Out 

ESSENTIALISM LAW 



this type of narrative analysis as "reconstructing the told in the telling" and 1 was 

sensitive to his warning that sudi narratives suppress the problematic relation 

between the order in which events took place and the order of their telling in the 

interview. He noted that "adopting this realist perspective, researchers tend to 

privilege the 'real' sequence of events, giving it an objectivity independent of 

language" (p. 92). These dironological narratives ignored a postsmictural focus on 

how the telling of stories was intimately connected to the re-construction of our 

notions of sexuality. By reordering the women's stories as narratives of coming out 1 

was rehearsing a familiar plot which has been ernpowering for individuals and 

persuasive within identity politics, but which was nonetheless a rehearsal, a 

reiteration and a repetition. To resist this modernist plot and write more fluid 

poststruchiral narratives it seemed that I would have to move away from 

organizing narratives chronologically according to 'real' time. 

Writing separate narratives for each woman was problematic in two ways. On 

one hand, individual narratives produced a significant opposition between the 

women's identities as 'lesbian' and 'heterosexual'. On the other hand, writing 

separate narratives for each woman inscribed discrete textual boundaries around 

each of the women. This introduced a fundamental structure in which each woman 

was textually represented as a unitary whole, discrete and separable from the texts of 

other women and my analysis. Again this suppressed the postsmictural notion of 

individuals being embedded within and constituted through discourse, which 

ultimately led to my decision to structure my analysis around themes in which the 

women would be 'embedded'. This seemed to be a more open acknowledgment of 

the power (maybe tyranny) of the ways texts constitute subjectivities, rather than 

romanticizing my textual representations of the women as somehow more 'real' 

and less 'textual'. 



The problems of a duonological sequence, fixing the lesbian/heterosexual 

binary and emphasizing individuals as unitary which emerged in these modemist 

narratives didn't bring me closer to developing a poststructural, fluid, open-ended 

analysiç. After three weeks of trying to dance with what appeared to be an 

ethnographie avant-garde, 1 was deeply unsatisfied and so 1 moved on yet again. 

Understanding and Overstanding 

My decision to use both condensation and interpretive analysis (Kvale, 1995) 

was borne from conflicts between the methodological literature about 

feminist/lesbian Me history and theoretical literature of poststnicturalist /queer 

theories. 1 was painfully aware that not foregrounding the women's stories 'as they 

were told' Nked subjecting the women to textual erasure and silencing, and yet my 

previous attempts to do this were problematic on poststructural and queer grounds. 

Equally, I have struggled to avoid the anti-feminism of some queer theories and 

political nihilism of the rnost skeptical versions of poststructuralism. As a result 1 

adopted a pragmatic 'feminist-queer' approach which had more than one purpose 

driving the analysiç. 1 wanted to 'understand' and' overstand', to listen to stories 

and silences. Umberto Eco argued that "we can, and do, recognize overinterpretation 

of a text without necessarily being able to prove the right one, or even clinging to 

the belief that there must be one right reading" (Collini cited in Eco, 1992: 9). 19 For 

me, this meant considering the women's accounts in ways which they might have 

intended but, at other times, using queer theory to deconstruct the 'surface calm of 

meaning' (Sanger, 1995: 91). So at times, 1 represented the 'active voices' of the 

women by using verbatim quotations to allow you, the reader, to create a 'realist' 

l9 Various positions on the iimits of interpretation were laid out in Interpretation and 
Overintemretation (Eco, 1992), a fascinating debate between semiotician Umberto Eco, pragmatist 
philosopher Richard Rorty, and postmodem literary critics Jonathon Culler and Christine Brooke- 
Rose. 



reading if desired. 1 also wrote queer deconstructive interpretations with the explicit 

intention of disrupting these 'realist' meanings. 

This led me to a paradox in poststnictural interviewhg caputured well by 

Steinar Kvale (1995) who asked whether the purpose of interpretation is to get at the 

author's intenden menning or does it concem the menning the fext h m  for us todny? 

Rather than seeking resolution, this thesis is precariously balanced in the dubious 

space between the homs of this dilemma, resulting in two different foms of 

analysis. 

In chapters 3 , 4  and 5 data have been represented as a series of themes, as 

suggested by Smith (1993), rather than chronological life histones. The themes 

emerged from how each woman talked about issues and memories, and how these 

narratives relate to institutional discourses such as families, feminism, racism and 

so forth. My use of the term 'Location' refers to the positioning of each woman 

within these discourses. Broadly speaking, 1 analysed the interview transcripts to 

suggest ways in which each woman positioned herself in relation to the categories of 

'Iesbian' and 'heterosexual'. Extending the analysis beyond the actual transcripts, I 

then suggested how these subject positions might have acquired their status as 

coherent and core elements of individual subjectivity; as political realities through 

the institutional discourses of women's sport, lesbian and femiriist urban 

communities, feminisms, physical education to name a few; and how the silences 

and unsaid suggested rneaning using psychoanalytic and deconstructive theories. 

INSTITUTIONAL DISCOURSES 
Shadows 

of 
Silences 

of 
S traightness 

Feminist 
Generations 

Re-living 
Sexisms 

Whi teness i 

Lesbian 
Encounters 

Straight 
Families 

Dating 
Lessons 



Kvale (1995) described how interpretation analysis allows "the interpreter 

goes beyond what is directly said to work out the structures and relations of 

meaning not immediately apparent in the text" (p. 201). This approach has been 

problematic for many life historians, methodologists and literary critics, not the least 

of whom was semiotician Umberto Eco (1992) who argued that overinterpretation 

occurs when the textual coherence of a text is not maintained in its interpretation. 

But, if we adopt this criteria of textual coherence, we need to ask what happens to 

interpretations that seek out the moments and mernories which do not seem to fit? 

An alternative approach is Jonathan Culler's (1992) distinction20 between 

rrnderstanding which asks questions the text insists upon and ooerstanding which 

asks questions the text does not pose. As Culler explains, overstanding "asks not 

what the work has in mind but what it forgets, not what it says but what it takes for 

granted" (cited in Eco, 1992: 115). Accordingly 1 directed analysis in Chapter 5 towards 

themes not immediately apparent in the interviews or in my earlier interpretation 

of them. For example, exploring what the preceding analysis did not include led to 

queer speculations about heterosexualities in relation to the lesbian closet, the 

lesbian gaze in single-sex teaching contexts, and the lesbian eroticism in pedagogy. 

'Condensation analysis' and 'interpretation analysis' expressed the different 

interpretative pulls within my analyses and, to this extent, these heuristics helped 

me re-focus when 1 was mired in the rich muddiness of the data. Since then, with 

much needed persona1 distance, 1 have been able to reflect on more detailed 

tensions embedded within my feminist-queer poststnicturalist approach to life 

his tory. 

20 C d e i s  (1992) use of understanding and overstanding draws directly on the distinction fist 
made by Booth in 1979. 



The analysis produced in this study has justified a feminist poststructuralist 

approach to life history. Poststructural feminists Like Scott (1992), Davis (1991, 1990) 

and Weedon (1997) regard the hybridity between feminïsms and poststructuralism 

as central to theorizing the 'subject' and 'experience' in life history. Indeed, as Ruth 

Roach-Pierson (1991) reminded feminist historians, "it has, after all, never been the 

job of the historian only to reclaim voices. That would result in naive empiricism. 

No, the task has been equally, and just as importantly, to contexualize the 

individual voices, to reconstitute the 'discursive' world which the 'subjects' 

inhabited and were shaped by" (p. 94). Tlûs life history research started with similar 

hopes although I attempted to incorporate poststructural assurnptions about identity 

and queer theory of sexuality alongside feminist life history methodology. 

A major tension arose because the research aimed to incorporate a 

poststructural theory of subjectivity into feminist life histov, yet poststructuralist 

notions of the subject have been challenged on several fronts by feminist and 

matenalist critics. The same can be said for the queer theory informing this study. 

So, what are the implications of attempting life history from a feminist-queer 

poststructuralist hamework? Which aspects of poststructuralism can be juçtified; 

how has poststructuralism intersected with other theories; and when was 

poststructuralisrn unable to provide the most compelling analysis? To respond to 

these issues it has been necessary to reflect on how my analysis occupied a 

theoretical space between several poststructural, feminist, and queer theories. 

The women talked about their lives and sexualities at different levels, 

sometimes recounting momentary incidents, sometimes reflecting in more general 

terms. As a result 1 sometimes focused on very specific moments, both in the 

interviews and in the lives of the women -- 1 came to regard these as 'flashpoints' of 

meaning. Equally, 1 wanted a broader social analysis of sexualities in these women's 

lives, an analysis which stretched across the different generations of women. 



Kamler, Comber and Cook (1997) observed that in many types of discourse 

analysis there is currently a good deal of interest in the way researchers move 

between broad social formations and micro-texhial analytic work. The next section 

details the types of analysis 1 used, and the theoretical tensions surrounding their 

use. I focused both on what was said in the interviews, what was permissable to talk 

about in the normative discourses of the time nnd on the silences about sexuality 

which often camed a great deal of significance. The following diagram is no more 

than a tidy schernatic - the analysis itself entailed messy overlaps and comections. 

(See diagram below.) 



SPEECH SILENCE 

UNDERSTANDING OVERSTANDING 

asks questions the data insists upon açks questions the data does not pose 

SOCIAL-LEVEL TEXTUAL-LEVEL SOCIAL-LEVEL TEXTUAL-LEVEL 

positioning speech act social l decons truc tion 

theorv 1 theory 1 unconscious 1 

Discourse analysis occurred at the micro-level of words using speech act 

theory and deconstruction; at the social level using positioning theory. Analysis 

aimed to understand common, historical themes across the women's lives and to 

overstand how silences shaped the unsaid otherness of their stories. Analysis 

revealed how the historicai context normalized the type of lesbian and straight 

identities these teachers could take up while also unsettling this process of 

normalization. 1 must admit, however, that tensions between these approaches 

became alrnost palpable at times during the interpretive process. The example below 

illustrates why women's narratives warranted the use of different types of discourse 

analysis. 

Lesbian Encounters 

This section outlines how the women encountered 'lesbian'. Briefly, the 

three lesbian-identified women talked at length about coming out, meeting lesbians 

and searching for lesbian comrnunity. In contrast, the three heterosexual women 

talked in much less detail about their encounters with lesbians and lesbian 

stereotypes. 



The following demographics are included to assist the reader to identify the 

six teachers in the themes which follow: 

Pseudonym Identified as Age Entered PE 
profession 

Marion ' married' 70 1962 

Denise 'lesbian' 59 1956 

Bethany ' heterosexual' 49 1968 

Connie 'heterosexual' 40 1976 

Jenny 'lesbian' 37 1977 

Lisa ' lesbian' 29 1990 

Thank God somebodv told me! 

Jemy reminisced about the sumrner of 1986 when, in her early menties, she 

had just completed her undergraduate degree at a university in Ontario. 

Immediately after graduating she went to teach outdoor education at a pnvate 

summer camp in New Hampshire - a joumey which was going to change the 

course of her life- 

niere's a lot of arts ai this camp and a lot offree-spirits. 1 got to be good fiends ruith 

this one ïuornan Sonya. So off she goes on her out-trip and kecrps sending al1 these 

postcards. 50 abolit the end of Irily ïue're doing a switch over, sorne kins nre going nnd 

sorne are conzing, and me have this big celebration. 1 rvns dintting mith Kelly [The 

Camp Director] nnd said thnt 1 got d l  these postcards Jrom Sonya, and it's jirst grpnt, 

and zvander wliere she is noïv and I cnn't belime she hns t h t  milch finie to write. 

Kelly kind of piit hm a m  around me and she said, "Do yorr knozv rvhy she's sending yoit 

al1 those postcards? Cos she's really interested in yotl." 



And l'ni like, "Wlrat do yotl menn?" 

She suid, "Well, Sonya's a lesbian and 1 probably think you are too. Anci Sonya is uery 

irr terested in yorr. " 

And I renrember thinking "Ooohlilrlihh.,.. " 

The narrative crystallized around one phrase which carried exceptional 

illocutionary force - when Kelly declared that 'Well, Sonya's a lesbian and 1 

probably think you are too'. This phrase senred as a powerhl speech act. It served to 

'speak into existence' Jenny as a lesbian, to be hailed by Kelly, to interpellate her into 

the possibility of becoming lesbian.21 The implications for this did not fa11 into place 

immediately, but later she described the profound importance of this conversation. 

Like, how did 1 not figzire this otrt? 1 can't belime tthnt soniebody else lrad to tell me, 

but rulren 1 think back on i f  was jzist so orif of niy realnl of experience. It m s n ' t  rzen thnf 

1 had heard aboz~t gay people negntively, 1 just hadn't! I'm probnbly the only person in 

the morlrl culro didn't have a sexlral rxperience tintil tirey wre in their Late traenties! 

21 There are two reasons why "I think" may not appear to be a clear example of AustinBs 
periomatives such as "1 do", "1 bet", "1 solemnly swear" which complicates this analysis initially. 
Firstly, Keliy's statement did not occur within an immediately recognizable social convention, such as a 
wedding or courtroom. Clearly, the convention in which Jemy and Keily spoke was not strictly govemed 
in the same way as a marriage ceremony or trial but their conversation took place within a collegial 
fernaie friendship. The conventions govemuig this conversation become more obvious when contrasted to 
the conversations that could happen behveen, Say, teacher and student, husband and wife, lawyer and 
client - obviously the illocutionary force of the phrase "1 probably think you are a lesbian" would be 
quite different in each of these contexts. Nonetheless the speaker, Keiiy, had authority which lent 
force to the statement because she was out as lesbian to Jenny, and in the broader context of the camp. 

Secondly, "1 think does not immediately give rise to a clear action, rvhereas to Say "1 bet" 
gives rise to the bet at the moment of speaking. ïhis distinction between descriptive/constative and 
perionnative acts is central to, yet subject to slippage in. speech act theory. Again Sandy Petrey (1990) 
tackled this dilemma with great insight, explainhg that the constative/ performative distinction 
cannot last, and one consequence is that "the illocutionary force borne by words is always also a 
relationship lived by people" (p. 26). 



The fact that Jenny referred to this incident several times during her life 

history reinforced22 how powerful it was for her. Bronwyn Davies (1992) outlined 

with great simplicity how stories are a central to the constitution of subjectivity, 

writing that "who 1 am potentially shifts with each speaking, each moment of being 

positioned within this or that discourse in this or that way" (p. 57). Certainiy in 

Jemy's case, who she was shifted drarnatically when the camp director said "Sonya's 

a lesbian and 1 think you are too". Al1 of a sudden, Jenny encountered the possibility 

that women could be more than merely 'free spirits', they could be 'lesbian'. No 

wonder she later described the camp director as "The Goddess Kelly"! 

In 1986, after finïshing her BEd, Jenny taught in Aotearoa/New Zealand for a 

year in what she described as "the most consemative town in the world". 

New Zealand is a pretty repressed coirnt y nltlzottgh there zuas n pretty strong rvornaz's 

conirnzinity althoziglz my inipression of it îs rnostly centered in Arrcklnnd in the North 

Island. 1 Tuas way dozun nt the south end of the sotrth island ... 

... One of tlte reasons t left, nnd ît certainly zunsn't the only one, ruas that 1 just couldn't 

be there in that tozttn knozoing tlint 1 lrnd ZERO chance of nreeting anybody that I'd 

probabiy ïuanf tu have a relationship mith. And if I did Izozv corrld yott possibly condrlct 

one fhere? 

* The repetition of speech acts within life histones has implications for poststructural 
theories of reiterabiiity which are beyond the scope of this study. 1 shali merely intimate where this 
line of thinking could Iead. Building on her earlier notion of gender as an imitative performance which 
is forced into endless repetitions, in Bodies That Matter Butler (1993a) clarified that performativity 
depends not on the "act by which a subject brings in to being what she/he names, but, rather, as that 
reiterative power of discourse to produce the phenornena that it regulates and constrains" (p. 2). It is 
this notion of reiterability which is central to a poststructural usage of speech act theory. The 
Derridean notion of iterability, formulated in response to the theorization of speech acts by John Searle 
and J. L, Austin, also irnplies that every act is itseff a recitation, the citing of a prior chah of acts 
which are implied in a present act and which perpetuaiiy drain any 'present' act of its presentness 
(Butler, 1993a: 244). 



On her retum, Jenny spent time in Ottawa and then Vancouver trying to h d  

lesbian communities by visiting women's bookstores, reading lesbian/gay 

newspapers like Angles or Xtra-West, attending Wornen's events sudi as the Take 

Back The Night March, and volunteering for the Gay Games but repeatedly found 

that "there wasn't much to break in to". 

I sort of looked for xnys to find the lesbian comrnrrnity nnd il.......it's there. And thtrre's 

this firnny little cafe, 1 don't remember m e n  whnt if sons called , so I kind of woilld 

wander in fizere nnd sort of figure out how to rneet people. I'rn not n cltib person, yoi~ 

knoso, l'ni nof a..[ c m  ' t  jrrst go and hang out in a bar ...... 

1 ivent to the Take Buck 77re Niglzt nznrcli and tlris and that, nrrd @....a zoornnn zuho nt 

rhat sort of fime iiho 1 really becnme fnends witk ... actrmlly, she svorks here at the 

bookstore. Brit yotr knom, tlrnt led to other things. And then I ruas ruorking part tinre nt 

Coast MortntaUI Sports so .......y on Irnzle this time, yort're meeting al1 these people, yorr 

do stirff..and then ...y uri have this tirne when yozr're not sttre $ i f ' s  going fo last. And 

then I suent thorlgll n...prriaii svhrre I jtrst wasn't seeing anybody. And tlren I redly 

starfed to connect ioith people. 

I'd go to the Lotus once or koice. Yeah and everytirne 1 went, 1 tlrozght zdiy nnr 1 doing 

this? E ~ a r  if 1 nret anyone here, 1 wouldn't have anyfhing in cornmon zoifh t h m .  1 don'f 

like these places, yorr knozu. And I ment to Flygirl zvifh a couple of my f iends,  n ~ z d  1 

thorrgkf forgef it, I jrist haoe to do the things 1 like to do and I'tl nreet sonrebody. Wliicli 

is EXACTLY zuhat hnppened 



You don't have to   ut a label on it 

Denise remembered very üttle open discussion about who was or wasn't gay 

during thirty five years playing and coaching basketball and softball. She recalled 

that "her first indication that there was anyone else in the world with the same 

feelings as she had" came in 1957 playing softball. in those days, well before 

homosexuality was decriminalized in Canada,= she leamed about sexual relations 

between women primarily by obseming how and where women socialized after 

practices, games and competitions. 

W e  roent fo the CIzarnpio~zslzips down in  fhe States. Al1 fhe tennis mere in  one hofel nnd 

fhere ;ELXS n ruoni sef  nside for socializing. One  riighf rue d e c i M  to go up fkere. 50 rue 

ruent rip fo the eighth J2oor and sonie women zuere dancing nnd 1 kind of went in and did 

n double take. And i f  ruas interesting becaiise, like 1 said, nozv irm .... I see l o f s  of B e  

people 1 played bal1 witlr tlten and I'd sny sixty percent a f  lenst mere gay and yef none 

of oiir fenm stnyed aroiind. (Lnigliing) W e  just ruent zrp fliere, had n look arorind nnd l rft 

and ruent back! Wmzf back tu Our rooms, rue didn' f  ...y0 ZL knozu. 

For much of her adult life homosexuality had not been openly discussed at 

home, work or sports. She explained how 'the times' affected what could and could 

not be talked about: 

23 In 1955 the American judiciary recommended the legaikation of al1 consensual sex between 
adults (Harbeck, 1992). in the U.K. the decriminalization of homosexual acts was pioneered by the 
Woolfenden report in 1957. It was not until 1969 that homosexual acts were decriminalized in Canada 
(Sanders, 1994). and then this only referred to consensual acts conducted in 'private'. As the Gay Day 
Cornmittee pointed out, this legd refom "was widely misunderstood as 'legdzing' homosexuaiity and 
thus putting homosexuals on an equal basis with other Canadians. In fact, this amendment was merely 
a recognition of the non-enforceable nature of the Criminal Code as it existed" (cited in KLisman, 1987: 
1 72). 



Denise: 1 didn ' t  knoru if slre m s  gay. She ruas in a uery long t e m  relntionship in 

the States er .... sornetime after , like a 25  year relntionship, and zue hnd 

nmer talked about it rlntil jrisf a cottple of yenrs ngo. We were chatting and 

she had just broken rrp. 

Hea t lr e r: Doesn 't it seenr incredible? 

Denise: Yealr. But it's the tinte. I f  zuotddn'f hnppen now. lt ruo~rldn'f hnppen 

because eaerything 's more opetz. 

She explained how women managed to express same-sex desire within this 

reverberating silence: 

Heatlzer: 

Denise: 

Hentlter: 

Denise: 

Hea f  her: 

People still fa11 in loue and have relationsfiips, hozu did that ruork if 

notliing really codd be said? 

1 think i f  ruas jztsf sometliing tlrat happeneid brrr zvns kept secretive. 

Or ... more kind of, hozu do y01 L.. erJ(al1 in loue, start seeing sonrebody or jrtsf 

sre somebody if tlrere's no langirage? ......... Or ruha t langrrnge was ttsed? 

Well, 1 ...... I ...... dotz't bzozu. 1 mean rulznt lanpage do yor~ rtse today? Yori 

can certainly fall in looe and start seeing somebody iuithorrt hauing to use 

the terms 'gay' or 'lesbian'. 1 mean, you're zulio y011 me and yoir don't ham 

to put a label on it. 50 yorr can just start going olrt and seeing somebody 

socially. And yoit don ' f  have to lnbel something. ......... to lutoe feelings 

obuiorrs. So ... I don ' t  honestly knozo 

1 mean these nre pestions 1 can relate to - 1 ntenn in nry first relationship 1 

had no langtrage and went tlioztgh six months of belieoing rue rvere the only 

two veonle in the whole zuorld, vorr knorv 



It has been relatively recently, in the 1990s, that Denise has gone to lesbian 

bars and bookstores: 

Denise: 

Denise: 

Heu ther:  

Den ise: 

I'd nmer gone to a gay bar, a gay party orrtside the odd softbali connection 

and tlrnt ivns niore drinkiizg tlznn nnytlting. 

I suas surprised the first tinze 1 sazu lesbian ntngnzine or n nmuspaper. 

Can yozr renrember ruhen if iuas? 

Oh it iuasn't tluit long ngo. Probably a coztple of years ago going d o w ~  to 

line dancing or sonietlzing like tltat at the Lotiis Club and people 1 ruas 7uith 

picking trp thrse papers nnd f look (laaghing) tirck it in  m y  jacket, tlzing. 

Cottfdn't believe it. I snid "Did you see this?" "Oh yeah." People zuere Dery 

nonchalant. I runs likr "Ohhh." 

There's lesbians anvwhere vou d a y  s ~ o r t s  

Lisa stated that she had 'known' she was gay from an early age: 

Well 1 grau trp thinking 1 iuas gay. 1 had mlslres on m y  tenchers and fnends. And in 

elementa y school 1 know rulienever rue plnyed ruitlz orrr Jnends, rue plnyed like a 

horrse garne in elementnry school and 1 runs nlruays 'Uncle' ... 'Uncle Lisn!' (Lntrghs) 

Lisa remembered encountering homophobia directed at female PE teachers at 

her high school in small town in central British Columbia during the early 1980s. 

She told me they had been the target insults such as 'She's a dyke', and in one case, 

'being nui out of town' because parents found out she was lesbian. 

One of her first mernories of lesbian desire arose through softball: 



Lisa: Srrmmer of grade 8 or 9, 1 hi  been picked tip on this bnll fenm in Knrimore 

to play in provincials. but 1 needed to stay in Knrirnore to practice with the 

teant. And I stnyed mith this one faniily. Mnrianna, she m s  the only one 

iuho played bal1 nrtd I tltonrght die ruas very good fouking. And anytuays rue 

had to sleep together (laziglis) 

Heatlier: Damn! 

L isn: Damtt! Yeah, t h t ' s  mhat i fhoirght! And she got rrp in the night to, I don't 

knozv, mrcst hnve gone to the wnshroorn or someflring like that, so 1 Inid my 

arm out ncross the bed (larlglrs) nnd slie jttst got back into bed. And fhat's 

probably nbmt  the only tliing thnt 1 can recnll. 

Women's team sports were central in Lisa's coming out in during her Iate 

teens and early menties: 

Heatf ter:  

Lisa: 

athe 

Lisa: 

Henther: 

What sort of fhings fielprd yolt corne out? 

Sports and f i n r d ~ .  (latrglrs) Defnitrly. Growing rrp in n smnll conrn~anity it 

woidd probably nemr men be heard of. Having old fnshioned parents 

probably rvotrldn't Izme heiped rnzicli. 50 1 sort of jiist stayed in, no-one io 

talk to in lriglr school. Even niy best fnend - 1 worildn't have talked to rny 

best fnend meri tltotrgli it tirms out four years later thnf she's gny Loo! 

Ilatighs) Probnbly could neuer haoe told each other as rue zvere grozving rip. 

That 's  crnzy isn ' t  it? 

Yeah. Mouing into a bigger tozvn right $ter i gradrrated and getting 

involoed in sports thnt I did, and L..I don't cnre zuhere you go any sports 

that yotr join, yon 're going to n in  into homosemnls ....... mere's going to be 

lesbians anyzvhere thnt yorl play sports. 

Whnt sports zvere yori playing? 



Lisa: Fnstball and broombnll. M y  firsf year nt college, well 1 ruas ... I hndn't 

renfiy told anybody 1 luas still in  the closet ... but searching. Tlren once 1 

playen fastbnll tltat srrntrner my fïrst year nt college sonre wonzen said 

"Wlzy don't yoti come out and play broomball?" and that's ruhere I 

bnsicnlly cnnre out - to sonle close fhends of niine. 

Lisa entered teacher education in 1993: 

1 irms associated with being lesbian on campus lrere and associnted ruith different 

people. I was clzoosy though in 7uho 1 told onfy becarrse 1 ruas going into the fericlting 

profession . 

Live and let live 

Marion taught Ukrainian folk dance with her husband for many years which 

is where she met most of the gay people she knew: 

M y  hiisbrind and 1, me'ce morkeci with su rnany people especinlfy in the dance business 

who ruere gay. Some zuere openly gay nnd some ruere not. And rue were botlr Dey  ....y ou 

knoso accrpfed of thenr and eveything. And ... and got along fine zuith tliern. 

Marion made an oblique reference to lesbian sexuality when she told me 

about her experience with this policy at her graduate school in the US: 

Heather: When yozi ruent throiigh your teaclzer training or ..... in the three yenrs of the 

degree ...... zultat sort of messages zuere there about lrow yort shoiild behnve 

as a lady or as a zvornnn in sports? 



Marion: 

Heather:  

Mat ion: 

Henther:  

Marion: 

Heather:  

Marion: 

WelI..there zvas sorne talk abolit rvhat rue shortlci and shorrldn't ment I 

renrenrber but there luas more ernphasis the second tinre I ment back becartse 

the fellow W ~ O  ium kind of in charge of the P E  program said "Let's get rid 

of tlzis stereotype..We don't have to wenr the baggy swent parits nnd nll 

that .  " 

And thnt zoas what people ïuere wenring .... ? 

But the first tirne, not u e y  nizrch m s  sniti. Brit the second time 1 ruent back 

to school there seented to be n little bit more enrphnsis on the fact that yoit 

coiild be n P E  teacher and be feminine. And I don't remember nnybociy saying 

zery mitch the first time nround. 

Becniise people rueren ' t  zuorried nboiit it or......, ? 

1 tkink people jtist accepted it and said "This is the zvny it  is". 

So 1 rvonder ïvhy it chnnged and people becarnr a little bit more iuorried 

about ruhat they were looking like. 

Well, 1 think i f  iuns 7uhen this equality thing crznre along. Women c m  be in 

business and be fminine. They can do n lot of thitzgs nnd still be ferninine. I 

think that zvhole idea sons stnrting tu break down a little bit ...... 

In this particular story, çhe hinted at the association between lesbian 

stereotype and unferninine appearance, and linked this to "the whole equality 

thing". If we consider the discursive repertoires available to Marion at this tirne, this 

story illustrates how liberal feminist discourse was taken up within the physical 

education profession. The idea that feminine women could succeed in previously 

masculine professions, such as business and physical education, was central to how 

Marion's remembered women's equality in the 1960s. This association between 

femininity and women's equality indicates how liberal feminist discourses was used 

within physical education to normalize heterosexuality and sustain homophobic 



attitudes at that time. Many physical education departments in the United States 

used dress codes to combat an image of fernale physical educators as unfeminine. 

Such homophobic policies were relatively widespread in women's physical 

education prograrns throughout the United States at this time (Franzen, 1996)U. 

1 didn't know thev were anvthing: BUT heterosexual 

Connie didn't recall homosexuality being talked about at her high school: 

Connie: 1n tenns of gay and lesbian relationships in high school then 1 probably 

didn ' t  men have the ivords for it. f t  ruas neoer euen ... so thnf 1 feel kind of 

angy  about but 1 think it's the snnre rvith al1 sorts of excltision. 1 ivent 

tkrotlgh a pretty nnrrow edzrcntion system, and lqe long lenrning, and fit 

in fo  fhis box ... 1 didn't even know there iuas Ive beyond thnt box, 

alternntive positions. 

Heather: The isstre o f  langtmge is renlly inzportnnt. ....... Can yoir remenzber the first 

tinte yoii heard iuords like 'gay' and 'lesbian*? Can yoti remernber the first 

t ime? 

Connie: No.  

Hra ther:  Can yoir remember them being zued as iwrrlts in school? 

Connie: I don't really, 1 certninly hear them a lof now but er .....iJ 1 did 1 didn't even 

think about if. And 1 don't think thaf any of the people 1 knezv, 1 mean 

calling somebody a fag for example ïvasn ' t ,  1 don ' t  reniernber ... 1 don ' t  

rernern ber.. 

Heather: Wzaf  m u e  the insulis thnt yot~ irsed? Yoir'ae got fo hnve sontething to ... 

Connie: Er ... 'slut ', 'nerdish '..nerdy or geek. 

24 For a hill account refer to Trisha Franzen's (1996) oral histories of US leçbians born during the 
1940s. 



Connie remernbered finding several friends were lesbian or gay during her 

thirties: 

Heu ther:  So yori can ' t  rernenzber qztite spec$cnlly 7vhen yozr started to get Iangzrage 

abotif 'lesbian ' and @y '- Carz yori trace zip froni higlz school to nom, wlrm 

you Frst nret son~eone rvho yori thought ions gay or lesbian, when yozl first 

read about it ,  ruhm yori first Izeard abolit it? 

Connie: Probably not till riniversify and probably not till .... 1 don't know, rrntil tlze 

last 8 to 10 years. Su iiot tlzat long ago. Bttt fhnt's sort o fyou,  I mean ..1 have 

many close f i ends  now, and had fhen but didn't kno~u, and mho told me 

after tlrat. So l'or h d  thaf sort of experience a coriple of times. 

Connie: 1 had some close frzends 1 gziess that 1 didn ' f  know ....... er..... were nnything 

BUT heterose-mial i-e. 1 didn't think of thenr as being bisexrial, hornosemiaf 

or gay and ... and..zuhen 1 forind out ... er ... 1 p e s s  1 rons n bit hurt. And the 

u~hole t h i q  nborit "Wrll ....y ori knorv ..... of course 1 worrldn't treat yori any 

differentfy and [ I blali, blnlz, blnlz". And ruent fhrouglr al1 of that. 

People Iabeled us 

Bethany recollected rumors about her friendship with another woman at 

college in the 1960s: 

I knorv during uniuersity nry roomnlate and 1 were very close and slze's very attrncfive 

and a e y  nttrch into dnting men, but still people lnbeled ris zvifh "me zvere too close, we 

spent foo rnlrch tirne tvgetlzer, rue read ench uthers thozights a little too closely". So l'ue 

had some frrendships ruith monrm that have been qiiestioned ..... and 1 alrvays think il's 



interesting iohen 1 henr that becaiise what do people base it on..rohnt du people 

tlzink .... 1 don 'f know ........ but I have never ever cared .... it doesn't rrpset nrr ....... 

In the 1990s, she is supportive of lesbian, gay and bisexual students at the 

community cdlege where she worked as the Athletic Director: 

nzere is a ztew strong nrozlement on cnmprrs cnlled the Gay, Lesbian and Bisexrrnl 

Allinnce. And tlzey're aery uocnl, they're D e y  denrnnding. They knozo zohnf tlrey 

want, and they 're present. 1 rnjoy them on canprs and the college gives them lots of 

space, lots of recognition and .... er ..... lots of tolerance. 

Feminist-Poststnictural Approach to Discourse Analysis 

The theme 'Lesbian Encounters' illushated how the women accepted and 

avoided the possibility of 'lesbian' in quite different ways within the material 

practices of families, schooling and women's sport they experienced. On one hand, 

the idea of 'lesbian' was mentioned infrequently by the women who identified as 

heterosexual, namely Marion, Bethany and Connie. Marion encountered, but was 

not the target of, lesbian stereotypes at graduate school and had several gay male 

acquaintances in the dance business. Bethany remembered being stereotyped as a 

lesbian during her undergraduate physical education degree. Connie's contact with 

lesbian women was mainly through friends during her thirties, while she became 

sensitized to homophobia as a result of Women's Studies courses she took at 

graduate school. The invisibility of the category 'lesbian' is evident in the small 

nurnber of recollectiow about lesbianism in sport or physical education, the sparse 

detail of these mernories, and the recollection of isolated incidents of lesbian 



encounters25. This can be thought of as an instance of what Deborah Britzman (1998) 

referred to as 'exorbitant nomality' which occurs when 'the other' is rendered 

intelligible only as a special event, never the everyday. 

On the other hand, Denise's, Jemy's and Lisa's narratives suggest how they 

responded to the possibility of 'lesbian' quite differently. The three lesbian-identified 

women spoke at length about searching for other lesbians, coming out, and 

establishing lesbian social networks. They recalled first glimpses and touches, 

searching for lesbian contexts and coming out in straight contexts. Jemy's search led 

her to various feminist and lesbian urban contexts, such as lesbian cafés, feminist 

bookstores and a 'Take Back The Night' mardi. She found lesbian bars and 

women's team sports quite disappointing. In contrast, women's team sports had 

formed the sole basis of lesbian comrnunity for Denise since the 1960s and, more 

recently, for Lisa as well. 

The differences in these accounts may seem obvious - lesbian women are 

going to talk about the category 'lesbian' more frequently than straight women. 

Despite thk important difference, al1 six women talked about their ndii lt  sexual 

identities as relatively stable elements of their sense of self. Interestingly, Susan 

Cahn (1994a) was struck by a similar imperative, concluding that "a sense of 

authentic self is both real and necessary to people living within a given context" (p. 

332). 

This interpretation of identity is, at first glance, contrary to the 

conceptualization of identities as always in formation, incomplete and even 

contradictory. The apparent tension between the notion of coherent identities - 
either 'lesbian' or 'heterosexual' -- with poststnicturalist claims about incomplete, 

25 Reference to hornophobia and lesbian stereotyping as ïsolated incidents' has parallels with 
Ruth Frankenburg's (1993) observations about how racism was talked about by white women. 
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fragmented identities leads me back to the notion of positionality and subjectivity. If 

we are prepared to conceptualize identity along the lines of Linda Alcoffs (1995) 

notion of positionality, a coherent identity can be considered "relative to a 

consistently shifting context, to a situation that indudes a network of elements 

involving others, the objective economic conditions, cultural and political 

institutions and ideologies, and so on" (p. 451). Thus, the narration of apparently 

stable 'lesbian' and 'heterosexual' identities can be understood, in part, as an effect 

of normalization within the discourses themselves,26 as evidence of how these 

binary oppositions were, to al1 intents and purposes, the only sexual subject 

positions available to the women in these generations. I think the absence of the 

'bisexual' or 'queer' from the life histones demonstrates the pewasiveness of the 

lesbiadstraight binary for these women. 

There were other differences, in addition to the contrast between 'lesbian' and 

'heterosexual' identities -- most notably how the women talked about their 

identification with feminism. There were also important differences within each 

woman's stories about themselves and, of course, differences at the Level of the 

'social'. Existing life history research has rarely accounted for such differences 

'within', 'at' and 'beyond' the individual because it has relied heavily on a 

26 This narration of 'fixed', *authentic' sexual subject positions can be thought about on several 
le vels: 

i. as a humanist interpretation of a bourgeois, sovereign self which underpins modemist 
conceptions of identity, derived variously from sexological, psychological, Liberal and radical ferninist 
constructions of 'lesbian identity'; 

ii. as a pragmatic, political defense/offense against the nonnalizing pull of heterosexual 
identities within heterocentric contex ts; 

iii. as a narrative 'effect' which can never be fully achieved due to the slippages along an 
endless chah of signifiers, or due to the unconscious alterity which inhabits the 'self'. 

The latter two are, in my opinion, compatible with a pragmatic poststnictual theory of 
subjectivity. Lesbian identities can be regarded 'as if' they were authentic in order to engage in strategic 
political struggles such as establishing sepaate lesbian sports or anti-homophobic policies. Equaily, 
the impossibility of being completely and permanently 'lesbian' must be continually borne in mind at 
the ontological Level of long-term, historical theorization. 



humanist, individualist assumption of a 'coherent' identity. 1 suggest that, because 

postsmicturalism rejects this self-contained presentism of humanist identity in 

favor of a fragmented theory of subjectivity, it not only accommodates but directs 

attention onto difference at several levels. This fragmentation of subjectivity -- the 

notion of the split subject - focuses attention onto construction of self/Other; 

norrnative/marginal sexual identities; speech/silence; and conscious/unconscious. 

I would also argue that the intersection of gendered, sexual and racial 

subjectivities is not incompatible with a poststnicturalist theory of the subject 

driving this research. While much feminist and queer theory purports to account 

for intersections between race, class, and gender, empirical research frequently 

struggles to respond to these complex intersections. The potential of methodologies 

such as life history to insist that researchers listen to specific, intersecting subject 

positions of women's lives has long been recognized in feminist research. On 

several occasions the narratives insisted that race and racism be foregrounded in rny 

analysis, although 1 was sometimes surprised at the moments when this happened. 

The way we talked about racism and racial difference in the interviews revolved 

around linguistic, racial Others which led to analysis of the normative silences 

which sustain Our positions as 'White' women. On reflection this unexpected 

direction in data analysis is a persuasive argument for a life histotory methodology -- 

for continuing to research empirical life ~tories in spite of the tensions set into play 

by poststructural skepticiçm about trançparency of experience in verbal accounts. 

s ~ e e c h  Act Theorv 

There were occasions when unexpected things were said in the interviews, 

when the conversation took a sudden tum, when a particular word made 

something 'happen'. Not only were the interviews disrupted by these 'dramatic' 

moments, but women remembered their lives being affected by a conversation, a 

remark, an act of speech. Jenny's revelation at summer camp by 'the Goddess Kelly' 



that she might be a lesbian was a striking example. Although they were rare during 

interviews, these moments lent themselves to a focus on the performativity of 

language using micro-level discourse analysis. 

Speech act t h e ~ r y ~ ~  has the potential to illustrate, in a very immediate way, 

how discourses function performatively. My use of this type of close discourse 

analysis illustrated how particular words enabled or restricted the endless discursive 

construction of sexual subjectivities. Neither speech acts or the silences they evoke 

have any permanence; indeed, a never-ending task faces heteronormative discourse 

to continually repeat or perform its silencing functions. Lesbian subject positions 

can, of course, be dairned within physical education but doing so has impact - "my 

girlfriend and L..", "yes, I prefer women ...", "from my lesbian perspective...". Such 

speech acts are extra-ordinary, remarkable, and usually remembered. These were the 

occasions which 'stood out' during interviews and which were most appropriate for 

micro-level analysis. In contrast, heteronormative speech acts thrive in being 

unremarkable, mundane and so very ordinary. Maintainhg a heterosexual 

storyline relies on continual repetition to the extent that it may appear that a person 

simply 'talks like that'. As Bron- Davies and Rom Harré (1990) explained, 

"participants may not be aware of their assumptions nor the power of the images to 

invoke particular ways of being and may simply regard their words as 'the way one 

talkç' on this sort of occasion" (p. 49). Mundane ways of talking play an important 

role in normalizing heterosexuality. Heterosexual subject positions c m  be claimed 

27 Austin's speech act theory of the 1960s emphasized how speech is not only descriptive but 
also performative, through the idea of 'iliocutionary' acts. Words are performative if they do things, 
if they perform an action - conversely, if they arenet spoken the action doesn't happen (Petry, 1990). 
Put another way, illocution is to locution what speech acts are to speech. Moreover, 'illuctionary force' 
is the combination of language and soaal practice and, at certain moments in the life histories, speech 
acts about lesbian sexuality often carried exceptional degrees of Uuctionary force. The performative 
aspects of language and discourse have developed into a important topic in queer, especüilly Literary, 
studies (Butler, 1993a, 1997a; Parker & Sedgwick, 1995). 



and repeated on numerous opportunities in everyday and professional 

conversation. These repetitive performances, if unchallenged and uncomplicated as 

they frequently are, g a n t  security and certainty to heterosexual storylines. This in 

tum allows a heterosexual subjectivity to be firmly and deeply anchored, so that a 

heterosexual sense of the self can be readily experienced as coherent, life-long and 

'naturai'. 

Speech act theory was able to reveal the impact of a particular speech act on 

Jenny's lesbian identity, highlighting the Link between the performativity of 

language and sexual subjectivity - when silence was 'broken' rather than 'golden'. 

What happens when analysis turns to the spaces between silence/speech, 

inside/outside, lesbian/heterosexual? Time and tirne again 1 needed to listen to the 

rowdy silences about lesbianism which littered the narratives. 
Decons truction 

1 found myself turning to Derrida's notion of différance, where meaning 

resides but is never fully present (Collins & Mayblin, 1996; Derrida, 1982; Sampson, 

1989). For example, 1 wanted to delve beneath the surface calm of an anecdote 

Marion told me because it contained much about language, Other and sexual 

normativity. She recounted a conversation from graduate school in the early 1970s: 

One of tlze gradirate stzrdents snid to nie one tinte, becntise she knew 1 wns rnnrried and 

euerytlzing, und she snid, "1 zvnnt to be rnanied and haoe n firnily. 1 don't runnt to live 

the zuny sonze of these ofhers live." 

And she mennt the single ... Biit it ruas jtist her feelings nboiit the rvlrole tliing. If yoir 

want to get married and have a faniily, thnt's good too. 

'Marriage' and 'having a family' referred directly to heterosexuality, while 'the 

whole thing', 'single' and 'others' referred euphemistically to a way of life that was 



different, that was not heterosexual. Although 'single', 'these others' or 'this whole 

thing' were vague, the rneaning of each term relied upon being different from 

'married'. This type of analysis illustrated the more general queer theoretical claim 

that 'female heterosexuality' requires the 'lesbian Other' because it only acquires 

significance in the play of différance between the two. 

While there are significant differences between speech act theory and 

deconstruction28, Sandy Petrey (1990) cogently argued that both warrant great 

interest because "their disagreements over hozo language performs take off hom the 

same constant awareness thnt it performs" (p. 133). My approach to deconstruction 

drew on Jack Sanger's (1995) metaphor: 

deconstnrction (the nct of tlsing fext tu underniine its own rhetoric) nllozvs the nnalyst to 

explore the text as a kind of ivater tank rulierein conflicting ideologies nre sirbnrerged 

imder the szrrfnce calm of an nttenrpted rtnifnry resolution. (p. 91) 

Thus, speech act theory and deconstruction shaped how I analyzed specific 

words in the transcripts. This type of close discursive analysis suggested how 

particular words functioned at different historical moments for these women; that 

28 'Deconstruction' is a highly contested te- which by its very nature defies definition, but 
some explanation of my use of the tenns 'deconstructive' and 'deconstruction' is warranted. Petrey (1990) 
contended that "Demda concentrates on language as language, Austin on language as collective 
enactment of reality; one emphasizes locution, the other illocution" (p. 147), yet despite these 
differences, "speech act theory understands society as a dynamic process tangible in the words through 
which human beings interact, and deconstructive commentaries on the words enhance the fascination of 
the tangibiüty" (p. 144). Derrida himself refused any fixed definition of deconstruction as method, 
analysis or critique and was quoted as saying that "aii sentences of the type 'deconstruction is x' or 
deconstniction is not x' a prion miss the point, which is to say that they are at least false" (Collins & 
Mayblin, 1996: 93). Deconstruction has been used as a means (Scott, 1992) for analyzing discourses which 
opens up a term, or rather binary oppositions, to question and reconstruction, rather than negating the 
terms compietely (Butler, 1992). While cautioning that deconstniction is not simply a set of techniques, 
Parker (1988) distinguished three stages to a deconstruction. Firstly, identify conceptual oppositions; 
then demonstrate that the privileged pole of the opposition is dependent upon and codd not operate 
without the other; and, finally, point towards new concepts by reinterpreting the opposition- 



is, it helped to 'understand' what the narratives contained. At other times, this 

detailed level of analysis gestured toward the unsaid; tried to 'overstand' what lay 

beneath or outside particular words. 

Individualism and Social Postmodernism 

Close discourse analysis of the type produced by speech act theory and 

deconstruction, as well as other approaches cornmonly used in Life history, run the 

risk of individualism; that is, placing too much emphasis on an individual 

transcript, interview, or account of experience. Life history as a methodology has 

always had to confront this criticism. My use of six women countered this tendency 

for unwarranted individualism to a degree (see Sampling). Individualism was also 

tempered by analysis at the level of the 'social', what 1 refer to as 'institutional 

discourses'. 

Returning to the example 'Lesbian Encounters' again, several discourses 

about lesbian sexuality in women's sports were evident Denise and Lisa 

encountered other lesbians, developed same-sex relationships and a lesbian social 

network by playing team sports. Denise remained quite closeted while playing and 

coaching basketball and softball from the late 1950s until the late 1980s, whereas Lisa 

came out early in her fastball and broomball playing days. From the way Denise and 

Lisa talked, lesbian relationships between players were common in these sports and, 

since the late 1980s at least, increasingly overt. These long-standing and widespread 

lesbian communities were based on liberalist assumptions about privacy and 

individual rights. Varying degrees of secrecy and privacy placed restrictions on how 

lesbianism could be expressed -- players were expected or could 'choose' not to be 

out as lesbian within these sports. Open discrimination against lesbians in these 

sports seemed to be rare, providing a relatively high degree of safety for the 

exploration and expression of lesbian desire. Lesbian identity was constnicted as a 



matter of individual choice deserving of privacy and, since the late 1980s, limited 

visibility as well. 

h the last decade a number of 'lesbian' teams and leagues have been 

established in Vancouver, in addition to the 1990 Gay Games. This represents a 

signihcant shift in assumptions about lesbian sexuality within sport, and is 

indirectly linked to the women's access to feminism (see Feminist Generations) and 

identity-based politics of urban lesbian and gay movements. Al1 the lesbian women 

had deep resewations about segregated lesbian or gay sport, but for quite different 

reasons. Jenny volunteered at the Gay Games only to be shocked at the sexism of gay 

men she worked with. Equally, she was disappointed to have little in common with 

women in a lesbian volleyball league she joined. Denise strongly disagreed with the 

Gay Games on the grounds that it unnecessarily highlighted sexuality and that she 

had never experienced exclusion from sports because she was lesbian. Their Iack of 

involvement in organized 'lesbian' sports indicates how central individualist and 

liberal views about sexuality were for these women compared to views which 

emphasized lesbian visibility and segregation as a form of identity politics. 

Lesbianism in women's team sports was conspicuous only by its absence in 

the narratives of the women who identified as heterosexual. Connie encountered 

the possibility of 'lesbian' through friends and feminist courses at graduate school 

but didn't mention open or secret lesbianism in outdoor recreation, her main 

physical activity. Bethany did refer to lesbianism but only in terms of negative 

stereotypes and homophobia, firstly as a FE undergraduate in the 1960s and then 

recently in sports administration at the college level. Marion referred indirectly to 

lesbianism in physical education when she remembered the 'single' women 

professors and ferninine dress codes at her graduate school in the US during the 

1960s. On the basis of these isolated mernories it is difficult to make substantial 

daims about changes in lesbian stereotypes or homophobia. Rather, the significance 



lies in the persistent silence about lesbianisrn from 1950s through to the present 

time. Discourses about lesbian sexuality circulating in women's sport and the 

physical education profession were significant - not for the lesbian possibilities they 

offered but those they disavowed. Their narratives about lesbianism in sport 

remained relatively untouched by the increased visibility of lesbians in women's 

team sports or the emergence of organized 'lesbian' sports (although this was not 

the case with their views about feminiçrn in sport, see 'Feminist Generations'). 

The example above demonstrates how 1 attempted to 'understand' the 

specific historical attitudes about lesbian sexuality circulating in women's sports, 

feminism and physical education. Here my focus on these institutional discourses 

was a move towards social postmodernism. The under-theorization of the 'social' 

has been a criticisrn of performativity and speech act theory in queer, literary and 

sociological studies (Eagleton, 1983; Patton, 1995; Nicholson & Seidman, 1995).29 

29 Cindy Patton Stephen Seidman both expressed concerns about the trend away from social 
theory in queer work: 

New work in  qrreer and gender theories on performance and perfornrntiuity ernerged 
inlporfantly in response tu a critiqrie of essentializrd iderrtity and debnfes about the end 
of iderttity politics. Given tliis partinilar entrance of performance tlieoy, into a highly 
political d o m i n ,  tlrere Itas been, 1 belieue, an overemphnsis on the actant-snùject and a 
relatiïw lack of consideration of the stage or context or field of trze performance or 
pefirmative act. There have been highly developed poststnrctrirnl and postmodem 
accorrnts uf thrse bodies-in-performance or tlreir perfomative acts, but little in the wny 
of poststnrct ziral and postmodern efforts to reinf roditce concepts for 7vhn t zons once cnlled 
the "social ". (Patton, 1995: 781) 

Qzreer theory has largely abnndoned institzrfional annlysis. In Sedgwick, the 
homo/hetero definition fiinctions as a largely aritonomoris crilhrrnl logic ... tlrese ciilttunl 
nteani~zgs are never linked tu social stnrcttiral nrrangenlents or processes srich as 
nntionalisnr, colonialism, globalization, or dynamics of class or fnmily formation or 
popzrlor social movements. (Seidman, 1995: 734) 

Equallv, Terry Eagleton (1985) exposed the consequences of skeptical posûnodernism in literary 
whidi i think applies to some poststntctural textualism in social research: 

it is mischieviotisly rndical in respect to eoeryone else's opinions, able to unmnsk the 
solemn declarations as mere disheoelled plays of signs, zuhile utterly consemtive in  
e v e y  other way. ( p .  745) 



Similar arguments have recently appeared in debates about discourse analysis in 

educational research: 

Neifher Austin nor Searle are interested in tising speech aci nnnlysis as a way of 

deconsfnicting and critiqtiing games* of socinl relations, diference and nraterial 

wealtk ... To do su zootild reqtiire roe broaden orrt speech nct nnnlysis to n political 

economy of speech acts, a sociological analysis of the fields of social relntions, the 

institrifiorzal sites mhere speech acts are trsed, and a doctimentation of the dynnrnic 

consfitzition and reconstittition of the 'rides' of lungtrnge garnes of m o y d n y  l f e  ... l t  is 

precisely this type of analysis rulzich is a f  the Izeart of criticnl discoiirse analysis. 

(Lrrke, 1997: 350) 

If a critical focus on the 'social' can be achieved, it creates the possibility for 

poststructuralist life history to contribute to social critique and ultimately political 

acti0n.3~ 

Poststructurally informed work which ailows for politicat and material realities is currently 
difficult to h d .  One exception is Sa@ Dhairyarn's (1994) poststructuralist theorîzation of raaal 
identity through lesbian sexuality in which she explores how perfomiative speech acts involve both 
the language and the body: 

Locafing the petformative as the body that speaks is nlso to zurife speech as of the 
body; i n  so doing we resist the slide fiom body tu lnngzinge tu literacy to literattrre, and 
so, indeed, to theory, ruhich relmtlessly retiirns the critical intellect fo pride of 
place ... Tu refect on racial idenfity throztgh sexztali &..is not fo szrbstrme one i ~ t o  the 
other; mtlier, it is to highlight the color of the body as both dl-too-rnnterial 
diflerence and as fantasy ... Only zuhen whifeness, nrasciilinity and edtmt ion  still enjoy 
the disczirsive prioilege of 'passing' as invisible can the intellect be sanctioned withont 
any need tu re/lect on the colonizing fantasies of its physically threatening body. ( p p .  
42-43] 

30 This is the case only if pragmatic raeher than ludic poststructuralist positions are adop ted. 
For futher detail refer to Donald Norton's (1996) MatenaI Queer trendtant critique of ludic 
postmodemimi in queer theory. 



Having been sensitive to the need for social analysis throughout this study, 

from a refiective position 1 now contend that social analysis is not necessarily 

incompatible with a poststructuralist theory of subjectivity31. Both can be 

accommodated within poststructuralist life history, but not without tension. 

Undoubtedly assumptions about fragmented identities, Others within the Self, and 

constitutive force of silence place considerable torque on straightforward social 

explmations and political strategies. In this study, the tension gave nse to my 

divergent impulses to 'understand' and 'overstand' the women's narratives. Such 

tension can be relieved, to a limited degree, by pragmatic feminist-poststmcturalist 

strategies such as simultaneously striving towards deconstructive overstanding in 

the theoretical long-term, while opting for short-tem politics based on assumptions 

'as if identity mattered, selves could be known, and life histories told to one 

another (Riley, 1988; Sykes, 1996). This may involve a move towards 'social 

postmodemism' within life history; which requires: 

rethinking the v e y  nature of the basic categories tltroiigh wltich the social rufiole is 

zierurd and constitilted. Sirch a postnrodern appronclr rejects an irnderstnnding of srrclt 

categories as the fnmily, the stnte, the indioidiini, and the homosexunl ns 'natttrnl'. 

This moue de-essentinlizes szrch cntegories by plncing thon witftin spec$c ltistoricai 

and politicnl contexts. It thtts avoids the essmtialist disposition of some modern modes 

of irnderstandi>tg; it  nlso avoids those postsfnrctt~rnlist nrgziments ruhiclt often ignore 

the instihitionnl context of disctirsive practicrs. lNicltolson & Seidmnn, 1995: 24-25) 

31 Refer to Chris Weedon (1997) for a comprehensive exphnation of poststructural conception of 
'subjectivity', and ais0 Catherine Beisey's (1997) precis of Althusser's notion of the subject in relation to 
Lacanian subjectivity. 



The 'social' has been analyzed in this study by focusing on the institutional 

discourses32 which framed the women's narratives. Throughout the analysis, 

decisions had to be made where to strike a balance between textual and social 

analyses. As it turned out, a large majority of the analyses focused on institutional 

discourses. 

32 1 have used the terni 'institutionai discourse' in the same way as rnedical anthropologist 
Jamie Saris (1995). Ln his life history work on W e s s  narratives he drew on Lyotard's defi t ion which: 

alruays reqtiires constraints for stntements f o  be admissible zuifhin i f s  borinds. The 
cotrstraints firnction to filter disctirsive potentinls ... They also priuilege certain classes 
of statenlents (sometinies only one) ruhose p redonzinnnce chnracterizes the disco ri rse of 
the parficzilar institution: there are things thnt shorild be snid, and there are m y s  cf 
snying tltent. (Lyotnrd, 1984 cited in Saris, 1995: 42) 

Saris (2995) went on to lyricaiiy define 'institution' as: 

A stntcttire (physicnl, conceptrral or 60th) that 'sets up' discorirse nnd prnctice ... as 
bzindles of technolugirs, nnrratizte styles, modes of discozirse, and, ns imporfantly, 
erasirres and silences. Ctilttirnlly and historicnlly sitilnfed sirbjects produce and 
reproduce these knozuledges, prnctices, and silences as a condition of being ïvithin the 
orbit of tlze institution. (p. 42) 

This complements Bronwyn Davies' (Davies & Harré, 1990) conception of discourse as the 
institutionaiized use ûf language at disciplinary, political, cultural and srnall group levels, and around 
specific topia such as 'gender', 'class' and 1 would add 'sexualities'. Davies explained in more detail 
how: 

the constitutive force of ench disairsive practice lies in its provision of srlbject positions. 
A srrbject position itzcorporntes both a cotrceptt~al repertoire and a location for persons 
zoithin the stmctttre of rights for those that use thnt repertoire. Once haaing taken up a 
parficzilnr position as one's orun, n person inevitably sees the zuorld fiom the mntnge 
point of that position and in t e m s  of the pnrticzrlar images, metnphors, s t o y  fines nrzd 
concepts zuhich are made relevant ïuithin the partictilar disctirsive prnctice in rulticlr 
they are positioned. (Daaies 15 Harré, 1990: 46) 

Whilst Davies employed the term 'conceptual repertoire', Wetherell and Potter (1988) used 
'interpretive repertoire' defined as a relatively intemaily consistent Ianguage unit within a particular 
discourse. This view is helpful because it aiiows for inconsis tent and variable interpretive repertoires 
within the same discourse. Uitimately, 1 prefer the term 'discursive repertoire' as used by Ruth 
Frankenburg's (1993) which avoids the ties of 'conceptual' with psychologically-based humanism. 



Psvchoanalvtic Theorv of Subiectivitv 

Postsmictural and psychoanalytic theories of subjectivity have a long, 

intertwined intellectual history.33 This research has been troubled throughout by 

the extent to which psychoanalytic approach to subjectivity could add to the 

interpretations of the women's life histones. Psychoanalysis has been important to 

feminism, as Chris Weedon (1987) explained, by presenting a challenge to the 

"unified, self-present subject of rationality, and to theories of innate biologically 

determined sexual identity" (p. 71). Indeed, 1 think that cautious use of 

psychoanalytic concepts or metaphors can be justified. Nonetheless, many feminists 

continue to have resemations about the political efficacy of psychoanalytic 

theorizing.3 These tensions between psychoanalytic, poststructural and ferninist 

accounts of subjectivity must, sooner or later, be confronted by researchers 

employing any form of poststructuralism. 

1 turned to psychoanalytic concepts when contradictions, evasions, and 

curious repetitions occurred in our interviews -- moments when the illusion of 

coherence began to fa11 apart, began to fragment. It was these moments which drew 

33 The most influential, of course, being Lacan's re-reading of Freud as the cornerstone of his 
critique of Saussurian Linguistic structuralism. 

34 For excellent ferninist appraisals of ferninist responses to and critiques of psychoanalytic 
theories refer to Weedon (1987), Landry and MacLean (1993), and Barrett (1992). Michèle Barrett 
(1992) explained how deep critique of social causality and the search for epistemological origins 
evolved in both postsh-ucturalism and psychoanalysis. Most relevant tensions for my analysis are the 
misogynist theoretical ongins and clinical institutionalization of psychoanalysis and the heterosexism 
of many feminist reworkings of psychoanalytic Oedipal and object-relations theory. 

1 found Landry and MacLean's (1993) articulation of these tensions persuasive From their 
materialist perpective. They explained that although poststnictural theory of subjectivity must take 
into account difference - the subject as formed in relation to the Other - there are dangers in 
universalizing this notion of difference. As they poùited out in Michele Barrett's work, "Freud's 
writings are deeply embedded in the gender ideology so crucial to women's oppression" (p. 172) and 
Spivak's critique of the colonialism in an exaggerated uiversalism of psychoanalytic theory. ï h e y  also 
note that "the existing feminist debate on sexuality has been a relentless focus on psychoanalysis as 
'the' language of sexuality and the family as 'the' ground of sexuality. Such focus not only familializes 
sexuality but &O heterosexualizes it" (p. 160). 



me to think about how the absent Other haunted the confused spaces at these edges 

of meaning, floated in the intangible unsaid35. The problem psychoanalytic theories 

attempt to confront is, deferring to Nicolas Abraham's (1994) emdite summary, 

houi tu inclride in a discoluse ... the v e y  lhing wkich, being the precondition of 

discoime, fiindamen taliy escapes it. ( p .  84) 

My route into this problematic was the notion of 'identification' through the 

Other. As Madan Sarup (1996) pointed out, identification is used in many sewes 

within psychoanalysis but is most typically used in the sense of "identification of 

oneself with the other" (p. 30). The notion of identification allowed me to listen to 

how women talked about themselves through various Others which, in tum, led to 

more specific psychoanalytic concepts such as transference, introjection and 

incorporation, transgenerational phantom, fetishism and social unconscious 

(Abraham & Torok, 1994; de Lauretis, 1994; Felman, 1987; Frosh, 1997; LaPlanche & 

Pontalis, 1973; Mackwood, 1997; Presnell & Deetz, 1996). For instance36, several 

teachers were reticent to talk about student crushes but talked freely about their own 

crushes as students. This contradiction struck me as important but there seemed to 

be no easy explanation. Moving from the general notion that cmshes are part of the 

way students 'identify' with their teachers, the concepts of hansference and counter- 

transference allowed more complex interpretations to emerge. 1 came to think about 

the women's hesitancy to talk about their students' affections as 'homophobic 

35 This notion of the 'unsaid' has begun to appear in educationai theorizing influenced by 
psychoanalytic theories, notably Sharon Todd's (1997) edited volume Learninp Desire in which 
Kaarina Kailo explored ways that "the w a i d  evokes psychoanalytic concepts referring to traces of 
unconscious desire, for Lacan 'the desire of the other"' (p. 189). 

36 See Teaching Desire in Ch 7 for a more detailed analysis of desire, transference and counter- 
transiference in women's physical education. 



counter-transference', which in tum raised the dark possibility that homophobia 

might be deeply rooted in the collective psychic defenses of the teaching profession. 

In this case, then, psychoanalytic theory allowed for speculations about homophobia 

within the teaching profession beyond the level of rational educational discourse. 

Similar issues about homophobia within the profession arose from stories 

where Bethany and Denise talked about sirnilarities and differences with their 

mothers. On one hand, Bethany consistently distanced herself from her mother's 

homophobic and racist attitudes while, on the other hand, Denise identified 

strongly with social pressures faced by her grandmother. The followùig excerpt 

illustrates the type of interpretation psychoanalytic theory allows, and also the 

tentative nature of such clairns within this thesis. 

This particular theme speaks to unconscious investments which sustain 

homophobia. Denise recalled the lengths to which her father's family went to 

uphold public respedability in the 1920s and 1930s: 

My fntlier's background rvns itnknown to me nntil after he died actrtally. His rnother 

ruas iinrued and raised hini as f he rvere her little brotlzer. Again it ivas depression, she 

lized with her mother. 1 mearz if1 these days tu be an itntued motlier was just n sin. She 

nmer acknoiuledged him, men tu the rest of her faniily, to {ter yorrnger diiltiren. Tky 

didn't knozv ttntil she ZLWS alniost on her detzth-bed. 1 grew trp thirrking she ruas my aunt. 

This story emphasized the secrecy surrounding the birth of Denise's father, 

revealing something about the normative values about marriage and parenting of 

the 1930s - as Denise said, "to be an unwed mother was just a sin". But there was 

more to the story than this. The timing and telling of this story in the interview was 

important. I felt as if this disclosure occurred to Denise quite unexpectedly and she 

had to make a snap decision whether to share it with me. It was one of those 



moments when the level of trust between us increased dramatically. Each time 1 

retumed to Denise's transcript, the impact of this particular story within her overall 

life history became more compelling. Denise told stories about her father quite 

frequently in the interviews, sometimes when they seemed to be only indirectly 

related to my questions. For example, in response to this question .... 

Heather: So, 1 zunnt to grt an rrnderstnnding of the things that yorr morrldn't tolerafe in 

a relationship, the things thnt are unacceptable. 

... Denise talked about her father's attitudes about money, the family's 

finances and how this gave her a sense of responsibility. This was not the type of 

response 1 had anticipated. 1 needed a way of thinking about why Our interviews fe1t 

to me as if they veered off in unexpected directions back to her father. She gave me a 

due  with this remark: 

Denise: being tolerant of or looking at somebody else's sitrration. 1 look at my Dad 

and think 'Ho-iu co~rld he nccept the fact fhat Iiis mother zvorrldrr ' t  

ackno-ivledge him? But he plnyed the garne. 

This seemed very similar to why she hadn't told her mother she was gay: 

Denise: ...g oing fhro~igh thnt ruhole renlm o fbe inggay ,  1 dun't knorv ïvhere rny lifr 

zuozrld have gone, zuliat her attitude zuolild have been. On one lrzel 1 knozo 

she knoïvs. Slte's not a strrpid wornan so she ~ R S  to knoru brrt i l ' s  not 

onything that ' s  been discrissed. She can keep rrp the pretmse. 



While these secrets were quite different, they seemed to be comected 

somehow across different generations. 1 began to wonder if, at some level, knowing 

about her father's secret helped Denise to cope with being in the closet. The notion 

of 'incorporation' provided a starting point to think about the connections. As Gae 

Mackwood (1997) explained, incorporation copes with loss of an object by burying it 

in a psychic crypt and keeping it secret to preserve the fantasy that the loss did not 

Becmise the basic stnrcttrre of introjection reqtiires the medintion of desires front the lost 

object and onto langtrage 'aboiit' the objecf, any trarrrnatic euent t h t  is silenceri or 

prohibitrd and tiitis lpft 'itnsaid' corrld sitbject the indiuidzial to an 'illness of ntoirming' 

or incorporation. (p.  182) 

Of course, on the basis of life history intewiews it is not possible or 

productive to ask what actual psychic loss Denise or her grandmother may have 

incorporated - whether secrets about being an 'unwed mother' or a 'lesbian' 

represent similar lost objects. Yet 1 think it is possible to consider how subjectivity 

can be shaped by unconscious patterns, not only throughout an individual's life 

history but also across generations.38 Nicolas Abraham and Maria Torok's (1994) 

concept of the 'transgenerational phantorn' refers to the consequences of silence 

from one generation to the next, through the unwitting reception of someone else's 

37 1 first came across the notion of buried psychic secrets in Abraham and Torok's (1994) 
detailed work in The Shell and the Kernel, and later f o n d  Mackwood's (1997) application of this 
work to pedagogy very cornpehg. Yet, this is a detailed theoretical issue - particularly, the 
distinctions between incorporation and introjection - which 1 have o d y  begun to work through in this 
analysis. It is important to acknowledge that my use of 'incorporation' and 'transgenerational phantom' 
are suggestive rather than adamant. 

38 In order to pursue this interpretation any hirther, however, the analysis should becorne more 
metaphorical than literal, more social that individualistic. 



secret. It has been argued that this has "the potential to illuminate the genesis of 

social institutions and psychical mots of cultural patterns and political ideology" 

(Nicholas Rand cited in Abraham & Torok, 1994: 169). If we are prepared to accept 

this position39, using psychoanalytic theory to speculate about secrets in life histories 

might contribute to existing ways of thinking about oppressive, social relations such 

as homophobia or heterosexism. Maybe the persistence of homophobic ideas within 

physical education is l inked, in some unreadable way, to the repetition of deeply 

hidden psychic secrets across generations of the profession? 

I have left these thoughts about secrecy hanging in the air, incomplete and 

fragile, as a provocation for future research into the homophobic social 

unconscious. Increasingly, 1 h d  interpretations of silences and secrets urging a 

retum to queer literary criticism. Current queer theorizing is populated by many 

scholarç grounded in literary criticism which, among other functions and problems, 

serves to open routes of analysis. For instance, 1 am tempted to suggest that my 

suspended argument could be moved forward by considering D.A. Miller's writings 

about the open secre@. Consider for a moment the possibilities for theorizing 

opened up by these passages: 

... the social firnction of secrecy - isonlorphic wi fh  its novelistic fiinciion - is not to 

conceal knowledge, so much as tu conceal, lhe knorulrdge of knoruledge. (Miller citecf in 

Weed, 7997: 279) 

39 It is arguable whether the idea of a ayp t of the self or of the phan tom is the most relevant 
metaphor for interpreting how secrets cross generations. 

40 1 encountered Miller's work on the open secret in Elizabeth Weed's (1997) contribution to the 
debate in 'Feminism Meets Queer Theory '. 



Zn a mechanism of Frezcdian disavozonl, me knozu perfectly meil that the secret is 

h o m ,  btrt nonetheless zve must persist, hozoever ineptly, in gzrarding it. The parndox of 

the open secret registers the subject's nccommodnfion to n tofalizing system that has 

ubliterafed the difference he zvoirld makr - the difference he [sic] dues make, in the 

inrnp-nay denial 4 fhis system 'euen ço'. (Miller cited in Weed, 1997: 280) 

1s it possible to refuse Miller's literary thoughts about the 'open secret' when 

this trope has been so enduring within physical education? This bndging between 

empirical life history narratives and textual criticism is potentially rich, yet life 

historians must continuously make it explicit when their interpretations draw upon 

such work.41 Indeed, the literary roots of much poststructuralism and 

psychoanalysis invites this interdisciplinarity. The issue of limits remains; forcing 

the question, how directly can such literary ideas be incorporated into the analysis of 

life history data? 1 think it is difficult to draw associations directly from individual 

life histories; rather, literary sources might support analysis beyond the 

individualistic 1evel.U 1 have attempted this by discussing the notion of the 

transgenerational phantom within the social unconscious. 

Theoretical tensions linger. 1 remain uneasy about theorizing about the social 

from individual narratives. Madan Sarup strikes to the heart of my uneasiness: 

Some people assume thnt if identqicntion works in a part icirlar zuay mith individuais, 

then it must zuork in the same zurry zoith, sny nations. This zuodd be irsing 

psychoanalysis nnnlogicnlly. Bt l f  tu dram psychoannlytic insights front one sphere nnd 

41 See section on 'The Lesbian Closet* in Ch 7 Dis/Locations where 1 cite the influence of Eve 
Sedgwick's analysis in E~istemoiow of the Closet. 

42 In addition to exploring psychoanalytic ideas within the social unconscious, other routes into 
the social from the individualism of humanistic M e  history are provided by postmodern social theory 
(Laclau & Mouffe, 1985; Seidman & Nicholson, 1995). 



to tmnsfer thon to another sphere is redtictionist. There are many types of 

identification, and one cnnnot jiisf transfer mlrat happens in one scenario to anotlrer, 

Iarger, scenario. 'ïhere are ntafty diffemices behueen one scenario and another, and, to 

avoid the charge of redirctionisrn, niiich niore tlieoreticnl ruork ruill have to be clone. 

Perltnps tlrere wiil aliunp be a tension behueen the psychic and the socid and ïue may 

Iraze to learn to liz~r ruith tlrat tension. (Samp, 1996: 153) 

Nonetheless 1 think possibilities opened up by psychoanalytic theories 

warrant their cautious use, if only to gesture future directions for life history 

research. 

Summarv 

1 was, perhaps, struggling with irreconcilable issues. On the one hand, a 

poststructuralist approach to life history raised issues about the short-term, ethical 

effects of the power relation between researcher-as-critic and researched-as-author. 

Other issues were raised by the long-term poststructuralist project of 

(de)constructing normal/queer subjectivities using life history -- previously a 

humanist, and thoroughly modernist, research method. Rather than being 

irreconcilable, maybe these questions were of a different order. Concems about the 

ethics and power enacted between the researcher and researched are not, if one 

accepts Richer's (1992) view, "produced in or by the subjects who produced 

knowledge. The relations are produced elsewhere, so that questions about the 

researcher's intentions are the perfect decoy, deflecting attention from the social 

field to the individual one, turning a social question into an introspective one" (p. 

112). Ridier based this on Foucault's declaration that power should not be analyzed 

at the individual level of conçcious intention, as a subject of knowledge but rather 

as an effect of power relations. 



Such an approach shifted the methodological questions onto the field of 

power relations surrounding the interview context. By doing this, the research 

interview could be conceptualized as a form of academic surveillance deployed 

through accreditation, labor market, legitimization, contemporary identity politics; 

that is, a mode of knowledge production (dis)guised as critical (queer) social science. 

The interviews could be thought of as relations of power, disguised as neutral, 

ethical, humanistic research relying on the duplicity and complicity of al1 those 

involved. The tensions between queer and straightforward interpretations of the 

women's stories - indeed, a queer interrogation of straight lives - risks re-inscribing 

the relation of power between researcher and the narrators. In light of this, it is 

productive to regard the interview in terms of the researchedresearched power 

relations and theoretical tensions between straight/lesbian/queer standpoints which 

are worked out within a field of institutionalized power. 



Chapter 4 

Social Locations, Narrated Selves 

This chapter outlines how a hierarchical relation between 'heterosexual' and 

'lesbian' was taken for granted in the early years of the women's lives but then, as 

adults, they developed divergent views about female sexualities. The themes 

'Straight Families' and 'Dating Lessons' bring into view how 'heterosexuality' was 

normalized acrosç three generations of women, while the theme 'Feminist 

Generations' highlights how feminism influenced their views about gender 

relations. 

[nsertion into langzrage begins ut n n  rurly nge and alruays iinppens in the context of 

specific discoiirses gomrning fnrnily lqe and childhood niore generally. Moreover it is n 

consistent featme of most forms of discourse thnt tliey deny their orun partiolity. 

( Weedon, 1987: 97-98) 

Given the richness of individual lives, none O f the wornen's Çamilies could 

be adequately described in such sterile terms as 'heterosexual nuclear family'; 

however, the primary parents in each woman's life history were a mother and 

father, and there was little mention of parenting within extended families. Bethany 

talked about her 'absentee dad'; Denise spoke about her father's upbringing by his 

grandrnother, and Lisa spoke of negotiating her relationship with her adoptive and 

biological parents. Discourses about sexism, occasionally racism, colored some of 

these childhood mernories. What was not questioned, except possibly in retrospect, 

was the assumption of heterosexuality which stnictured al1 immediate family 



relations. The following childhood recollections provide some indication of what 

gendered and sexual subject positions were available to the women in the early days 

of life. 

Just the wav it was 

Marion's parents immigrated to Saskatchewan from the Ukraine in the early 

1900s just before the outbreak of the 'First' World War. As a first generation 

Canadian, Marion was caught between Ukrainian and North Arnerican views about 

early marriage. She recalled how her family's Ukrainian tradition of early marriage 

was a 'cultural thing' which her mother in particular wanted to move away from: 

Both rny Mother and Dad said they Izati morled to the United Stafes [froonz 

Saskatchewan] for n reason. We nre relnted to half the people in Snskatcliezvan froni 

Regina tltrorrglz to Saskntoon and I flzink they pilrposely iunnted to get azuny becnuse 

tlzey wanted to lioe difermtly. 1 t h i ~ k  it 7uas jrrst tfte inJlirence of the fnrnilies. Yoir 

knom, the traditions - the girls getting nlarriecl yuzing. 

We zumt [to Saskafdtaunn] one tinze nnd one of niy nrrnts said sornething aburrt meeting 

some nice Ukrainian boys - troo dnys later we were on oiir ivny home! Slze deciclerl she 

better get lzer teenage darrgliters orit of there. 

They jttst felt tkat as long as tlzey lived in Canada they ruot~lrl have fhnt ctiltiiral thing 

thnf had corne over zuith them. 

Marion commented on the unequal division of labor within her family, 

refemng to a form of sexism which was to appear in al1 the other women's 

memories of their early families. 



M y  sister and 1 still laugk nbozit hozv my Dad was tuaited on former. We ty to exphin 

it t o  other people but that's jttst the iuay it iuas. nrere zuas notlting mie l  or bad about it, 

i f  was jiist the way it suas. 

Like Marion, Denise also used the phrase 'just the way it was' frequently in 

her stories. Denise contrasted her own situation as an unmarried, professional 

wornan wiih her parents' generation being one wherein the women "went to work 

in Woolworth's, got married, had families" with the expectation that after mamage 

"the male provided and the female stayed at home". Like Marion, Denise concluded 

her narrative by reminding me that this was "just the way things were at that tirne". 

As Denise told me a series of stories about her parents, she stressed the impact 

of the economic depression of the 1930s in Edmonton, Alberta where she grew up. 

As she said, "1 grew up with my parents having gone through the depression years. 

Neither had a lengthy education and probably neither completed high school". Her 

stories resonated with economic hardships: 

Well iur cottld only aiforci one [clzild]. Ami tlzat zuas in  the age of fairly large fnniilies 

and t l zq  didn't l m e  enoiigli rnoney. TIiey Jignred they could only aford one kid. So 

that zuns i f .  

and women's lack of choies about the type and timing of paid work: 

My Mzrm vas  nt home. My Dnd zvns of the generation ivhere the male provided w d  the 

f m a l e  stayed at home and looked after the kids. 50 he didn't want Iier ruorking and 

she didn't zvork. She zvorild have loved to haae zoorked, 1 think. 

She was the yotrngest of six girls. Each of the girls in her fnmily hnd similar 

backgrotinds. Some zuent out and left Izonie very early and hnd to zvork for otlzer people 



to make ends nreet. rim ....... they al1 \rad sirnilnr backgrorinds in terms of ruent fo school, 

went fo work in Woolworth's, got mnrrîed, had families. Her f i e  older sisters d l  han 

sinrilar backgrounds to ruhat she did. And it was ......j 1st the wny things were at tkat 

tirne. 

Again, Iimited access to higher education and financial necessity restricted the 

options available to her mother's generation - Denise remembered early marriage 

being almost inevitable for them. 

Mv father had it reallv ~ o o d  

Bethany's family lived in rural Nova Scotia during the 1950s. Her memories 

focused on the family's poverty, how this affected her father and mother differently, 

and the contradictions between her mother's Catholicism and racism. In this 

description, Bethany emphasized how economic and emotional dependence in her 

parents' marriage kept her mother at home while her father "had it really good". 

Brthnny: My parents Itnve n marnage partnership that has nmer dranged in al1 the 

years that I have known them. M y  motlier alternntely l o ~ r s  and hates my 

fatlzer. He jiist goes throrigh l f e  being IiirnseIf and she still expects hini to 

be the source of her hnppiness. 

Heather:  So the relationship that yotrr mother Itas isn't sonrething ... that yoii wotild 

iike to hnae? 

Bethany: Well, lie did his orvn thing, ruent off. He rvas nn absentee Dad. He rvas uery 

good looking. And m y  mother has n m r  forgben Irim for thnt but she's 

nmer  left him either, mostly becnrtse she can't. Slre's neuer morked, she's 

alroays bem a Irotiseruife. Pltis she's dtvays loved hini. 

Poverty permeated Bethany's memories of the marriage: 
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Nobody cozild a f i rd  chtirch. 1 can remember rny niuther crying about it for years, and 

blaming nty Jather - not tlraf he ïvns there o e y  offen to be blnnted. It zons twenty miles 

aruay and we didn ' t  have a car. I m n  renrembvr as a &id she'd t y  to rem! tis prayers but 

gave iip after a ruhile becatise tlrere ruere tuo niany utlier iniportanf things to do. We  

Jidn't have ni~zning water, rue had tu cnrry btickets of m t e r .  1 h n ' f  tkink she euer 

firgaae rny fntlrer for tlinf. 

Through these stories Bethany implied that she disapproved of her mother's 

situation, yet recopized how her rnotherts choices to redefine the mamage were 

limited due to social and economic realities. She linked the family's poverty with 

her mother's dependence upon her husband for financial support and spoke directly 

about 'sexism' within her parents' marriage. 

Pa triarchal svstem 

Both Connie's parents were third generation Euro-Canadians, her farther's 

family had emigrated from Germany and her mother's from Scotland and Ireland. 

From her current feminist perspective, Connie looked back on how a "definite, total 

~atriarchal svstem" affected her family: 

Heathcr:  

Connie: 

1 c m  remmiber sitting arozind the table and my father had the arnrclrair. 

He sut dowri and Iie tiidn'f get up fiom the table nnd neither -ruould m y  

brother, yotr knozo. The whole cooking aizd.. . 

Okay, so when yoii say roles yoii're meaning really traditional ... 

...y eah, yenh. 111 tenns of domesticify for siire. And then edticntionally f 

tlzink 1 was very mitch stifed becaiise of m y  gender and 1 saru that rigkt iip 

tintil iiniversity, yotr know. Yoit feed into it too. 1 nrean it zuorks both zuays 



becntise y011 lenm as n infant that yoru gender is first and t h m  the fitrmnn 

bang is second. 

She recalled some farnily tales of financial hardship during the depression 

but, unlike Marion, Denise and Bethany, her parents' generation had progressed 

through post-secondary education, entering into a white, professional middle-class. 

Connir: Well 1 iuoiild say for m y  Moflter growittg t i p  tltey iuere qriife poor, nltltotigh 

probably not relative to others especinlly dtiring the depression. Btrt I 

heard stories of putting nervspaper in the tue of their shoe so it  ruoiild lnst 

the winter. And sfitching tip the stockings nnd lots of stories like tlinf. 

Heather: R i g h f .  

Connie: M y  Dad, ntaybe not as niiich. He ivent to tiniversity. University of Manitobn 

and I ruould assrrme fhat =as not the nomz. 

Heatlter: What aborrt ... he Irnd n brofher, zuho died, nnd huo sisters? 

Connie: And three sisters. 

Henfher:  Tliree sisters. Do you know ruhat sort of edrication tliey had? 

Connie: Tltat's n good question. Oize of theni ruas n music teaclter. And 1 knom my 

Mirm was a tenclzer for n ruliile but jsst ruent as fnr as rniddle school ruhich 

was like six rnontlts. Another one rniglit h n ~ r  a tiniversity degree nnd 

another one doesn't. 

Jenny talked about her parents in tems of their comection to the United 

Church and her father's interest in the family genealogy: 

renny: Thnt Jarnily thing, yoti know. And we're not jrist talking abord immedinte 

Jamily eitfter. Al1 oirr lives zue've lreard aborrt Iris nunts, tincles and 



Hea t h  er: 

jen tzy: 

grandnrns and grandpas and the family tree. And jiist that ruhole package 

is hrrge for him. Tlzat's the mit. 

Yeatl. Hoïi? many generations Canadian and kind of where do yozr trace y o w  

fami l y?  

Oh rny Miim, sire rnooed from Holland. So her fanrily is Dutch-Gennan. 

And rny Dnd k i t  ruotrld've k e n  ... oh this is azujrl but 1 don't knozo ..A 

iuorrld haor been his grandfather, mnybe Izis grandfatlier cnme from 

England. So since the eighteen something's ..SOS, 60s. T h q  emigrated from 

Yorkshire or soninukere. So fairly long on rny Dad's side. My M i m  is fairly 

Erlropean. 

Sexism was a prominent therne in the women's descriptions of family life 

from the 1930s to the 1950s. In contrast, heterosexuality was taken for granted in 

these narratives of childhood. Unlike sexism, heterosexism in the immediate family 

went unremarked and unquestioned between parents, brothers and sisters. Later 

narratives show how the heterosexuality of aunts, uncles, and teachers was 

occasionally questioned. 

Dating Lessons 

i f  anything marks postïuar ideologies about gender nnd sexztality ntrd the relntionship 

between the huo categories, i f ' s  dating. (Adams, 1997: 98) 

A curious split appeared when we talked about sexuality during adolescence. 

Several women remembered scenes from high school, nostalgically recalling old 

friends, boyfriends and the kudos gained from 'dating'. These mernories were 

punctuated by fears about contraception, pregnancy and unwelcome male 

heterosexuality. Nonetheless, these narratives about heterosexual dating were 



neatly split from the women's talk about lesbian sexuality, 'girlfriends' or same-sex 

desires which only appeared in women's memories of sport and physical activity 

outside high school. Thus, the CO-educational high schools were remembered as key 

sites for the nomalization of adolescent heterosexuality. These dating narratives 

also reveal the economic possibilities available to these women43, which were quite 

different from the economic pressures facing their mother's generations. 

1 don't understand this dating 

Marion talked about her memories of 'dating' as a young woman growing up 

in Washington state in the United States in the early 1940s. 

1 didn't stnrt dating till 1 ruas practically out of high school the last yrnr, and 1 

rmenrber one tinre 1 hnd a date with a boy one Frid~y to go to a movie, and 1 ven t  zoith 

anotlrer boy to a dance on Sntrlrday. 

And nry Mother said to nie, "1 don'f understand this dnting". 

And I said, "Well Mother, I'm not sure 1 do either. lt 's the way thnt t h q  do thirzgs in 

the United States". 

And you see, iuhat bothered lrer ruas she wczs useci to making a coninlitment. Like, by the 

time sire iuas seventeen she knezv she 7uas going to rnarry rny Dnd. Sixtren, seventem. 

n tn t  3 the only tinre she said, "1 'rn not sure if 1 rrnderstand this ". 

My rnother rmer mcorlraged me to get rnarried young, nlthoitgh shr had nxarried enrly. 

1 sfill met soniebody and got niarried yuung anyway! But it ruas not sonietlring that was 

43 Marie Louise Adams (1997) outlined how changing economic conditions, proLiferation of cars 
and avaiiability of commercial amusements after the First World War made dates outside the home 
possible, and how constantly changing partners evolved into 'going steady' for working and middle- 
class white youth in North Arnerica after the Second World War. 



mandatory. No it ruasn't like this is sometlzing tiznt ïve've done and rue e-xpect yoii to do 

i t .  

Marion mentioned several times her own and her mother's 'lack of 

understanding' about dating, a lack of understanding that temporarily bridged 

Ukrainian and North Arnerican cultural difference. She contrasted this version of 

'dating', encountered late in her high school days in Washington state during the 

1940s, with her mother's traditional Ukrainian experience of courtship. This North 

Arnerican version of 'dating' referred to going out for an evening to social events 

such as movies or dances with a boy. The 'date' lasted for one evening and provided 

semi-public means of heterosexual socializing during adolescence; again, this 

contrasted with her mother's Ukrainian experience where the n o m  had been to 

establish an exclusive, long-tern. relationship with a potential husband. Marion was 

aware of having to adopt the normative practice of dating, aware that it differed 

frorn her mother's normative expectations of early cornmitment and marnage. The 

adjusmient was just one of many required of Ukrainian immigrants such as 

Marion's family who was deliberately assimilating into white North American 

cultural practices. 

No longer a Grimm's Faim Tale romance 

Looking back on her teenage years in rural Nova Scotia during the early 

1960s, Bethany remembered how heterosexuality was the only version of sexuality 

publicly available to her at that time: 

Hea t h e r :  Can yoir giue nre a brief otrtline of trm ... whm yorl started dating boys nnd 

what sort of relafionships you had. 

Bethany: Fourteen! 

Hra ther :  And yoir cnn rmember him clearly! 



Bethnny: 

Hentlzer: 

Bethany: 

I cerfainly c m .  Yes 1 can. He was one of the hired Iielp on one of the famis. 

And Ire was a Fonzie cftaracter mith the fast cars, the slicked back hnir, 

the Ieather jacket. And 1 jrtst thorrglzt he ions the best thing in the mr ld .  

We used to go orrt stealing things. Hu6 caps ... and nrirrors of cars ... and 

tlrings. For fiin. And drize fast for fiin. f 7vas totally enchanted. 

So he Irnd Iris oiun car or Ite ~vortld borrom? 

Oh he ions like twentyisli. Fie a n s  old. 50 yep 1 do renteniber exnctly. Yealt 

1 c m  still rentmzber him. Of cotirse it took him nborif two months to fïgzire 

orrt fhat he corrldn't Irave sex with me and then ...pp hhtt ... that sons the end 

of i f  mfortrinately. (Inirghs) I iuas in sirch nrortnl terror! 

On the one hand, Bethany's portrayed dating as a rebellious rite of passage, of 

being 'totally enchanted' with breaking the rules such as driving fast and stealing 

hubcaps; yet on the other, she concludes the narrative by invoking a dark feeling of 

'mortal terror'. Again, the contradictory burdens of sexual responsibility and 

availability nui beneath Bethany 's mernories of how she positioned herself with the 

normative practice of heterosexual dating. 

Looking back on her marriage of seventeen years, she rold me how her life 

had tumed out quite differently from her early expectations and hopes. 

My life is quite difierent honr zuhnt 1 set out to do. f set ozrt to get nrarried. haze a job, 

have a horse-fann and er ..... t tat  ïvould be rny lqe. And 1 didn't get any  of those tliings. 

I hnae a career nom. (latcghs) And f [ive in the city .... oh my God. f'm the least city 

person yorr '11 mer corne across. 

As a single woman in her fifties looking back, Bethany remarked to me that 

"marriage no longer holds that Grimm's Fairy Tales romance for me". 



Wanting: To Beat Them UV! 

Connie recollected her experiences of dating in a rural Ontario high school in 

the mid-70s which included one-night events such as dances, movies or skating and 

later having a series of boyfriends. The importance of peers was reflected in being 

visible, having the last skate or being shown attention by boys. 

Con nie: 

Heather:  

Connie: 

Heather:  

Conn ie: 

Heather:  

Connie: 

M a t  1 rernember personally is probnbly rny first interest in boys is wanting 

to bent them np. 1 remenzber t y i n g  tu get the reptation thnt 1 coidd beat ~ r p  

glrys and I corild put thmr on the groiind or 1 coitld a m  wrestle and 1 still 

..... But 1 gziess it was abord grade 7 ~vlren boyfiends hnppened. 1 switcheà 

fo n nezv school so 1 zvns mnking nerv fiends brit 1 renrernber sort of Iiaving 

boyfriends. The lnst skate, 1 worrld roller-shte e u e y  Friday. The last 

dance, to I m e  a grry to skate ïuith tlrat ruas pretty cool. 

The phrase goirzg on a date keeps conring up. From yorrr experience, zvlrat 

did going on LZ date niean? 

It risirally meant gettirrg picked rrp in a car, going to the rnouie and then 

goi~zg to the A &W for hnnrbrirgers and root beer. And feeling sick tu m y  

stomtlch and not being abIe to eaf, fiorn feeling nerooirs. 1 jtrst remmiber that 

ozer and over agnirz. 

With the nmu A & W coming here, Jan zons going on about the drive-in A b 

Dubs, and 1 didn'f get i f  cos I've nmer seetz it. Like, yoii ent in yoirr car? Non 

coniprendez! (Bo th lnughing) 

1 remernber doing that. And then going to gel kissed, and then ahat  are 

tlrey going to t y  and do. Oh yes 1 used to get so nervoris aboirt tltaf. 

Did yoir have b~yli-f~nlds for a zveek or a month, or how did it progress? 

1 hnd a lot more gtrys that 1 was fiends with. 1 had n boyfiend either in 

grade 9 or 10, the first year tlrnt I hnd a boyfiend tltnt ruas in grade 12 or 



13. And then after that 1 don't really rernmbm, that mas only for a year or 

so. And then for the rest of high school, like di fermt guys btrt I dun't renlly 

remenrber hazring a stendy boyfiend. 

Heu ther:  Whnt sort of pressure or peer reward rvas tlzere if yozt Ilad a boyfierid, or if 

yotr didn't  h n ~ e  n boyfiend, hozu did yorir girlfiends react? 

Connier H n ~ i n g  boyfnrrzds Tvas pretty neat but not extrerne. Like 1 don ' t  think 1 

wozild not lzaz~e f iends if 1 didn't but i f  rvas like getting the neTuest cunt, it 

ioas like "Wow! She's got one and she's Itrcky." Not there's sonze demi-god 

and yoirr a peon, becatise rue ruere sort of hanging oirt togetlier. 

It iust scared me to death 

Sirnilarly, Jemy went to high school in rural Ontario in the 1970s. She 

remembered reluctantly going on a few dates with guys in her peer group at high 

school. 

Heath e r: Did yott go un nny dates ruitlz boys ruhen yozt zvere at school? 

Jen n y: Oh oery fetu. 1 didn't m n t  to. 1t jirst scnred nie tu dentlz. There ruas tlris one 

p y  whu called me a couple of times to do stirfl. And 1 neuer did. We sort of 

ended irp at parties togefher. He ruas a nice gay, but 1 jirst didn't find hini 

De y attractive in that kind of sense. 

Jemy began her narrative by recalling the expectations and fears associated 

with dating, declaring "1 didn't want to. It just scared me to death". She mentioned 

several times not being sexually attracted to the boys, preferring instead to have 

non-sexual relationships with them. 



And tlren tlris f iend  Jordon is at this party and he iuanted to get..first it zuas start 

necking and 1 'm like "1 don ' t  knoru " becaose 1 didn ' t  find hinr zvy attractive and then 1 

kne?u he zunnted tu. I mean he probably worild've gone al1 the rotiy. 1 menn he ions jtist 

hot to trot. And 1 finally jrist said, "Yaugli!" 

On another occasion she rnentioned ending the date when the boy attempted 

to initiate sexual activity, although what constituted such sexual activity was left 

unsaid. 

1 did sttiff ruith al1 m y  fiends. Tliere ruas Penny and Kate nnd izrlie and Nnn..nnd there 

ivas a btrnclt of guys, and most of iuhom zvere acttrnlly zuere in higher grades. And 1 

actrially didn't feel cornfortable arozind thenr. 1 didn't cnre for rnost of t h m  actunlly. 

They were kind of not that nice. But yealr, 1 had one f i i d  Derek ruho m s  my age, and 

actually yenh rue ruent on a date and then H E  decidrd - tlzis ivns in grade 12 - Ire 

tlzoiigizt i t  ntight be a good idea f Tve decided rue would beconze more than f iends and 1 

quickly vetoed tlrnt becnzise Ire's a great gtry but 1 had NO desire tu go orrt iuitli him. He 

iuas jiist a big go05 A really siveet gtiy. 50 1 tuas r e d y  happy ruitli those kind of 

relationdrips iuith griys. 1t was sort of jiist fiin. And of corirse 1 loved being arozind my 

fernale Jnends and rzozu zue knozv why!!! 

These narratives portray the difficulties Jenny encountered in resisting the 

normative discourse of dating during her high sdiool days - when she finally just 

said "Yaugh!" and "quickly vetoed that". Her stories also gave a sense of the fear and 

ambivalence she remembered. 

Even t h o u ~ h  1 knew 1 was g.av 

Remembering her time at a small town high school in British Columbia in 

the 19805, Lisa tatked openly about having sexual intercourse and using 



contraception. It may be tempting to claim that her narrative reflects a liberalization 

of teenage sexual activity in the 1980s compared to other women's mernories from 

the 1940s to 1970s. More significant 1 think were themes which reappeared in Lisa's 

story. For example, she also recalled her fears about pregnancy the first tirne she had 

sex with a guy: 

Lisa: 

Heather:  

Lisa: 

Heather:  

L isa: 

1 lost my z~irginity in grade 8, whicli ruas a big nristake. 

1t ïuns the one gtry tfrat, probably the only grry, that 1 mer had a real cmsh 

on. And he wns a nezu p y ,  and he came fiom Qzrebec and ... he rvns uery good 

looking. And ivhen 1 got into grade 8, 1 jrist thorlght "Hey." We han been 

drinking, and thnt ruas probnbly n cause, n big fnctor. 

So rulien yozr go "it wns a nristnke", rvlren dicl yorr coine to tkink of i t  as a 

mistake? The rnorning after or years after? 

No years nfter ... sue11 no, probnbly the same yenr. And then 1 didn ' t  hnve 

sex witlz nny other guys througlz high school. 

So what made yorr thitzk it was a rnistnke? At  the lime, in the rnorning 

after, ruas i t  o h y ?  

No, actzinlly 1 grress 1 thorcght it m s  a mistnke becailse the condom had 

brokci - rue were resporzsible, rue used n condom - brrt it did break. And 1 

press 1 thorrght 1 ruas pregnant su ... nnd then it ruoit throzrgh the rvhole 

school nnd the cotrnselor got a Irold of it nnd cnlled me in. And tlzaf's 

probably d z e n  1 decided it zvns n mistake. 

There seems to be several elements which contributed to this incident being 

remembered as a 'mistake'. Lisa initially hinted that the actual loss of her 'virginity' 

was a mistake, but a fear of getting pregnant, perceived responsibility for 

contraception and the reaction of peers and school staff came through later in the 



narrative as more important underlying reasons. Similar themes appeared in the 

narratives of Bethany and Jenny, revealing how they had to negotiate their sexual 

activities within acceptable limits of availability/promiscuity, risk/responsibility, 

abandon/control. 

Lisa explained to me that she had a boyfriend in high school "because 

everyone else did" and also during the first year of college "even though she knew 

she was gay". On the surface then, havuig a boyfriend appeared to be, for Lisa, closely 

linked to the heteronormative expectations of high school and college friends. 

ln  high scliool 1 only had one boyfiend, 1 think 1 ruas in grade I I .  But it ruasn't ... i t  ruas 

basically w got dong togetlzer and dici tltings togetlrer. Never met rny parents tltozrgh. 

(Laziglis) That ruas jzrst a sc!zool thing becazrse everybody else lrad a boyfiend. When 1 

did go tu colkge rny first year - when 1 first started to corne ozrt 1 still didn't knorv 

anybody - and 1 lmd one boyfriend in Karimore dtrring rny first year of college, m e n  

thozrglt 1 kizeru tlrat 1 iuas gay. 

'Dating' has probably been one of the most important and long-standing 

practices through which (heter0)sexuality has been institutionalized during 

adolescence. Certainly 'dating' appeared as a common discourse across the 

generations of women in the study and an important vehicle for normalizing 

heterosexuality. Al1 the women, with the exception of Denise, recalled various 

rituals of dating. Having a boyfriend and being seen to date were recalled as vital 

parts of correctly performing female heterosexuality as a teenager, especially within 

the context of 'the high school'. Several women talked about negotiating 

expectations of parents and peers, controlling the sexual activities of their (male) 

dates, taking responsibility for contraception and fearing the risk of pregnancy. But, 

of course, there were differences within this comrnon discourse between each 



woman and each generation of women. The women's mernories of dating also 

revealed their deep ambivalence about this normalizing practice. With a particular 

reading, their narratives may also start to loosen the grip of heteronormativity. 

Changes in the discursive repertoires about 'dating' can be observed across 

the generations from Marion's accounts from the 1930s to Lisa's mernories from the 

1980s. These changes might loosely be attnbuted to widespread liberalization of 

female (hetero)sexuality in North Amencan society. Yet part of this liberalization, at 

least the reduced pressure to get married early, was due to the economic 

independence the teaching profession afforded these women. In Marion's case, 

adopting the unfamiliar North Arnerican practice of dating was a move away from 

Ukrainian-Canadian tradition of early marnage, and intimately linked to her 

family's deliberate assimilation into white, middle class North American culture- 

The irony in Marion's story is that even though assimilation and educational access 

were emphasized by her parents, "she got married early anyway". For Bethany, who 

often mentioned how poverty affected her family in mral Nova Scotia during the 

1960s, dating was remembered as a tirne of rebellion. Rebellion against the confines 

of her family's poverty (no disposable income, no car, no travel to church); against 

her mother's discriminatory attitudes; and the beginnings of her joumey away from 

'home'. She recalled the pervasive expectation that women would marry early, and 

this is clearly connected to the lack of economic dioices hcing working class women 

in her rural cornmunity at that time. Denise made no mention of dating or 

boyfriends, talking instead about the silence surrounding homosexuality which she 

experienced throughout adolescence and adulthood. For Connie, dating was largely 

unquestioned and vaguely recollected as a regular part of high school life. 

Each story contained a deep ambivalence towards dating which, 1 think, 

revealed the contradictory subject positions they had to negotiate as young women. 

How did the women talk about the apparent contradiction between heterosexual 



dating and being lesbian? Jenny and Lisa's remarkç revealed much about the 

incompleteness of heteronormativity. Jenny ended her stories about dating by 

saying cryptically "and now we know why!". The phrase offered a partial 

exphnation as to why she preferred to spend tirne with her girlfriends, and have 

boys as fiiends rather than 'dates'. Lisa concluded her stories with the remark "even 

though 1 knew 1 was gay". This phrase undermined the possibility that she was, in 

any authentic sense, straight even though she was sexually active with boys. These 

remarks help to reconcile the nppnrent contrndiction between their adult lesbian 

identities with their memories of teenage heterosexual activity. 

At the same time, these ironic remarkç undermined the impression that 

teenage dating was linked to 'authentic' heterosexuality. This is, of course, the main 

idea behind dating - to explore and prove normal sexual activity during high 

school. So, Jenny and Lisa's stories dislodged compulsory heterosexuality from its 

normative moorings. Arguably then, the very linguistic process which tried to 'fix' 

lesbian identity actually demons trated the ' fragility ' of sexual identities. These 

stories indicate how the lesbian Other can inhabit heterosexuality or, as 

poststructural theorists might Say, how the absent trace haunts any presence in 

subjectivity (Samp, 1996: 57). 

Movies, dances and skating were the scene for many high school stories. They 

also revealed how relentless the pressure to 'be' straight was at high school. 

Teachers, and in particular physical education teachers, did not figure in the 

discourse surrounding dating, unlike parents, counselors and peers. Also, none of 

the women mentioned sport or physical activity in their narratives about dating. 

There were other settings outside high school where women talked about lesbian 

sexualities (see 'Lesbian Encounters'). 



Feminist Generations 

This section explores the women's perspectives about feminism. The life 

histones revealed that only some women identified as feminists whilst al1 of them 

talked at length about sexism. Linda Alcoffs (1995) explained what difference she 

thinks a 'feminist' identity makesu: 

Wren ruonren beconre fentinists the cnicial thing that has occtirred is not thnt tkry 

haue learned any nezu fizcts about the roorld but that tliey corne to oiew those facts from 

a differmt position, Jrom their own position as subjects. When colonial szibjects begin to 

be critical of the fornierly imitative attitudes they Iiad torvard the colonialists, iulrat 

is happening is tlrat tlzey begin to identifY ruith the colonized ratlier than the 

colonizers .... it dues necessitnte a political change in perspective since the point of 

departiire , the point fkoni wlriclt al1 things are nreaswed, hns changed. ( p .  4.52) 

Pre- to Post-Feminist Genera tions45 

At first glance the women's persona1 politics seem to correspond with the rise 

and fa11 of second wave feminisms and, undoubtedly, the availability of feminist 

and lesbian discourses influenced each woman's ideas about sexuality. Marion and 

Denise, the two older women in the study, talked at length about sexism they had 

experienced during their teadiing careers and the lack of equal opportunities for 

44 Linda Aicoffs (1995) concept of 'positionality' has similarities to but should not be confused 
with 'positionhg theory' which is evident in the feminist poststructuralism of Bronwyn Davis (Davis 
k Harré, 1990) . Harré's psychological explanation whidi focuses on conversation analysis, explains 
positionirtg as the process by which people are 'located' within conversations as observably and 
subjectively coherent participants in jointly produced storylines. Thk differs from Alcoff s broader 
social conceptualkation of positionaiity in terms of psychoanalytic subjectivity combined with 
identity politics. The two are by no means exdusionary or even contradictory; a ther  they demonstrate 
quite simiiar poststructuralist theories of identity from different disciplliary perspectives. 

45 Refer to Nancy Whittier (1995) for an analysis of the post-feeminist generation in the United 
States. 



women and girls in sports. They attributed improvernents in society's attitudes 

towards women and homosexuals more to the passing of tirne rather than specific 

political struggles. Also, while both women were committed to principles stemming 

hom first wave feminism, such as equal access to education, employment and sport 

for women, neither used the term 'feminisrn' directly or identified themselves as 

feminists. On the other hand, the three women who identified themselves as 

feminists encountered second-wave feminism during the 1970s and 1980s, but have 

corne to express their feminism in very different ways. Bethany's liberal feminism 

was rooted in her dùldhood memories of poverty and racism, which have 

combined with her more recent political struggles at work to improve sporting 

opportunities for fernales. In contrast, Connie's environmental concerns as an 

undergraduate have developed into a committed social activism on environmental, 

multicultural and feminist issues both inside and outside her teaching. Jemy's 

feminism, in contrast, stemmed from her involvement in various feminist 

communities while coming out as a lesbian. She spoke about her difficulty in 

separating "the lesbian part from the feminist part". Al1 three 'feminists' 

encountered feminism through the media, particularly books, and yet had diverse 

experiences with white kminist communities and the educational system. The 

youngest woman, Lisa, explicitly identified herself as not being a feminist and 

distanced herself from social activism. Nonethelesç, several discourses of identity 

politics and lesbian rights were evident in how Lisa distinguished between the 

homophobia she recalled in rural communities and the racism she was now 

observing as a young teacher in an urban school. 

Just the wav it was 

Marion and Denise, bom dunng the depression years of the 1930s, developed 

their early political views well before second-wave feminism in North Arnerica. 

They spoke at length about sexism without any reference to feminism. Marion's 



declaration that "it was just the way it was" appeared often in both my interviews 

with these older White women as they positioned me as a younger woman who 

had not experienced growing up in the 1930-40s. The phrase served to stress how 

ordinary these farnily arrangements were at the time. It was important to both 

Marion and Denke that 1 corne to understand that they were telling me about 

something quite normal for the time, at the same time this illustrated how they 

spoke about unequal gender relations without explicitly using feminist terms or 

concepts. 

Marion never spoke in terms of 'feminism' as she described two decades of 

dealing with sexism in physical education; nonetheless her narratives were filled 

with how she coped with sexist behavior in physical education. As she put it, "There 

were times when 1 felt when 1 wasn't given the better deal. And then 1 found 

myself, 1 wouldn't even fight most of the tirne. I'd just take that". 

Marion's childhood rnemories about the changing roles of women were 

intenvoven with her family's assimilation in North American culture as pre-WW 1 

immigrants from the Ukraine. She also recognized her parents' deliberate break 

with other aspects of Ukrainian tradition: 

Both m y  Mother aiid Dad said they rnoved tu the United States for n reason. We nre 

related to ha[f the people in Saskatclteruan, fronc Reginn through Saskatoon. And I 

tliink they piirposely rvanted tu gef away becailse they rvanted to live differently. 

Mother rvozdd Say, "We're in the United States. We're Aniericnn norv. We're going to be 

thnt uay .  We're going tu accept their nllfzire". And shr rvortld speak her own langirage 

ïuhen there ruas no-one else arortnd, but as soon as one of my f i e n d s  came nround i f  rvns 

English. 



Within this context of assimilation to white North American culture, 

Marion's family stressed the importance of equal access to education for women. 

1 remember my Dad saying, "Times are changing. Girls hnve lu have an et-fucntion". So 1 

think tltat's one of the rensons they liked me to be irt sports. Anything fo keep nre in 

sclzool. M y  brotlrer zvas arz naerage strrdent. Sports kept him in school. 

These stories told how Marion became aware that her parents departed from 

Ukrainian tradition by valuing access to education and sports for girls. Girls' access 

to education and sport reappeared as a primary concems in Marion's teaching 

career. Responding to my questions about how she had experienced sexist 

discrimination later in life as a physical education teacher, her stories told of battling 

against sexist language, stereotypes of women as physically inferior, students' 

resistance to CO-ed classes, and struggling to irnprove girls' sporting facilities, 

maintain collegial relations with male staff and demonstrate that femininity could 

be combined with women's equality . 

The absence of the terms such as 'feminist' in Marion's narratives about 

sexism might be attributed to the fact that Marion grew up before 'feminist' 

discourses were widely available; however, this overlooks the use of the term 

'feminism' as early as the 1890s when it applied to a group of political and social 

movements now collectively referred to as 'first wave feminisms' (Humm, 1992: 1). 

Indeed, the importance of women's equal access to education was first identified by 

Mary Wollstonecraft and J.S. Mill in the 18th and 19th centuries respectively (Jaggar, 

1988) and was later taken up by predominantly white, first wave 'feminist' or 

'suffrage' movements. In light of this, it is more accurate to consider how Marion's 

language illustrated the way in which her deeply held beliefs about women's rights 



and equality were disassociated h-om the early feminist discourses in which they 

originated. 

Neither Marion or Denise referred to themseLves as feminists nor were their 

persona1 politics directly concemed with social activism inside or outside the schoot. 

Both women had long been concerned about improving girls' access to education 

and sport, and both attributed changes in social attitudes about homosexuality to the 

passage of time which in tum gradually increased society's level of tolerance. 

Denise viewed social change as an external process which slowly affected 

individuals' attitudes. She talked about changes in values about gender roles, 

homosexuality and racism from one generation to the next, often explaining that 

"just general acceptance of language" altered social attitudes - quite a different 

notion than feminist perspectives which assume that social change results from, as 

much as acts upon, the agency of individuals. 

Denise regarded education to be an important site for more progressive social 

values, with educators being a "more informed" and "more accepting group of 

people". 

Weil ...y ou knoru 1 think tiznt, and nraybe l'nr naive, but in n sci~ool setting yoii Izane a 

more infonned public thnt you do genernl public. And 1 think 7ve have probably the 

advantage of ha2ing a11 the literntrire given to 11s constantly becarise they wnnt 11s to br 

arvare, tliey want us to be infonned on certain issues, and so ....... when 1 look nt nty 

parents' attittides it hnsn't changed as nriich ns sonreone rvho hns been in an rdiicntiorial 

setting. They oidy know ïuliat they read in the paper and iuhat tlrey see on TV and 

so ..... I think that in edtication yori h u e  a more informed grorip of people and n more 

accepting groiip of people becarise of the nature of the job. Yorr leam to nccept people, 

yori leam that-.yotc're not to discriniinate on sex or rnce or and so ... that has to have 

sornt! bearing. 



Again social change was, in Denise's view, deliberately imposed upon 

teachers by unspecified educational authorïties because "they want us to be aware, 

they want us to be informed". Equally she observed how attitudes gradually changed 

with t h e  as she outlined how her expectations as a lesbian teacher differed from 

"more modem teachers". 

But tlren yoz~ have to rernmbrr thnt becmse 1 have b e m  teaching longer I ani probably 

mirch more naïve. And ....y ozi see, zvhen yotr look at my bnckgrotmd ilnr......l'~e had n 

perception of zvhat the expectations of a tenclter ruas when 1 zuent into trachiizg and so, 

rny exgrriences were probably not [inarrdible]. Su ..... 1 nezer went to a gay bar m t i l  three 

years ago. Noïv 1 mozildn ' t  Say that 's  the e-xperience of n teacher .... a mure modern 

teacher. %ri t th ey... they zuorrldn ' t  have the same concerns. 

And 1 look at nzy age too, and hoïv I think and what it  was like for me is totally 

diflereizt than ..you know, a fifteen yenr diBrence. 1 look nt a lot of my fieizds thnt 

are, sny fifttren years yonnger, and tlzeir experîences nre totally different thnn mine. 

Both these women were keenly aware of sexism and discrimination, and 

talked about changes in society's attitudes about women during their lifetimes. 

Neither woman identified with feminism directly which may, in part, be due to the 

absence of feminist discourses in their professional training and school settings. 

Denise often mentioned the complete lack of discussion about homosexuality on 

TV and in the media during her childhood, and the fact that it was only in 1992 that 

she first visited Little Sisters, a lesbian and gay bookstore in Vancouver, or went to 

any lesbian bars in the city. Denise had little contact with lesbian or feminist 



movements outside the mainly closeted, white lesbian sporting communities for 

almost thirty years- 

Games rnv Mother never taught me 

Bethany, Connie and Jemy came of age in the era of struggles over civil 

rights and women's rights. Their paths to feminism were quite different, as were 

their substantive feminist views. While they all encountered feminism in the late 

1970s and 1980s, they followed different routes via world travel, Women's Studies, 

entering white lesbian communities and reading feminist books. 

Early on in our interviews Bethany described her feminism to me as "the 

belief that 1 defended women's rights - period. And that was my only definition for 

being a feminist". Through her stories 1 noticed that challenging stereotypical views 

about women and unequal opportunities for women in sport and work have been 

central to her liberal feminist views. Since the early 1980s, it has been important to 

Bethany to state her feminism explicitly in work contexts: 

As Jnr back as 1983 or 2954 1 zuns calling ntysev a fenzinist. Bnck itere wlien 1 first 

started to attend national nteefings did 1 first stnrt to sny "Yes, this is wlznt we are and 

this is zvlrat we slrozild be". 

Bethany diçcussed how her persona1 feminism at work had become less 

"arrogant" and more consultational. 

50 mnny years ago when I wns on the Canndian Colleges Women's Sport Conznzittee, 1 

zoould cal1 myself a feminist and nzany arouizd the table zooiiïd refrlse to, and rvhen 1 sat 

as CIznir of that rommittee, 1 insisted that people think of things in n feminist rvny 

which tipset merybody of course, and 1 wotrld no longer go in witk that approach. 



Bethany told how she was pleased by a provincial policy on gender equity in 

sport, a policy based on liberal feminist notion of equal oppominitf6. 

Tile gooernmenf took u stand zuitlr sporfs smeral yenrs back and fhey uirfrrally snid 

"Unless yorr bring yorrr fmnle nunibers rrp to nrntch yorrr male nunibers yorr're not going to 

get federal firnding" ...... nnd 1 zuns o e y  pleased thnf somebody did that .... nltlrorrgh 1 

ioas nmer a e y  sure who did tlznt ..... btrf if ïuorked its way dozw to the grorrps thnt 1 

deal w i fh .  

For Bethany, the feminist movement of the 1970s resulted in increased 

opportunities for women in traditionally male sports -- a history which, she pointed 

out, is too readily forgotten by many of her female students in the 1990s. 

They don'f redize thnt a fav yenrs bnck they zvorrldn't have been plnying ,morrldn't be 

on the wresfling, zvorildn't be a wonzen's goy progrcznr for them ..... 1 hnve to remind tlrern 

now and again thnt there wuere people zvlro fozighf for those kinds of progrnms ...... tkey 

didn't gef there by snying "l'nr not a fmrinisf!" 

More broadly, she expressed concem about a decrease in many women's 

acceptance of the 'feminist' label: 

They're less accepting of it becnuse they think it rneans gny, thnt it rnearzs yorr hntr 

men, thaf i f  means flint you're not going fo be reasonable ....... i f  ntenns a whole lot of 

things to people ... and wornen don'f even like tu use i f  becazise they don't like to be seen 

as al1 those things ..-A think i f ' s  renlly irnforfzrnafe ... so I fell eoeyone 1 cnn that if we 

See ALison Jaggar (1988) for an analysis of contradictions inherent in this notion of equality. 



don't take bnck that label, if rue don't cal1 orirselues ferninists will be the ~~nrensonnble 

people that no-one mnnts tu deal ...... Some are fine mith it .  Others are not fine ruith it ... 

Noru I Rott't tare- 

So, in response to direct questions, she gave me the impression that being 

known as a feminist working in college athletics had not become easier for her 

d u ~ g  the past ten years, rather she was aware of increasing fear and resistance to 

the feminist label by other women, especially younger women. 

Her primarily liberal feminist views continued to motivate Bethany to keep 

"gently prodding" for colleagues to deal with sexual harassrnent in sport, to mode1 

and discuss women's rights with her students and confront sexism in coaching and 

sport participation within her institution. Her liberal feminism seemed to stem 

from her childhood memories of being poor alongside her resistance to traditional 

expectations about marriage. Her feminist views have evolved through her 

smiggles against sexist discrimination at work. She spoke about feminism less 

dïrectly when talkuig about her persona1 relationships, poverty and racial 

discrimination. 

Until 1 have freedom 

I think Connie would approve of me describing her as a social activist 

concemed particularly with environrnental and women's issues. 1 got the sense 

throughout Our interviews that she wanted to convey to me the urgent need for 

committed social action, both inside and beyond the classroom. Before Our second 

interview began, we had been chatting in her sitting room about types of music we 

liked, and Connie told me about her theme Song "1 Wi11 Not Rest Until 1 Have 

Freedom": 



And to me, I don't tinderstand why nlf 5.4 billion people aren'l standing up and shoziting 

nt the top of their ltings 'Until 1 hace Freedorn and Justice'. 1t rnakes rio sense that zve're 

not al1 trying to inintediately snve orir enoironnieirt, irrirnedintely figlzt for hrinran 

rigkts.  

A deep-seated concern for environmental issues underpined Connie's 

political views, a concem which she started to pursue as she "sort of fell slowly but 

naturally into Environmental Studies" as an undergraduate in the late 1970s. 

Connie speculated that her three sisters presently considered her to be the most 

"left-wing, more activist and more concemed about global issues" family member, 

and attributed this partly to her experiences traveling ... 

Connie: 

Heather:  

Connie: 

Trnvelirig to sotithern countnés, sort of quote rrnqtiote 'developing 'corintries 

zvns a lfe-long learning experience for nie. And still zoill be one tu continiie. 

So when did you start traveling? 

Oh  I nid the Europe scene zvhen 1 ruas 28. But actrrnlly 1990 so not that long 

ngo. Tuok a yenr 08 and traoeled and since then I've tnziglzt in Nepal nnd 

been to Chinn nnd just gathering more infornia tion nnd getting involved in 

global isszies locally here. Going to rvorksliops - tlzey're alwnys "Alzn", 

aud p~ishitig me to look nt anotlter perspective and then Women's Sttidies 

courses. Once you open tip it just sort offalls nt yoir and the more you're open, 

the more it falls. 

... and partly to her experiences taking Womenls Studies courses. On 

returning to graduate school almost a decade later, she recalled her dramatic 

introduction to feminist perspectives. 



50 m n y  tkings have made me renlize thnt the 7uay 1 see thing is SO nnrro.ru. It ' s  like 

thirty years I'ze been brninzuashed and conditioned to think certain things. 

On occasion Connie described her feminism in terms of a single category 

'women', but she frequently talked about other oppressed groups. She was the only 

woman who talked about Women's Studies, referring to courses she took as a 

graduate student. Isolated Women's Studies courses first appeared in Canadian 

higher education during the early 1970s (Roach-Peirson, 1995) and, by the time 

Connie went to graduate school in 1987, well over forty universities had Women's 

Studies programs (E ide r  cited in Roach-Pierson, 1995). She mentioned to me on 

several occasions how Women's Studies opened up a new way of looking at the 

world and at herself: 

Heather:  Do yoz~ cal1 yottrself n feminist and zulien did tltnt first stnrt? 

Connie: Yes. Probnbly tnking Wornen's Sttrdies becnt~se for me the first coz~ple of 

cozirses 1 touk it zoas tmly  like someone Iiad tnken fhis clorrdy glnss that 1 

sern my scihole life in nizd they simply sprnyed Windex and wiped it clenn 

and 1 wenf " Wozu! Yori gotta be kidding". And tken 1 just zonn ted to open 

that zuindow zuider ami aider and luider. 1 m s  PISSED OFF fhnf il fook 

me to n Master's lwel to leam this. 1 shor~ld be lmrning this in high school. 

And nt the aery niost, t k y  did me a dissemice in tny Bnchelor's not 

i~iclzrding Women's Stt~dies. It's FUNDAMENTAL tu everytizing. 

Being introduced to feminist viewpoints was not always easy for Connie, as 

she went to considerable lengths to tell me what emotions were unleashed as she 

began to think through a feminist lem - how she dealt with feeling angry, guilty 

and privileged. 



1 ïuas SEEING the patriarchy and nll of i ts  manifestations, eue? rnintiie nrolecule of 

pntriarchy historicaliy and omnipotent. Iust looking arorind globnlly. Wlint about the 

rest of the morld, rvliat nboiit the rest of the roomen? Seeing my  privilege and stnrggling 

a lot soith 1 'm ruhite, 1 'm rducated, 1 'nt rnidclle clnss, I 'nr heferosemrai ..... l 'm 

henltlry .... yoii know, I...l'm able-bodied. 

The implications of social privilege occurred repeatedly throughout Connie's 

thirties, as she worked to incorporate feminisrn into her teaching. 

The physical education profession in Canada, Britain and the US responded 

even more slowly than the field of education generally to the development of 

Women's Studies, with articles directly informed by feminist theory appearing 

more frequently in the late 1980s in joumals such as CAPHER. Spurred on by 

literature of feminist pedagogy within education, accounts appeared documenting 

how individual teacher educators began to incorporate issues of sexism, 

homophobia, motor elitism and racism in preservice physical education courses. 

Unlike Denise and Lisa, being lesbian was inextricably connected to Jemy's 

persona1 feminist politics. She told me about the fluidity between her feminist and 

lesbian identities, saying "it's hard to find the .... the crossover between the feminist 

part .... and the lesbian part" and "there's a DIFFERENCE and..I don't know ......... 1 

don't know what it is". For Jenny, becoming and being 'lesbian' and 'femhist' were 

not synonymous, nor were they easily separable. Sexism was more evident in some 

of Jenny's stories and hornophobia in others, despite this her stories showed how 

difficult it was for her to maintain a clear distinction between sexism and 

homophobia. 

Jenny described how her teaching was deeply affected by her feminism, which 

in tum could not be separated from her lesbianism. 



Heather:  Cun yorr think of any ïvays tkat being a ksbiun nfects yorrr life as n 

tencher? 

lenny: 1 don't if il's more being a fminis t  but I'm certainly sensitive to gender 

issues. Yotr knoïo, kids ....if 1 hear them tnlk about f'ngs nrrd Itomos, nnd 1 

don't heur that Dey  nmch fronr otir kids, mhich probnbly means tlmt f jrrst 

don't henr it ....... So there's that renlly oaert strrff aboirt gender and sexrlnl - 

- Ironrophobic behavior. 

It's going tu change the ivay 1 internct with MEN for szrre. That doesn't 

menn thnt there nren't straight momen who have differmt iu'nys of 

interacting ivitlr men, bzrt 1 certainly tlrink that there's a dqference for ?ne. 

Kids und physical nctivify. Again, i f ' s  Iiard to fincf the crossover between 

the W t i n i s t  part and the Iesbian part 1 puy a lot of attention to iohat the 

girls are doing, Iiotu the system treats them, and ïuhat ive e-rpect of them. In 

a predominantly strnighf systenr. 1 don't know lrow tknt lins nffected nie as 

a tracher. 

Jenny acknowledged both individual homophobia and the institutionalized 

heterosexuality of her school. 

Henther:  How do yoir tliink yoir worrld tenclz differently ly yozr were a straiglit 

feni inis t  ? 

Jen ny: .......... Wow ......... f can ' t  imagine being straigh t (botk larlgh) ... 1 really 

can ' t .  

1 think a lot of it is l'rn renlly looking for..diferenf mays ta present options 

to tliem, und to present myser. and I think to a fezv t h f  I certainly conuey 

a real independence, a strmgth of charncter, a renlly STRONG ruonrnn. I'nr 



teaching roith straight iuonren ruho do ns me11 but 1 tirink there's n 

DIFFERENCE ... ï don 't brorv rvhat i f  is. 

Jenny noted the difficulty in explaining precisely what the difference was 

between her sense of femininity and that of heterosexual women. She was the only 

woman to mention heterosexuality as a political rather than personal concem when 

she talked about working in "a predominantly straight system". 

Sometimes thev EO overboard 

Lisa, the youngest teacher in the study, distanced herself from feminism and 

social activism. Growing up in the 1970s meant that feminist projects such as 

increasing women's access to sports and securing lesbian rights had frequently been 

achieved by the time Lisa came out and started to teach. Social activism was 

increasingly associated with a unproductive idealism by many of Lisa's 'post- 

feminist' generation. And while Lisa's declaration that she was "not a feminist' 

might be attributed to 1990s apoliticism, the similarities between her cynicism 

towards gay activism in sport and that of Denise actually traverses their generational 

divide. 

Lisa outlined her political stance in the following way: 

Lisa; 1 mean ['ni not a feminist and 1 think sornetimes ..fen~inists gef too ingolueri 

in the politics of it and rohnt not. ï mean 1 think if there ruas fm 

demonstra tions . .ferver denlonst rations and actioists out tliere for gay 

rights and zulint not, I think things rnight get beiter. Birt then ï think, welf 

ntny be they've Izelped a bit too. 

Hea ther:  Mmmlrhnrrn. 

L isa: .... but sometimes they go ouerboard. ï don't knoru. i don't get inuofved in nny 

of thnt stuff. i jrrst sort of live my life. May be 1 shoidci, 1 don't knoru. Right 



Heather:  

Lisa: 

Heather:  

Lisa: 

at this point I don't. I [mean I morild] walk dozon the street on gay ... gny 

pride day 1 mean tltat's fine, thnt's my right, but 1 don't get intolved in the 

politics of it. 

Becartse it can kind of annoy other people or ..... 7 

Yeah it does annoy otlter people. Becmise there's more so than jiist 

Iiornopliobia. Like tlzere is the racisrn part nnd the other fhings that 

people shoiild be fighting for. There's jiist too rniich of eveything.  Fighfing 

for things. fighting for tlurf. f ' m  not v e y  political person. f jzrst like to liue 

nzy lqe. 

Yeah, yealr. Well rue only have a certain anioiint of energy. 

So f'd Izope things will change but 1 don't think people have to do ns nztrch 

cf the actiaist stzifl as tliey do to change it becaiise 1 think that i tT slowly 

becomirtg more ncceptnble. 

Following her BPE degree, Lisa qualified as a teacher in a one year BEd 

program in 1994 at which time issues of discrimination, abbreviated to "The Isms", 

were taught in the physical education methods course. Lisa felt these issues were 

somewhat relevant to her current t e a h h g  context but the instructor had placed too 

much emphasis on them during the course. 

Hea ther:  Wns tltere nny time in yotrr teacher ed ruhere they m e n  toiiched on isstres 

like tliis? 

Lisa: Weil , in one of my phys ed classes. One of the tachers toilched iipon quite a 

bit of the issues that woitld take place in plzys ed. 

Heather:  ln t e m s  of sema1 harassrnent or ethnic issires? 

Lisa: Mainly on senial harassnient, s en~a l i t y  er. .... oh Gud, the "isrns ' 

Heather:  The "isrns" in the gynr? 



Lisa: Basicnlly 1 think thnf's iultnt the rulzole course was on. 

Hea t lz e Y: Mmmm .... too rnzich su? 

Lisa: Well (latrghs) Yeah it ruas too nrrtch so 1 tltoiight and a lot of the males in 

the class fhotrglrt i f  zvns too nruch so.. ... 

Hea ther:  And how rnrich kind of relevance dues il hnzre noïv? 

Lisa: Oh 1 fhink it is ve y importtzrrf nmi .... I rntran..yenh, i f ' s  got qciite a bit of 

relevance. Jtist seeing it wifhin the clnssroorns and within the school. 

The three Iesbian women were ambivalent about connection between lesbian 

activisrn and lesbian team sports which emerged during the late 1980s as lesbian 

leagues and the Gay Games evolved alongside the struggles for sexual diversity 

within Vancouver's lesbian comrnunities. Jenny's search for lesbians in the 

feminist communities rather than team sports accounts, in large part, for the 

difference between her views and those of Denise and Lisa. It might also account for 

the surprising similarity between Lisa and Denise's concem that some recent 

developments within lesbian communities were unnecessary if not po tentially 

damaging. For instance, Denise questioned the need for the Gay Games on the basis 

that "as soon as you label it sexually, then you automatically exclude certain people" 

and that she had not been excluded from existing sporting competitions because of 

her sexuality. 

Denise: My partner's D e y  inuolved, or Iras been very inuolved, in the Gay Ganzes 

okay. Thorisands of people participate. Well they have more people 

participate than the Olynrpics. Bitt I said "Yuri knoru, I'oe participnted in 

international contpetition and 1 ZUCLS never exclrided becarise 1 iuns gay. Like 

t k y  didn't cal1 them the 'Hetemsextrnl Games*. I said "lt rvas open to 

everybody. " And her argirrnent is "The Gay Games nre open to rverybody. 



You cnn go in whetlrer you 're gay or not." Brrr it seems to me, as soon as yorr 

label if ... sexiially ..... then you airtomatically exclride certain people jilst 

becaiise flrey don't ruant to, yoii horu  ... 71rey don't cal1 tlrese others, they 

dun't Say 'Iteterosemral'. They're jirst games. So I don't. 

nrey wanted nie to go in the Guy Gmnes. And 1 said "lt 's not becniise I woiild 

be concenieri uf going in becarrse yoir 're not going tu be seen if yoir 're over in 

Eirrope someivhere." I don't belime in the philosophy of it. 

Denise's views raised a dilemma in liberal feminism whereby, as Alison 

Jaggar (1988) explained, institutions such as sporting cornpetitions provide equal 

opportunities to everyone while allowing each individual maximum opportunities 

for fulfillment. The Gay Games may fulfill many athletes' need for cornpetition in 

lesbian-positive atmosphere and institution, but also raised issues of exclusion and 

unnecessary labeling for Denise. A concem which Denise also voiced about 

Vancouver's Gay Pride March: 

One thing 1 don ' t  like is rulien 1 see tltese gay parades and 1 see everybody dressed iip. I 

always think they look like n brrnch of clowns. ........ and probably niore male than 

anything. yoir knoiu, guys dress iip with ...... al1 tlreir regalin, even the dykes on bikes or 

mhatever. Yorr knozu, is tltnt what it rnenns $ yoir're going to be gay do yolr have to get 

al1 dressed rrp in yozrr ientkrs? 

Summarv 

Al1 the women were deeply concemed about women's inequality in sport and 

physical education, yet they had quite divergent opinions about ferninism. Denise 

and Marion began teadung physical education in the 1960s, before second-wave 

feminism entered the physical education profession. In contrast, Bethany, Connie 



and Jenny who entered teaching in the late 1970s and early 1980s, identified as 

feminists and expressed views from liberal, multicultural and lesbian-feminisms 

respectively. Having trained as a teacher in the early 1990s, Lisa did not regard 

herself as a feminist. It is, perhaps, significant that the women's identities as 

feminists were not connected to their sexual identities; to put it bluntly, being 

lesbian did not mean becoming a feminist. Chandra Talpade Mohanty (1992) 

challenged this idea about 'feminist osmosis': 

The politics cf being 'ïvornan ' or 'lesbian ' l is]  deduced J?om the e-rperience qf being 

wonran or lesbian. Being femalr is t h s  seen ns nntirrally related to  being fmin i s t ,  

zuhere the experience of being female transfonns ris into feminists by osrnosis. ( p .  77) 

Instead, the generation to which the women belonged was, arguably, the most 

significant influence on the women's views about feminism. If the women are 

characterized in terms of generations, Marion and Denise could be regarded as 

belonging to a generation prior to second-wave feminism; Bethany, Connie and 

Jenny as belonging to generation of white, second-wave feminists; and Lisa as 

belonging to a 'post-feeminist' generation. 



Chapter 5 

Social Locations 

Narrated through Other(s) 

This chapter considers how the women talked about various types of unequal 

social relations; that is, the extent they talked explicitly about discrimination or 

inequities in their own lives. It begins with çtories about sexisrn, highlighting the 

types of discrimination endemic in the physical education profession. The women 

also spoke about unequal fernale-male relations in their families and in women's 

sport. They spoke at length about sexism and more briefly about racism. Frequently 

their narratives avoided direct references to their own racial identities or 

experiences of homophobia within physical education. Stories about racism and 

homophobia focused more frequently on 'Others' and less about the womens' own 

experiences. Increasingly, shadows of whiteness and silences of straightness 

appeared in the life histories. 

These shadows and silences about racisms, sexisms and homophobia reveal 

much about how privilege, as white physical educators, is constructed over lifetimes 

and even sustained by life history research such as this. Nonetheless, these stories 

about discrimination provide historical substance to the political categories 'race', 

'class', and 'gender'. The difficulty of moving beyond the ofien empty incantation 

'race-class-gender' has been quite eruditely stated by Himani Banne rji (1995): 

Hoiu to think of gender, 'race' and class in t e m s  of rvlrnt is called their 

'intersectionality' ... is a project that is still in the process of being ruorked out. 

Sornehow, rue know almost instinctively that these oppressions, sppnrately nanieci as 



sexism, racism and class exploitation, are intirnately connected. Birt whm it conres to 

sliowing how, it is aliuays dificidi, and strains the capncity of oiir conuentionnl rvays 

of speaking on srtch rnatters. And, if abstract theorization is pnrtially possible, the 

concrete rtnders tanding of Iiozu they nctzrally work together con f inues ta Iinve an elrrsiue 

qitaliiy about it. ( p .  122) 

The following stories about sexisms, racism and homophobia illustrates 

changes experienced by the women during their teaching careers. 

Re-Living Sexisms 

When asked about sexist discrimination they had experienced at work, 

women spoke about verbal sexism of male colleagues and systemic differences 

between female and male promotion. Each woman placed a different emphasis on 

these narratives of sexism between female and male physical education teachers 

within their overall discussion of discrimination and persona1 politics. Marion 

talked almost exclusively in terms of sexism throughout her life history whereas 

Denise noted how sexism of the 1970s and 1980s had been overtaken by concems 

about racial and linguistic difference in the 1990s. Although Temy talked about 

changes from blatant to subtle sexism, her narratives of sexism were frequently 

interwoven with issues of heterosexism. 

The road to administration 

Marion talked about coping with the effects of male sexism by avoiding it, to 

the extent that she declined a promotion over fears about potential sexism of the 

male PE staff: 

Marion: W e  didn't liave ail that eqziipnient but they had it at the senior secondnr - 

the bal15 and ribbons and stztff. So rue rvoicld borroru that stzifi, so one time I 

ruas retztming some stziff there and 1 have never heard ... 1 tell yori, 1 zuoiild 



jtist quit ... they ruere screaming and yelling af  each other. 1 thoirglzt they 

ïuere going to get in a jst-figlit. 7Iese ..... 

Hea tlier : Who? The strrdmts? 

Marion: No. The teaclzers. The PE teacliers at Middletomz Senior Secondnry. [rrst 

awfirl. 

Heatlzer: Tzuornen? 

Marion: Yeah..oh there were tliree or four of thern, really angry voices. And 1 

mentioned it to orle of otrr men trnchers and he said "Oh yealr, fhere's jrtst a 

lot of bad feeling there". And they renlly got into sonle hot and Ireazy 

argnrnrnts. And then thrre ïuas an opening for a wonlan PE  tencher and 

soniebody said 1 .... by this time 1 hnd a lot of seniorïty, so if 1 hnd ïuanted 

to I probably ruoiild have been first in line. 1 thoirght "Forget it. I'nr 

cornforfable here", and 1 coiildn ' t  see ruliere i f  ruas going to help nie nny to 

go to a soiior secondary and 1 knezu that there ruere only three or foiir more 

years and 1 rvoirld be tlirozrgh teaching anyzuay. 

While Marion's decision not to move schools for a promotion partly because 

of the loud, argurnentative behavior of the male physical education staff illustrated 

the personal cost of harassing verbal sexism, Denise recounted the more systemic 

sexism which resulted in male physical education teachers al1 too frequently 

moving up the administrative ladder. She spoke about the difficulty female PE 

teachers experienced being promoted prior to the mid 1980s, recalling a common 

joke that "the road to administration in Vancouver is phys. ed., counseling then 

administration", for male PE teachers anyway. 

Hea ther :  1s tlrat still the situation? 



Denise: Olt zurll 1 shotrldn't Say it's not. As more zuornen are in adrninistrrrtive 

positions and proving thmselves uery zuell it's jzrst ...y oit get some men mho 

cotrldn't irnngine working for a zuomnn, NOTU thnt kind of barrier is broken, 

If's the same thing as doctors. ïïtey trsed tu Say that a doctor zoas 

airtontatically a mnle and now yori actzinlly nsk "Do yoti h u e  a male doctor 

or a fmnle doctor?" 

Although Denise compared the improvement in women's promotion within 

the educational system to a "bamer that was broken", she noted that as more 

women "came on board it [was] just accepted as a factl' inferring that wornen gained 

equality as society's attitudes evolved over tirne. 

Bethany left teachhg after a few years, because she "liked the coaching but 

didn't Iike teadUngl', to work in a sporting goods store for a year followed by a job in 

sports administration in the Maritimes. After moving to British Columbia in 1980 it 

took her three years to End work in sports administration, initially taking a part- 

time position as one of the first female administrators in college athletics in the 

province. She was willing to accept a part-time administrative position which was 

considered suitable for a woman rather than a "more accomplished" man, but 

emphasized her agency in making the position full-time. 

Bztf 1 got the job becairse it m s  n part-tirne job and I zuas prepared to accept i f  on that 

basis and try to mnke into n fitll-time job ruhich 1 have. And 1 feel 1 c m  do this job ns 

ruel1 ns anyone out there ... 1 tnrly feel t h t  zony. But I'm not certain th t f  people see fhat 

way. They see men as being more accomplished. But 1 Iznve a grent deal of respect for 

anyone zuho c m  take a job and try to make into thnr job. 



She detemined to challenge the prevailing assumption that women were 

less accomplished in managing athletic programs by gradually altering the nature 

and extent of her work. 

Go ahead and have vour little fun 

Marion and Jenny both talked about the verbal sexism of their male 

colleagues but in quite different ways, with Marion fending off deliberately 

provocative sexist humor of colleagues in her departrnent in the 1970s and 1980s 

while Jemy noticed differences between her male and female colleagues in the early 

1990s. 

Marion's resignation to "the way things were" existed alongside a quiet 

confidence to intemene when she wanted to, something which 1 became aware of in 

many of Marion's stories, like these about the equipment storeroom and sexist 

jokes: 

50 une day I'd cleaned this thing n p  and 1 iudked into the ofice and 1 said to al1 tliree 

men teachers "Listen, I'ze got a zuliole horise to clean, if 1 ruant to do any clenning l'ue 

got al1 kinds of opportz~nities at home. I don't ruant to do this tzigltt after night". Boy, 

tlrey al1 leaped tip and ruent in and straightened it out. 50 1 told the Principal, 1 don't 

feel intimidated ...... A t  thaf time 1 nmer m e r  did. And yoii knotu, they rised to tense me 

ami say sexist things. 

W e  were trying a izezu grading systenz. This one day, it was nglit nfter scltool, 1 rualked 

into my ofice and one of the men teachers said in a lotid ooice,"Well me've got this 

grading systenz figured out ". 

And 1 said ,"Good becatise zue'd been zuorking on tliis". 

"We'ûe decided any girl rvith a 40 inch birst line is an absolrite A". 



And I said "Oh that sotmis grent". I'm not going lo renct to this. Go nhead and have 

yotir lit tle f i~n" .  

Jenny made a distinction between 'blatant' and 'subtle' sexisrn in her 

workplace explaining that, while she couldn't remember the last time she was 

blatantly discriminated against, she had noticed "differences in discourse" and 

promotions between female and male teachers. 

hi temts of pronrotions 1 think jzrst being n ivonran you 're at n disadvantage becaiise i f  is 

m y  male-dominated. Econoniically, benefits, al1 tliat striff is no problem - 1 can put 

rny partner on as suon ns die cnn proue she's been living zvith me for trou yrars. 

We haoe alzuays Iiad ninle Principals, althoirgh ive did have a wonder-rl female V-P 

ilntil tlzis year. Slre's gone to another school. There are troo men and huo wonien in orir 

prograni, 1 see the tzvo p y s  taking ouer n lot. Not taking over, bzrt tliey jrrst 

ai~toniaticnlly go and do the pozuer s tu f  nnd leaue Louise and 1 beliind. [Tlzey] have 

taken al1 of those dvferent roles that involve tlrat kind of liaising and tlrey've 

nppropriated them. 

1 notice differmces in discozrrse - when eitlier of the meri talks to the strrdents they mil1 

talk about " I  nrn doing tliis. I am doing tlrat" wherens 1 will refer to the "we". 1 cnn 't 

jrrst speak for me because 1 w a ~ i t  to be clenr tlint tliis is a decisiorz we've nrncie or tlir 

kids need to know tlrat il's something program-wide nnd that doesn't happen as mirch 

when eit/zer Brian or Desmond are speaking in the class. Il's "1" or "me" not "we" or 

"l(5 ". 

I can 't  remember thaf last fime 1 felt overtly, like renlly blatmtly discrirninated 

against. I think thnt becnuse of zuhat 1 do, and I do a lot of masczrline sports, as does 



Loztise, yorc know sue n m  and me clirnb and Tue ski. And zoe're pretty gooci nt it so 

rtm ..... witkin the rniliezt of ortr school, e m  there's some renlly renlly sexist men on orir 

staff. tthey Ienoe l is alone. 1 mean rue don't spend mirch time durun tliere nnyuiays, but 

they kitzd of k zoa  me're .... zoe're ...p retty independent and pretty strong, su ..... 

The women's narratives about sexism were, perhaps, the most detailed of al1 

unequal social relations discussed in the interviews. They had al1 taken up subject 

positions as 'female' within sexist social relations of their families, communities 

and specifically the physical education profession. Perhaps this is not surprising, 

nevertheless it raises several issues. Firstly, their detailed accounts of sexism 

contrasted with the way they rarely talked about racism; occasionally about 

homophobia; and only two women talked about class privilege and poverty. This 

emphasis on different social relations revealed much about the subject positions 

available to these women as physical educators, and also how silence can be a 

powerful way of maintainhg social privilege. 

Secondly, there were important differences in how the wornen 

conceptualized their agency within the sexist rela lions that structured physical 

education. On one hand, Marion and Denise regarded verbal and systemic sexism as 

'social facts'. This is not to suggest that they regarded sexist practices in any reductive 

way as biologically-determined or ahistorical; rather, sexism was referred to as 'just 

the way it was at that time' or as the result of 'society's attitudes'. Both women 

discussed how sexism had changed during their lifetimes, but the cmcial difference 

was how they regarded themselves in relation to these changes. As Chris Weedon 

(1987) o b s e ~ e d ,  such a view of unequal gender n o m s  "tends to render invisible the 

social power relations which have produced them together with their inherent 

instability" (p. 94). Recognition of one's position within sexist contexts, such as 

physical education, families, schooling and sport, does not necessarily entai1 



recognition of one's individual agency or engender a political intention to alter 

these sexist practices. The articulation of 'feminist' with 'female' subject positions 

differed between Marion, Denise and Lisa who did not identify as feminists and 

Jenny, Connie, and Bethany who did (see 'Feminist Generations'). 

Silences of Straightness 

Marion's way of talking about homosexuality indicated a basic liberalism, 

similar to Denise and Lisa, which assumed that sexual orientation is a non-political 

aspect of an individual's private life. This notion of privacy accounted in large part 

for the delicacy and hesitancy with which Marion worded her opinions, which in 

turn led me to ask indirect questions about 'single' women and homosexuality. For 

much of her adult life Denise's experience of being gay reflected a political Liberalism 

in which sexual orientation was a private and persona1 concem, rather than a 

political issue to be discussed or struggled over in public. She talked about being gay 

as a persona1 matter although several of her stories refer to changes in 'society's 

attitudes' as homosexuality has become more openly discussed. This view of social 

change reinforced her conviction that sexist, homophobic and racist attitudes 

mellow over time without, even in spite of, political activism by special groups such 

as feminists or lesbian activists. However, as later narratives will illustrate, Denise's 

views on being gay were not influenced by liberal discourses of lesbian rights unlike 

her views on sexism, which took up liberal feminist issues such as systemic, sexist 

discrimination in promotion. Despite their thirty-year age difference Lisa and 

Denise shared remarkably sirnilar views about being gay, particularly a non-political 

approadi to lesbian sexuality. The most significant difference was how Lisa had 

taken up the discourse of lesbian teachers' rights which emerged from gay liberation 

and lesbian feminist rnovements in the 1970s. 



We don't talk about THAT in mort. 

Working now in college sports administration, Bethany expressed a mix of 

frustration and resignation that raising homophobia as a concern with fellow 

administrators remained a taboo. Bethany has recently tried to "gently prod" her 

colleagues into developing a sexual harassment policy but has been met with denial 

which in turn has left her professionally isolated. 

I'oe orgnnized a coriple of harassnrent seminars ....... and tlrose kind of things ... and they 

just tzim arorind and sny "Altlr, rue don't need this. 77zere's no harasment going on" And 

I ?rave to say "E-rnae me, but rue had this sifziafion jirst this lasi ntonfh, horo did yozr 

deal ruit1z ii?" "Ahh yes, brrt fhat ruas jitst an aberration". "Alriglrt @eu ... but it's still 

gery difinrlt .  Some of the ruornen do not speak up ... one of the zuomen wns an Athletic 

Director ..A ruas an rrgly situntion..really zigly ..... and rue're still clealing zuith those 

sort of things. 

Silence was a major obstacle to Bethany's ability to raise the issue of 

homophobia, speculating that other Athletic Directors would "look at her as if she 

had rocks in her head" if she were to suggest a policy to deal with it. 

H e a  tlzer: 

Betlzany: 

Hea ther :  

1s there any mention of hornopliobin or snme-sex harassment? 

No, never talkeci about (sarcasrn). "We don ' t  talk abolit thnt i n  sport! '. 

77zere isn ' t  nny of t h t  in sport, don ' t  you knoru tltnt? .... tinless it ' s  d l  those 

wornen frying to corne out and a i t  orri al1 the lieterosemial rvomen (end of 

sarcnsrn) No .... (larighs) 

So that is still silenf? 



Bethany: Vmy, o e y  silent. They'd al1 look at me as if 1 riad rocks in my head if I 

tried to introdrtce t h t .  I hnven ' t  gone any filrther than hnrassment. 

Hornophobin, no. 1 haven't approacheci i f ,  

When she looked back on earlier parts of her life, Jenny observed that she had 

been oblivious to incidents of sexism and "the hornosexuality issue", but now this 

was quite obvious from her adult perspective as a feminist and lesbian. For example, 

thinking back to her high school physical education she said, "1 don't remember 

noticing a lot of sexism about then, but although as 1 reflect back it was EUDEOUS'. 

The story below demonstrated how Jenny reinterpreted an incident of sexist 

discrimination at university as a homophobic incident. 

Heather:  Did yotr hnae the lanpage? Wlien yorr suent to nniversity did yorr knozo fhe 

ïuord 'lesbinn'? 

b n y :  No. 1 don ' t  remember mer rrsing it. It jrrst didn ' t  corne up. 

One of my favorite profs - 1 wnsn't attracted to her, m y b e  on sume leziel 1 

hao -- I loaed tu tnlk with her. 1 loued her course and got renlly high 

marks in if. Used tu hang zuitlt izer as rnrtclr ns a strrdent and a pruf cm. TItm 

tkere ;vas tltis zueird stzrff going on about she zuus the conclz of the zoomen's 

basketbrrll team, a very srrccessfill tenm, and they brorrglrt in  this grly to 

conch the men's team nnd there zvas al1 this shufling about zvho's going to 

be Atlilefic Director. They zoere basicalfy t y i n g  to slirlffe her oilt, and 1 

think a lot of zuomen zuere quite rïpset &y ttris, and rue zuere trying tu have 

some inpzrt into what Tuas going on. A colrple of rnonths luter, a fi-end of a 

fnend said, "Didn't the hornose.rtraliiy issrre mer con-ie up?" 

And l'm like "What?" 



Y o ~ r  see, 1 didn't have n clrce thaf ruas rolrat it rvas all aboiit. Al1 those 

i-vornen, they zutrre probnbly al1 dykes - in fact, 1 knozv they nre nozv - 1 jiist 

ntissed it! 

Looking back, Jenny described how she disagreed with what she thought was 

sexism in the FE department. The mention of 'the homosexuality issue' by a fiend 

a couple of months later htroduced Jenny to a new form of discrimination -- 

heterosexism. 

Denise didn't mention any persona1 experiences of homophobia during her 

long career as a teacher or an athlete, but did agree that female physical education 

teachers have frequently been stereotyped as lesbians. Regarding the relation 

between education and sexualities, Denise spoke in terms of her school's 

responsibility to meet the counseling needs of gay and lesbian youth explaining that 

currently "the counseling department deals with kids' sexuality, the phys ed 

department doesn't deal with it directly". 

Lisa didn't Say if she personally experienced homophobia during adolescence 

and gave me the impression of being satisfied with the lack of homophobia and 

opportunities she had experienced playing team sports and teaching physical 

education in Vancouver during the 1990s, although she often distinguished 

between the tolerance of urban settings with the ongoing homophobia of rural 

environrnents. The regional location of a school was an important factor in the 

forms of sexism and racism she noticed, distinguishing between a "big city and small 

town", between imer city East Vancouver and more affluent West Vancouver. 

Talking about a gay male teacher who was "run out just a couple of years ago" from 

a school in a small city in southem British Columbia she felt that acceptance of 

homosexuality "changes from being in a big city where it's quite open to being in a 



small, smaller area". 47 Regarding her present colleagues, she told me that a group of 

openly gay teachers in her school had "got a very good response from the rest of the 

staff' although "they were not open to any of the students". More generaily, she 

went on to say that: 

becarise 1 have a lot of straight p e n d s ,  and like girls and griys like er ...... fliey s e m  fo 

accept zoomen a lot more so thun they do men. So f don't find rnyseq afected by, sny, 

the genernl population ... 

but, on the other hand: 

... 1 feel limited in my job only becnuse so nlany parents look do~un ttpon it still. Not so 

nzztclt in the fast side, 1 tlzink i f ' s  more acceptable than maybe the oritskirts of 

Vancorioer. 

Lisa felt directly affected by the discourse that lesbian and gay teachers were 

morally swpicious which emerged after homosexuality was decriminalized in 1969 

and was re-ignited in the mid-1990s by vocal right-wing, family values groups in 

British Columbia. The one occasion Lisa expressed dissatisfaction with the 

educational system, she criticized the exclusion of gay and lesbian issues from the 

curriculum, giving the following example: 

47 Recent work in the geography of sexuality has developed analyses of this rural/urban trope. 
See for instance Tamar Rothenburg's (1995) work on the ernergence of urban lesbian spaces. Also 
Lawrence Knopp (1995) highlighted the important co~ect ions  between particular race, class, gender 
and sexual relations in the urbanization of Western uties. This work supports Lisa's cornparison 
between urban and rural homophobia, and m e n t  race relations in her urban school. Another element in 
the geography of sexualities was the evident re-location of lesbian desire and homophobia from the 
everyday practices and content of physical education into the exclusive domain of cousehg.  (See 
Denise's comments on homophobia in Chapter 5 'Çhadows of Whiteness'.) 



if yorr're doing f imily  l f e  or yon're doing family trees. some kids have a fnmily tree of 

n nrother and a nrother biit it's a l w y s  a nrother and a fnfher rrp on the fanrily tree. And 

if i f  zvns open like t h t ,  then kids ... becaiise of the liiglz er ....... suicide rnfe of kids 

that happen to be gays and lesbians, and tlrey h u e  rio-one to timr to, or at lenst they 

Jeel like they have no-one tu tlrrn to, f yoir coiild just open it into the schools like tliat, 

things cozrld clrange that way. And 1 think tlrat's the only ivay, the only place that yoir 

can open, 1 don't know, nrake things make sense is tfrrough the edtrcntion systern. And I 

don't knoïv ..I don't ktrozv zuhy i f ' s  not Open like that. I rnearr zoe'ge got al1 the rights ive 

caiî hazv in our Union. Orrr Union's great and, if zue'ue got srlch n p t  Union that zoay 

why can't ive bring it  into the school s y s t m  that zuay? 

Lisa regarded the teacher's union as primarily responsible for activism 

on gay and lesbian issues, acknowledging their achievements in protecting 

gay and lesbian teachers while failing to meet the needs of gay and lesbian 

students. To this extent, contesting the rights of gay and lesbian teachers and 

students was a public rather than personal issue for Lisa. A liberal discourse of 

rights and equal opportunities underpinned Lisa's views about both sexism 

and hornophobia. Discourses of lesbian and gay civil rights had circulated 

since the 1970s and were beginning to be institutionalized within teacher 

education curriculum and public school policies by the time Lisa entered 

teaching in 1990. It was within such a context that Lisa developed her political 

views about sexual orientation which reflected a strong persona1 sense of 

entitlement and equality as a lesbian. 

Shadows of Whiteness 

The preceding narratives highlighted how the women rarely described 

themselves as targets of homophobia, referring instead to its effects on other people, 



teachers 'run out of town', generic 'women in sport'. Hornophobia was not talked 

about as a problem within physical education in the ciassroom, although the 

negative stereotyping of lesbians in sport was hinted at. Silence and disavowal ran 

deep, and continued in Our discussions about racism. My questions about 

homophobia in physical education teaching during the 1990s in Vancouver led both 

Denise and Lisa to talk about racism between students. Al1 the same, instead of 

distancing ourselves from the effects of homophobia as women in physical 

education, more often our narratives disavowed Our implication in racism through 

Our talk about racism's effect on others. This displacement of racism ont0 Others 

cash a shadow of whiteness over these narratives which (partially) concealed how 

we, as white women, talked about and have been privileged within discourses of 

race and racism. 

1 don't find her anv more racial than the general ~ u b k  

One of the main ways Denise and Bethany spoke about racism was by 

cornparhg their views with those of their mothers. Denise's opinions about racism 

were contradictory. At first she positioned herself as racially tolerant, in contrast to 

her mother ... 

Denise: But 1 don't jînd [niy motlrer] any more racial thnn ..... her f i ends  or rny fnends. 

She's i n  Calgary. In Calgary they doir't have the diversity thnt zue hnue 

here [in Vancoziver] so they lise slang tenns like pakki or East M i n n .  7ïzey 

see sornething on the TV and fhey set. a gnng related slrooting or a dmg- 

relnted shooting and they look nt fhe color of the skilr nnd they think tlrat 

tlrey are people that hnae corne to .. for ail fhey know fhry rnigl~t have 

been bom in this colinty, but they don't know that. But 1 don'tfind her nriy 

more racial than the genernl public ... 



Hea ther :  But yori ' te  not only anotlrer generation dozun but yoii 're a h  tenching and in 

a school . 

Denise: Yeah and 1'12 be talking about the kids nt sclrool - the transitionnl clnss - 

nnd 1'11 tell her sonie of the cute things thnt tliey do. [ tliink die cnrr 

appreciate that kidç are kids. But roizen you look nt mhnt the nredin 

reports thetz y u  c m  see horu people will renct to in in i ip t ion  in a negatioe 

way becntise the nrinrbers of cnn~es.  

Her description of her non-English speaking students as 'cute' and that 'kids 

are kids' was based upon a 'color-blind' multiculturalist discourse. This color-blind 

trope reflects a liberal humanism which purports to see beyond skin color to regard 

al1 individuals as fundamentally equal. The color-blind metaphor is part of what 

Ruth Frankenburg (1993) referred to as 'color-evasive' discursive repertoire 

employed by white women which 'dodges difference' while leaving the racial 

hierarchy firmly intact. As other anti-racist critics such as George J. Sefa Dei (1996) 

and Christine Sleeter (1993) have pointed out, this discourse of color-blind 

multiculturalism not only denies the salience of 'race' on an individualistic level, 

but obscures broader workings of racism at structural and institutional levels. 

It's a language thing ... 1 don't see sexualitv 

Lisa shared Denise's opinion that racism between students currently 

overshadowed sexism and homophobia in her Vancouver high school: 

1 think i f ' s  more racial tensions in orir school than sexisnz. I think in the inner city kids 

have grorm iip, especially 1 tlzink in the east side because there's il lot of broken honres, 

a lot of single fimilies, 1 think kids, they probably accept it niore so than if yoir ïvere 

growing i i p  on the rvest side wliere there's less, f m r  broken homes nnd tliere's no 

poverty er ...y ozi knozo, the kids are brought iip the 'right zuay'. 



Denise's narrative didn't refer to how structural racism throughout the 

school system severely limited students who didn't speak English as their 

first language. hstead, she suggested that she would "shuggle with Japanese" 

if she were in Japan. This covers over how white, Anglophone privilege 

permeates schooling, from institutional to individual levels. 

For Denise racial differences, mainly in the form of language 

differences, had become the most important form of social difference and 

discrimination in her Vancouver school in the 1990s. As she put it, 

"everything's changed so much. I mean now kids are very outspoken but the 

language is a really interesting area because you don't know what they're 

saying. 1 walk down the hall, 1 can't understand half the kids. In my class 1 

can't understand them". 

Heather:  

Derzise: 

WIzat sort of discrintirrafion betzueen strrdenfs, or insrrlfs? Wrat sort qf 

thing .... do yoir ...... ? 

Yoti see, half the kids in the school can't understand ... tkey speak tlzeir 

native langilage ....... 1'm alzuays telling them "Speak Englislr so 1 

rrndersfand!" And f h q  jrrst laugh ....... Yeah ....... 1 mean, i f  yorr nnd 1 iuent to 

lapnn or soniething zue mottld strtiggle zuith Japnnese. Spenk English! Su sue 

corrld be throzving insrilts galore nt someone zuho didrr'f speak English zrtitlt 

a smile on yorcr face and who wozrld knozu? 1 rrrean ....... they corrld be cnlling 

me an old bitch and standing there and srniling nt me and I'd be thinkittg 

thai they tliink I'm jirst ruonderfirl (laughs) I have no idea ... Bnsically 1 

find tlze kids quite nice to one another. 1 find them rensonnbly considernte 

o f  the s ta f f .  I don'f find thmr inszrltinx. 1 think that they're in a school 



that is ..... is ...... 1 think it's a fiirly nice school. f don't think i f ' s  a roirgh 

school in temrs of gangs. 

Denise identified the 'racial' issues as not understanding students who 

could/did not speak English and the way students fonned groups. Denise's 

narrative contained shades of an assimilationist, multiculturalist discourse 

which seeks to erase differences from a white, Anglophone nom.  Also, the 

focus upon students' interactions evaded how institutional racism stnictured 

the school system; that is, the discourse ignored problems facing non-English 

speaking students within a stmcturally racist institution by referring to 

students as the cause of problems within the system. 

Over the past ten years, issues of sexuality in her physical education 

classes have been pretty much obscured because "it's a language thing...so 1 

don't see sexuality as even entering into this". 

The a f  titrtdes to~uards each other are more racial tlran anything. T h t  's more of a 

cmcern and 1 don't know if rue're going to find a iuay to address it. Yozt see the kins rrdl 

corne into niy class and nsk me ... iini ..... okny, get into two grotrps. It doesn't matter nborrt 

skill, it doesn ' t  nratter about ..... truo groirps - Caucnsian Iiere, orien ta1 kere. 

1 'Il Say, "Don ' t  yorr Iike one nnother? " 

And fhey'll Say, "Yenh, thnt's fine". 

Birt they go in their cornfort zone. nie  orientnl kins, n lot of t l rm can speak to one 

another. 

So 1 Say, "Get into grotrps: Mandarin here, Cantonese here". 

It's n lnngtiage thing so 1 don't see senmlity ns ewn entm-ng into tltis. 



Lisa framed racisrn between her students somewhat differently than 

Denise, talking in terms of home background and cultural values rather than 

language differences. This may have been partly because, at the time of Our 

interviews, Lisa was teaching mainly English as a second language to students 

referred to as the 'Literacy Group' and some physical education in an inner 

city school in East Vancouver. Possibly because language differences formed a 

central part of her teaching, she explained racial difference in terms of 

students' socio-cultural family contexts rather than language differences. Lisa 

described how the 'racial tension' she observed was gendered in a particular 

way because "it seems to be just boys, it's not the girls using racial comments" 

towards female students and the authority of some female teachers in 

particular. She focused on the racism-sexism of male students from Vietnam 

and El Salvador in her Literacy Group. Her understated description of these 

students as "refugee kids that have corne from countries where civil war has 

taken place" most of whom had "been split from their families ... for four or 

five years" let me know that she was aware of trauma in their lives outside 

school; al1 the same, their linguistic and cultural difference from herself were 

the most significant element of the boys' sexist attitudes and actions. 

Lisa responded to my question about her experiences of sexism at work 

with the following narrative in which she attributed the sexism of her male 

students to family contexts '%because many of them corne from broken 

homes" and different cultural values of "refugee kids" recently moved to 

Vancouver. 

I giiess because tltere are so many ethnic backgrounds ut the school, you see a lot of 

gender issues. A lot of the kids thnt have corne from the dif/ermt niltiires, corne fiom 

cultures zvliere the male is the dominant one .............. Yotr see a lot of....a lot of nrnles 



that haue a lnck of respect for fmrales, zulrether it be teachers or other girls in the 

sclrool er ....... Iike their classmntes. I see it a lot in niy ESL classrooms 

er .......p articirlarly last year zvhen 1 ions ou nzy temporary contract. We ruent tizozrgh a 

lot of....in nzy ESL kids there ioere sonie Vietnaniese boys who mere, zueli particzrlarly 

one, zuho zvas stlxtuzlly hnrnssing the girls. And the girls zuere Vietnanrese as zoell and 

they iuere fernFed to conze and tell anyone, ahetlter it m s  rnyself or zue have an ESL 

cortnselor. 

This year 1 have a corrple of boys fiom El Snlvador and they shosv their lack of respect 

for fernale arlthority. The boys Say, "Yoir're not m y  mother so yorr can't tell me zvhnt to 

no " 

We have tables Iike about this Izigh nnd 1 hnue them in n U-shnpe in the clnssroonz. 

I'm stundiug at the front and apparmtly this one boy rvhipped Iris penis out and mas 

going like this - yozi know, like jncking ofl tu the girls who zvere across - and 1 didn't 

see it. me girls nmrr snid anythiag. 1 fozind this out later. 

Liça suggested that "because there are so many ethnic backgrounds at 

the school, you see a lot of gender issuestt implying that the sexism of her 

male students was noticeable because it was linguistically and culturally 

unfamiliar to her. There was also sense that their sexism was due to 

'different', non-mainstream Canadian forms of patriarchy when she 

explained that rnany students in the Literacy Group were "from cultures 

where the male is the dominant one ... a lot of males that have a lack of respect 

for females, whether it be teachers or other girls". She pointed out how 

language differences between the students and herself prevented her from 

recognizing boys' verbal sexism and also prevented girls telling her about 



harassment they experienced, both of which made it more difficult to 

intervene in sexist dynamics as she said "it was probably happening as 1 was 

standing in front of the classroom". 

Lisa explained sexism of male refugee and ESL students in terms of 

cultural differences, often compounded by poverty or economic hardship -- 

although her descriptions focused on the actions of individual male students, 

her explanations implied that structural racism, in the form of economic 

hardship, and global politics, as "refugees from countries where civil war has 

taken place" also played a part. 

Homo~hobia ... One of the most tabooish 

Connie made little reference to homosexuality or homophobia in sport, but 

was extremely concerned about homophobia within the general high school 

population. The next story demonstrated how, for Connie, feminist teaching meant 

countering not only sexism but also homophobia. 

Heafhrr :  Hozv nïvnre mere yoir o f  yotrr legal position to bring in a speaker to spenk 

nborit honrophobin? 

Connie: Well, tlrnf's an interesting (latrgh) qirestiori becartse ... in tewns 

o/....legnlity, or rny right as a public edtrcntor, l'nt n civil semant, 1 rvork 

for the local sclrool board ruhich is  part of the BC Minist y of Edircntion. 

Well. ozrr Federnl Government is a member of the United r+Iations. We'ae 

signed al1 tliesr docunimts incl iiding yorc know the discriminn tion of...yoii 

knozu the docirnmt .... the long doarment about zvonm, yorL h o t u  ... 

Henther:  i ih hirh. 

Corznie: And to me al1 those U.N. tioarrnents..the Rigltts of the Child, yoir know the 

one thnt mas signed in Nairobi, the one thnt Tons signed in Copenhagrn. 

A L L  of thenr say ... that a public education system firnded by the pirblic 



system, ALL .... yoii cnn't discriminate. Right? And there's more and niore 

prrslr fir that, that homophobia ...g ays and Iionrosext~als nre on n CLASS of 

tlteir oivn .... totnlly. And il's yotr knozu ..A think the CltrisCian 

fiardamentnlists zvho are spearlieading that. And it 's so bizarre to me. Yozr 

krzozv, 1 menn in other cotrntries it's i f ' s  .... 

Connie talked to me at considerable length about how she thought forma1 

education, both physical education and the Career and Persona1 Planning course she 

was teaching at the time, was related to Iearning and unleaming gendered roles. 

Comie expressed both liberal and multicultural feminist views in addition to an 

awareness of homophobia. The class she described below involved debunking 

negative rnyths about homosexuality in order to increase students' tolerance 

towards lesbians and gays. 

Connie: It strzrck nie fltnt of al1 the 'isnrs' - ngeism, sexisrn, rmism, homophobin, 

classisni, Etrrocentrisrn and so on - the most fabooish in this right-wing, 

fimfamentnlist place (both lat~gli) that ive now 1im was honropliobin. 

That's a good plnce to stnrt. 1 nlso saru it ns so blntarit in the schools. 1t 

renlly ticked me off. 

Heather:  Yenh .  

Connie: And i f  ruas anrazing zuhrnever yolr brotrght it u p  ho.ro controversial it zvas. 1 

was v e y  izaYve zohen 1 zuent into it. Like n year ago i inaited n zvomnn I 

knozv j?om this conimtmity (lairgli) into spenk to my class. We topic ii.1as 

kontophobia. We'd bem taking abolit racisrn and discrimination nnd 1 

didn't a t  al1 tell thon nnything. So she cnme in, then 1 a s k d  for renctions. 

And 1 was p i t e  APPALLED and a bit afiaid nt sonze of the responses 1 got. 



Like gtiys felling me like, yori knoiv, they'd benf the shit oi i t  of a gay if 

tlzey snw one.... 

For Connie, homosexuality was an unjust basis for social discrimination 

comparable to other oppressed groups such as First Nations, female, non Euro- 

Canadians and so forth. Her views have been influenced by three concurrent sets of 

discourses about difference - feminist identity politics, First Nations land claims, 

and global environmental issues. Debates within feminism around identity politics 

and difference, generated initially from black feminist critiques of liberal and radical 

feminism during the 1980s, would have been ongoing when Connie was introduced 

to Women's Studies. This, 1 think, largely explains why Comie's view about 

equality exceeded a typically liberal notion of freedom - briefly, an individual's right 

to freedom from discrimination without according special rights to any historically 

oppressed social group. Very public debates about aboriginal sovereignty and 

European colonialism accompanied First Nations land claims which were well 

undenvay when Connie moved from Ontario to teach in Northem British 

Columbia. Also, Connie had been concerned about economic and environmental 

issues on a global scale since her undergraduate studies in Environmental Studies 

in the late 1970s. These various discourses coalesced in Connie's concem about 

discrimination, especially the homophobia of her students, giving rise to a view 

which was by no means exclusively feminist. 

Her view that social problems were basically individualistic and psychological 

caused Connie to get students to leam about themselves, unleam prejudice and 

roadblocks. It is worth introducing Ambalvaner Sivanandan's (cited in Bonnett, 

1993) warning that reducing social problems to individualistic solutions may o d y  

serve to confuse persona1 satisfaction with political i n t e ~ e n t i o n ~ ~ .  



Connie and Bethany occasionally spoke about racism in what Frankenburg 

(1993) termed a "race cognizant" 49 discursive repertoire used by some white 

feminists which: 

pays carefid attention tu the ways racism slraped wlrite wonrm's experiences, 

attitudes, and morldviezu, as roell as to ïuhat orle nziglit cal1 the 'micropolitics' of daily 

life. Ofhers were more concerned with stnlctiual or irrstiti~tional racial ineqriality and 

were less coriuinced of the value o f  exmnining the ways race and racisnr shaped white 

selves. ( p .  159) 

Some women linked racism in various ways to ooter forms of 

oppression based on social identity, a way of talking about race which had 

been dearly shaped by identity politics since the late 1980s. Connie and 

Bethany cited a series of marginalized social identities or minority groups 

when referring to unequal social relations. On one occasion Bethany 

compared being gay, black or female: 

Bethany: Leave it open. Crrtainly it doesn't hurt anyotre. 1 only have a problm rvlien 

1 tlzink tlrere's hrirt involued. And let's face if, to be gay, or to be black, or tu 

be a woman sometinrrs ....... is hilrtfid. 

48 Refer to Ambalvaner Sivanandan's (cited in Alister Bonnett, 1993) critique of Racism 
Awareness Training (RAT) in which he wamed that the catharsis of guilt stridcen whites does not 
contribute to the political black struggle against racism. 

49 Ruth Frankenburg (1993) haced race cognizant discursive repertoire to the following 
particular historical moments: 

muvernent for decolonirntion in tlie Third World; post-World War 11 civil rights 
actiuism; the Black, Clric~no, Asian, and Native Anrerican antiracist, nationalist, and 
ciiltztral renewal mouenlents of tlie 1960s and 1970s; and, finnlly the articulation of 
distinctively fmitiist venions of antiracism initiated by zoomen of color throughoiit 
the 1980s. ( p .  1581 



Connie often specified a diain of oppressed groups in addition to 

'women' such as 'homosexual', 'gays', 'people of color', 'women of color', 

'buddhists', 'male nurse', 'homosexual teacher', 'E.S.L. student'. 

And [ got a tliing written on my doorstop. 1 renlly felt harnssnrent. 1 got "Miss Feltshnrn 

sucks Satan's cock" rvrittm on nzy doorstop. Thaf REALLY hrlrt. But yori knom ~dtnt.7 I 

celebrated thnt h r t  becarrse 1 thorrght "77raf's mhat it mrrst feel like to 

B E  .... homose.rz~a1, to B E  .... n person of color, to BE ...... a minority. Yoti know to B E  an 

[E.S.L.] stzident at orcr schooi". 1 had a ntornent of reality there. Then I fook it to the 

shop and they planed it  08. 

C o d e  described this harassment as a specific incident in which she "had a 

moment of reality". It was an incident that Connie recalled to illustrate the type of 

everyday events which she experienced as a teacher which led her to keep analyzing 

how sexism, racism and homophobia affected her and others. 



Chapter 6 

Queer Dis/Locations 

Qireer theory offers edzrcntion techniques to nrnke sense cf and remnrk upori rrtliat it 

dismisses or cannot bear to knorv. (Britzman, 1995: 154. 

Btrt ivomen's desires are the resdt 01 bodily inscriptions and of nrefaphors nnd s t o y  

lines tlrat catch thenz rrp in z~uys of being/desiring fkom ruhick they have no escape 

rrnless tliey caiz re-insnibe, discouer new s t o y  lines, i n t m t ,  invert, and break the 

boimds of the old s tn~cture and old discourses. (Daaies, 1992: 58) 

This chapter presents a series of analyses derived from, yet exceeding, the life 

history data. The previous chapters revealed how these women encountered 

possibilities such as being a 'feminist' or a 'lesbian' and how these identities affected 

their teaching practices. Within the institutional discourses which gave rise to these 

possibilities, specifically within physical education and dating, 'lesbian' subject 

positions were often absent. The themes in this chapter - called 'dis/locations' -- 

begin to deconstruct50 these silences. Each theme focuses on the visibility of 

501~econstruction' is a highly contested term which, by its very nature, defies defimition. 
Derrida rehsed any fued definition of deconstruction as method, analysis or critique and was quoted as 
saying that "dl sentences of the type 'deconstruction is x' or deconstruction is not x' a priori miss the 
point, which is to Say that they are at least false" (Collins & Mayblin, 1996:93). Nevertheless, some 
explanation of my use of the terms 'deconstructive' and 'deconstruction' is warranted. Jack Sanger's 
(1995) metaphor broadly describes the way I approached deconstruction: 

deconstntction (the act of itsirlg text tu undennine its own rlietoric) nllorvs the annlyst to 
explore the text as a kind of water tank wherein conJicting ideologies are sribrnerged 
zinder the sirrfnce calm of nn attempted imitary resoliition. ( p .  91) 

1 attempted to undemillie some of the most obvious meanings of the ways the women and I 
talked about the lesbian 'doset', 'gaze' and 'crush' in life history interviews to suggest how 



normative forms of fernale heterosexualities with the purpose of dis/locating these 

normative discourses. Questions have been asked which the life history data and 

my previous interpretations did not ask - 'lesbian' has been deliberately, maybe 

provocatively, located into spaces where it previously seemed absent. It is important 

to stress that these analyses have been re-worked to relate directly to my analysis of 

institutional diçcourseç in the previous chapter, rather than from the women's 

individual narratives. 

This chapter dis/locates three apparently heteronormative discourses - the 

lesbian doset, gaze and crush. Laclau and Mouffe (1985) argued that, because 

discourses are always open, the subject can never be Çuily determined. Thus the 

challenge taken up in this final chapter was to examine 'who and what went 

missing' in the narratives. What Çollows, then, is an analysis of rhetorical moves, 

silence and omissions, disavowals and contradictions which is intended to 

dis/locate some of the familiar, normative boundaries between hetero and lesbian 

sub ject positions. 

The Lesbian Closet51 

Keeping lesbian sexuality safely contained within 'the closet' has been vitally 

important to normative heterosexuality. One of the main purposes of the closet is to 

discursively uphold the boundary between either/or, homo/hetero, self/Other; 

indeed, this boundary has been and continues to be very effective. 

Silence has been the most obvious and enduring feature of the closet, often a 

permanent feature in a discursive world where there simply weren't words to name 

heterosexudity relies upon silence and speech to maintain its pnvileged position. Finally, these 
interpretations are put forward as one of several possible interpretations, each of which could itself be 
undermined by successive deconstructive readings - which is where you, as the active reader, enter or 
refuse the fray. 

51 The analysis in 'Dis/location 1: The Lesbian Closet* has been published in the Journal of 
Socioiogy of Sport (Sykes, 1998). 



the closet and its secrets. For instance, Denise reminisced about the silence 

surrounding lesbian sexuality in her youth, recalling that "gay wasn't even a term" 

in the 1950s: 

There ;uns no disntssion at sclrool on semality. There mns no TV tu give yorr any 

indication that t k r e  mns nnybody rlse in the ruorld tlrnt mns gay. 1 menn there rvasn ' t  

... gay iuasn 't men n term. 

The silent closet has haunted women in physical education since the post- 

WWII social repressions of the 1950s, through the sexual revolutions of the 1960s 

and 1970s and well into the 1980s era of lesbian and gay rights. But silence is never 

just silence. Silences communicate meaning -- consider metaphors sudi as "a 

pregnant silence hung in the air" or "an awkward silence filled the room". Silences 

can almost be regarded as speech acts which become remarkable only in relation to 

what else has been said: 

Silence itself -- tlze things one declines to Say, or is forbihien to nnme, the discretion 

that is reqriired betzueen di 'ment spenkers -- is less the nbsoliife limit of discolrrse, the 

other side fiom ~vhich it is separatd by a strict bottnhry, than nn elernent thnt 

fitnctions alongside the things said, ivith them and in relntion to f:lrnz ïuithin ouer-al1 

strategies. (Foucnitlt, 1978: 27) 

As Sedgwick (1990) artfully stated, the silences of the closet only have 

meaning when the discursive situation in which they are produced is considered : 



'Closetedness' itseIf is a performnnce initinted as such by the speech act of a siIence - 

not a pnrticzdnr silence, but n silence thnf acmtes pnrticrrlnrity &y fits and starts, in 

relation to the discozlrse tlrnt swrotinds and difierentially constitu tes i f .  ( p .  3) 

Broadly speaking then, the lack of explicit discussion about lesbian sexuality 

only becomes remarkable because of the constant, explicit discussion and 

representation of heterosexuality. As Sampson (1989) explained, the category 

'lesbian' always already exists within the category 'heterosexual' as the absent trace, 

the absent presence which is required and yet not visible. It is what Fuss (1995) called 

the intenority of the exterior which the closet hides from view. Fuss went on to 

argue that "the greater the lack on the inside, the greater the need for an outside to 

contain and to defuse it, for without that outside, the lack on the inside would 

become all too visible" (p. 235). In the case of the lesbian cbset, this lack can be read 

as a lack of certainty underlying the naturalized status of heterosexuality. If we 

retum to Butler's (1990) theory that normative heterosexuality sets itself apart by 

claiming the certainty of its 'natural origin', the closet persistently threatens to 

reveal this lack of certahty. Thus, normative heterosexuality is compelled to defend 

against the recognition that its ontological status, its daim to naturalness, is less 

than certain. 

If one accepts Derrida's (1982) notion of différance55 one begins to see that 

doubt of the closet and certninty of normative heterosexuality can never be fully 

contained either side of an watertight boundary. So often doubt and suspicion leak 

outside the closet and so, rather than being a hermetically-sealed confine for lesbian 

sexualities, the closet is in fact highly contagious, capable of transrnitting doubt, 

suspicion and secrecy (Sedgwick, 1990). 

52 Refer to Chapter 3 for discussion about my use of deconstruction and the notion of differànce 
alongside speech act theory. 



Closets of (anlother 

One of the outcornes of this permeable boundary is that 'heterosexuals' may 

find themselves inside the closet of someone else, coping with the secrets of 

someone else's clandestine sexuality. Paradoxically, secrets are thrilling burdens - so 

often the thrill of being entrusted with a secret is quickly tempered by the burden of 

keeping that secret. Again Sedgwick (1990) articulated this feature of the closet so 

eloquently. She obsewed that corning out to someone charges them with secret 

knowledge which, in turn, draws them into the closet that has just been vacated. For 

instance, Denise explained how her mother preferred to 'keep up the pretense' of 

not knowing Denise is gay because it meant she doesn't have to explain why her 

daughter was çtill not mamed. If Denise came out of the closet to her mother, she 

would have been burdened by 'having to explain' to relatives and friends, 

explanations riddled with decisions about what to Say, what not Say, which secrets to 

maintain and which to expose. Similarly, Denise was not out to a straight colleague 

at work with whom she discussed the trials and tribulations of their emotional lives 

because coming out to this straight colleague would have placed the burden of 

secrecy, decision and discretion ont0 her friend. So, the closet is not the exclusive 

property of lesbians, its burdens of secrecy can be displaced ont0 others. This means 

that heterosexuals may find themselves in the closet of another and the 

ïnside/outside boundary becomes less watertight than one might have irnagined. 

Closets of association 

The closet generates doubt and suspicion about al1 sexual identities, 

irrespective of their normative or marginal status. Again, this works through the 

radical instability of 'différance'. To be silent about heterosexuality breeds suspicion. 

For instance, not to stress one's femininity, discuss one's boyfriend/husband, to 

articulate a heterosexual script is to create silence about heterosexuality. This in tum 

can position an individual perilously close to the suspicion of being closeted. Thus 



heterosexuality is compelled to repeat itself on two countç: in order to construct the 

silence of the closet, and to allay suspicion that it inhabits the closet. This means that 

unconvincing performances of heterosexuality can breed suspicion that the 'lesbian 

specter' is at large, as  Bethany recalled quite clearly: 

1 hiorv diiring i~~ziversity niy roornmate and 1 ruere zery close and she's irery attractive 

and 3er-y mirch into dating men, biit still people labeled iis ruith 'rue rvere too close, ive 

spozt too mitch Lime togetker, rue rend each others tlroiiglrts a little too closely'. So I've 

Iiad some fnendships ruith ruonren that lzave been questioned and 1 olrvnys think it's 

interesting when 1 hear tlrat becailse ïvltat do people base it on? Wlint do people think? 

1 don ' t  knozv but 1 h a w  never mer cnred. lt doesn ' t  tcpset nre. 

Part of the suspicion directed towards Bethany stemmed from the trope of 

hornosexuality as gender sameness. Single sex contexts, such as female roommates, 

ostensibly designed to regulate (hetero)sexuality can work through a reverse 

discourse to intensify (homo)sexuality. Likewise, segregated changing areas, saunas, 

steam baths are designed as de-sexualized spaces within heteronormative logic; yet 

these very same spaces may be saturated with lesbian desire. Thus, a heterocentric 

view of sexuality is perhaps nowhere more powerful than in the "interna1 

discourse" (Foucault, 1978: 28) of physical education and sport where separation of 

the sexes is blindly assumed to dissipate, if not entirely rernove, any eroticism. At 

the same time, the haunting 'specter' of lesbian sexuality, which is the absent trace 

in these heterocentric assumptions, continually poses a threat to the certain and 

natural status of normative heterosexuality. Thus, any woman in physical 

education may be suspected of being lesbian if her performance of heterosexuality is 

no t sufficiently convincing. 



Paranoid closets 

Often the 'suspicion' that someone is lesbian is confirmed by the 'fact' that 

they are a physical education teacher. Arguably, the lesbian PE teacher has become 

an icon within some North American lesbian cornmunities, as those familiar with 

Meg Christian's (1982) lesbian anthem "Ode to a Gym Teacher" will testify. In the 

excerpt below, Lisa and myself ironically recognized this lesbian script: 

Lisa:  Weil a lot of the wonren thnt 1 play sports zoitlz, there's a lot of Phys Ed 

teachers. So no 1 Irnvm't really ... "Oh yori 're n Phys Ed teacher, yorl're one 

of THEM are yotr? A Phys Ed frndrer, 1 sliortld have gtiessed". 

Hea ther:  And a ?UV snrile or a knowing look! 

Lisa: Yeah tliat 's right! Wlrttrr 1 say thnt l'm a tencher, they sny "Pliys Ecl 

teacher?" And 1 say "Yenh! Tlrnt's right". (both laugh). 

This excerpt illustrated a comrnon assumption that lesbians can detect other 

lesbians more accurately than anyone else, and Sedgwick (1990) pointed out how 

this assumption involves a degree of paranoid homosexual53 knowledge which 

pulls heterosexuality ever closer to the closet. She outlined how a f o m  of 

"homosexual-hornophobic knowing" (p. 97) underlies the cliché 'it takes one to 

know one' so that doubt about someone else's sexuality may elicit doubt about one's 

own (hetero)sexuality. This paranoid doubt may be intensified after having one's 

suspicions confirmed; that is, when someone cornes out. So it is when female 

athletes, coaches and PE teachers corne out, the heterosexuality of other women is 

cast into doubt. Lndeed, this is one of the epistemological features of the closet 

53 Sedgwick's (1990) depiction of homosexual (gothic) paranoïa was specificaiiy concerned 
with male homosexual identity in turn of the cenhiry literature. 



artfully described by Sedgwick (1990) whereby "the double-edged potential for injury 

in the scene of gay coming out ... results partly from the hct that the erotic identity of 

the person who receives the disclosure is apt to be implicated in, hence perturbed by 

it" (p. 81). Moreover, there may be a mouming for the loss of the previous 

relationship, the loss of innocence, and the loss of certainty, as Lisa recalled: 

1 did hazv a tiiiclezis of girlpends iuho 1 m t  to school with who ruere uery siipportiue. 

A cotrple of theni backed of nfter n ruhile but then they came brrck after they realized 

that I'm still the snme person. 

The realization that Lisa was 'still the same person' may not have been the 

only realization at work in this process of recovery. The loss of certainty about the 

Other (Lisa's sexuality) was accompanied by a paranoid uncertainty about the Self 

(their own heterosexuality), as the haunting refrain 'it takes one to know one' 

lingered in the background.54 Lisa's coming out no doubt unsettled her friends' 

sense of their own heterosexuality and it is quite feasible that their retum was 

dependent upon the realization that 'they are still the same' as much as 'she is still 

the same'. Thus, the paranoid doubt that accompanies the suspicion of others is yet 

another threat against which normative heterosexuality is compelled to defend 

itself, another element in the orchestra of challenges posed by homosexuality to the 

stability and certainty of heterosexuality. 

54 Maybe this reaction - ostensibly the loss of a 'heterosexual' fnend when she came out as 
lesbian - sewed as an uninvited reminder of the melanchofic loss of the person's own lesbian desire. As 
Judith Butler (1997) theorized, a melachoiic heterosexual subjectivity is founded upon a double 
negation: 

The fomiiln ' 1  have never looed' some of siniilar gender and '1  I m e  nevu lost' any siich 
person predicates the '1' on the 'never-never ' of that love and loss. (p.  23) 



The excerpts above outline three ways in which the boundary between 

certainty/doubt and hetero/homo are less than watertight. Heterosexuals might find 

thernselves in the closet of someone else, may be suspected of being closeted, and 

may even suspect their own heterosexuality. Constructing the silent closet, 

foreclosing the very possibility of lesbian subjectivity within discourse, attempts to 

stabilize the boundary between self-assured heteronormativity and marginalized 

lesbian sexuality. Heteronormative discourses repeatedly deploy the logics of 

misplaced masculinity and misdirected femininity to describe and defend against 

lesbian desire. These tropes consmict homosexuality through mundane and 

everyday ways of talking, of remembering, of silencing, of telling stories. Queer 

theories allow us to read these mundane, everyday ways of talking as 

heteronormative scripts enlisted to uphold normalcy. Accordingly, 1 have employed 

a deconstructive queer analysis to turn 'the lesbian closet' inside/out, or at least 

begin to undermine the certainty of the boundaries between inside/ouhide, 

doubt/certainty, and homo /hetero. My purpose has been to dis / locate normal 

discursive functions of 'the closet', to question the certainty of heteronormativity 

and draw attention to why it has been compelled to prove ih certainsr and 

normalcy . 

Gazing at a Lesbian Icon 

The life histories often focused on the dress and appearance of female PE 

teachers, which seemed to be the most powerful visual means of communicating 

gender and sexuality. This section outlines how dress and appearance worked to 

normalize sexuality, via the taken for granted assumptions of a heteronormative 

gaze, and then shifts locations to consider a lesbim gaze. To this extent, my 

interpretations seek the absent gaze, the look  which are not acknowledged, to hint 

at how normal ways of looking and being looked at, as a female physical education 

teacher, are twisted to fit with familiar, heteronormative narratives. 



Dress, appearance and style communicate genders and sexualities in 

conjunction with, but also in excess of, verbal discourse. That is to say, images of 

another person do not necessarily function through linguistic signs and symbols but 

may also operate as visual icons (Presnell & Deetz, 1996). Icons, explain Presnell and 

Deetz (1996), €undion as "visual fragments that set into play a conceptual 

constellation. The image is a mere desiccated trace of life that, when water is added, 

can become an instant full-blown We[tnnschnu ring" (p. 300). 

Consider Jenny's explanation of the impact of her appearance: 

1 can't imagine that some middfe-aged Mtim rvnlks in and sees me nnd doesn't kind of 

ïvonder, but 70120 knows? (lenny) 

J ~ M Y ' S  statement calls up several assumptions about her femininity, and 

therefore her sexuality, which she didn't state explicitly as she is aware how her own 

appearance functions as a visual icon for a 'middle-aged Mum'. She also 

acknowledged how the gaze of her students allowed hem to assess her sexuality, 

based on the 'conceptual constellation' set into play by, among other things, her 

haircut and cfothes: 

1 ïvorild alrnost parantee ~lzat crery single kid, if tliey cion't know they mtrst srispect 

tizat I 'm a dyke becarise 1 see them look. Cannen drops nie oJJ when 1 h u e  a trip - here 

we nre, ive're loading the btis, and 1 drive in with this other ruomnn roith short Iiair, 

wearing pants (Jenny). 

So we could think of dress and appearance as a discourse of visual signs 

which play a part in constructing gender and sexuality and, as Patrick Fuery (1995) 

writes, "the gaze is not simply the act of perception ... It is the powerful discursive 



order that has direct connections, via epistemic operations, to power and 

knowledge" (p. 119); furthemore, it is this discursive quality that "transforms the 

act of looking and being looked at into processes of the gaze." (p. 118). In addition, 

appearance and body image are deeply embedded in the psyche, as constitutive parts 

of 'identity', through processes of intemalization and identification. My use of the 

term 'gaze' does not literally refer to the looks that pass between students and 

teachers in PE classes; rather, it refers to a process which mediates how appearance is 

understood, what appearance is trying to cornmunicate in the display (or 

performance) and the gaze (the consumption). 

Under a homophobic gaze, the icon of the female PE teacher may unleash a 

constellation of fears - transgression of gender roles, unferninine appearance, 

masculinization through sport, homosexual recruitment - al1 of which challenge 

normative female heterosexuality. On the other hand, a homoerotic gaze can 

interpret the same icon quite differently - positive role-model, homoerotic 

athleticism, masculine fetish-object. 

According to Patrick Fuery's (1995) interpretation of Lacan, the gaze is more 

than looking or being looked at, nor is there any single, binary or even three-way 

construction of the gaze; rather, there is a 'heterology of the gaze' involving eye- 

twisters and the empty eye, in addition to the Lure, trap, shame of the gaze. The 

workings of Lacan's eye-twisters (Azigenverdreher) demonstrate the complexity of 

the workings of the gaze: 

Wlim rue see something totnlly new we nrb orir eyes, rue blink rnpidly, rue frvist 

otrtrhead to one sidr to try to assimilnte the unfarniliar, the iincnnny, the 

defarniliarised. Biit rulint rue renlly try to do is drnru the new huist into the old twist, 

the established discourse, the fnmiliar pattern ... Narrative doesn 't seem to twist the 

gaze, and yet fhis is precisely rulzat it does in a constant and highly fomrtilated 



fashion, so mtrch so that euents, histories, acts of interpretnfion beconte truisted into 

narratives su that they fit more ensily irito the nct of gazing. ( p .  119) 

Physical education discourses attempt to normalize heterosexuality for girls 

and women through visual and verbal discourses that rely on the logic of 

heterosexuality which glues gender and sex together. Whenever gender and sex 

appear to challenge this logic, sexuality is called into question and the lesbian as 

Other is glimpsed. If the lesbian Other beginç to gaze too openly or corne into view 

too clearly, normative femininity must be reasserted in order to maintain a clear 

distinction between the self and Other - this clear distinction is always a delusion. 

Thus while normative heterosexuality requires the lesbian Other for it's own sense 

of self, the boundary between hetero/homo is unstable and so it must constantly 

work to keep the Other on the outside and reassert normative femininity. But 

relations of power always operate in multiple directions, so even as normative 

ferninine heterosexuality reasserts itself, a lesbian gaze operates outside, across and 

inside the hetero/homo divide. 

This section explores how the appearance of female PE teachers has been 

regulated by the gaze of a heterosexual imaginary via the continual surveillance of 

ubiquitous sweat pants, sweat shirts, whistles or earrings within the profession. The 

women's life histories illustrated how the institutional discourse about 'feminine 

appearance' in physical education has altered over the course of the women's lives: 

from pant suits in the 1950s, dress codes lasting into the 1970s; to styles of feminine 

dress currently available to white female teachers. Marion provided the earliest 

recollection about the importance of female appearance: 

In the early 50s they were ciebating zohetlrer rvornen - this ruas not jiist P E  tenclters it 

was eveyone - shoiild zvear pnnt snits. I can remmiber going to a staff meeting one tinre 



and they were Qing to decide becarrse nt that time the other tenclters ïvere d l  in 

skirts and, you knozu, blouses and sweaters and dresses. 1 rentember tlrnt nnd tftey were 

t y i n g  to decide zvhether thnt rvas appropriate zuear. And eventtrnlly 011 the tenchers 

ïuore pant srrits n lot. 

Later, in the early 1970s, she recalled how concems about female physical 

educators' appearance of heterosexual femininity were formalized via dress codes: 

Marion: Well..there suas sonie talk abotit zvhaf .rue slzorilci and shorddn't menr 1 

renzenzber but there zvas more emphasis the second time 1 ïoent bnck becaiise 

the fello.ro zvho ruas kind qf in charge of the PE p r o p n t  snid "Let's get rid 

of this stereotype..We don't have to wear the bnggy szuerrt pnnts and nll 

t h n t .  " 

Hea t her:  And that zuns zolzat people zuere wenring .... ? 

Marion: Brit the first tinte, not very rnrrch suas snid. Brit the second timr I zvent bnck 

to school tlrere seenrrd to be n little bit more emphnsis on the fnct tlrat yoir 

corild be a PE teaclier and be feminine. And 1 don't remember anybody saying 

v e y  nziiclr tlre first time arorind. 

Hen t h er:  Becarrse people zveren ' t  zuom-ed abotit it or ....... ? 

Marion: 1 tlzink people jrrst accepteci i f  and said "This is the ~ o a y  it is ". 

Both Marion and Bethany reflected on how they presented their 

heterosexuality through their style of dress. Bethany acknowledged the pressure, 

and possibly hinted at the benefits, of conforming to heteronormative expectations: 



1 zuear mnke rcp; 1 wear earrings. [ f t  means! fitting in mith the zuay society sees yorr. 1 

don ' t  knoru any other rvay and I'm not really brave enoirgh to do anything else. I'ue 

tliotight nborit it a fno tinzes btit I am traditional. 

Marion also çpoke to the particular pressures facuig female physical educators 

whose work clothes (baggy sweat pants, Nikes) were easily perceived as 

'un fe minine': 

Wlten 1 wns planning m y  year 1 alzuays borrght nry litlir track oirtfits, 1 alrvnys had to 

ha-ùe n m  Nikes. But 1 zuould tlrink about zuhat tu wem for the parent-teacher meetings 

becnirsr 1 ruanted to look nice and not look so ...y on knoru. 1 didn't ruear my track oirtfits 

to the Parent-Teacher thing. So 1 rvorrld think about zvenrirzg sornething tlint kind of 

tnilored yet ferninine and eaerything. 

Particular versions of normative feminine appearance have been 

institutionalized within physical education. The instances above illustrated some of 

the ways that an imaginary heterosexual gaze has defined and regulated styles, 

clothes and women's bodies. The question must surely be asked why has this 

concem about 'feminine' appearance persisted within physical education discourse 

from Marion's early years of teaching in the 1950s well into the 1990s? On the 

surface, concerns over feminine appearance represent attempts to dispel the 

'masculine', read 'lesbian', stereotype which have haunted the profession. This has 

been achieved by keephg a feminine/masculine boundary firmly intact, allowing 

normative femininity to continually reassert itself as natural and homogenous 

without the gender trouble of "interfering heterogeneityH55 (Felman, 1987: 61). This 

55 Shoshana Felman (1987) used Lacan's notion of reflexivity to darify the difference between 



normalizing process becomes dearer when the inseparability of sexuality and gender 

is examined. Heteronormativity requires gender and sexuality to be linked - for 

women to appear feminine and men to appear masculine. This intemal logic of 

heterosexuality is troubled by other forms of sexuality where female/feminine, 

male/masculine are not so clearly linked. Thus women who disrupt this logic by 

appearing too masculine run the risk of being positioned outside the heterosexual 

self as Other and, within physical education, this has historically meant as 'lesbian'. 

Nonetheless, a lesbian gaze has operated within physical education despite 

the professions' attempts to ignore it. As Michel Foucault (1978) obsewed, "silence 

and secrecy are a shelter for power, anchoring its prohibitions; but they also loosen 

its hold and provide for relatively obscure areas of tolerance" (p. 101). Thus, because 

the boundaries between feminine/masculine, inside/outside, homo/hetero can 

never be fully secured, women's physical education has provided an occult site for 

unimaginable lesbian gazes. It becomes more apparent how a lesbian gaze can 

circulate inside single-sex classes, changing rooms, Mendships, parent-teacher 

evenings, faculty meetings and so on, even as heteronormative FE discourses 

refuses its presence. 

Moreover, what if the normalization of feminine heterosexuality in physical 

educa tion - that is, the preceding normalizing institutional discourses and those 

constituted as subjects within it - has seen, recognized, known, felt and desired the 

lesbian Other? What if, as Deborah Britzrnan (1997) dared to ask, within the 

discourses of normalization there have been moments of (mis)recognition that "the 

other to the homophobe is heterosexuality" (p. 34). What then? Maybe the driving 

humanistic and psychoanaiytic modes of reflectivity or self-reflection which elucidated the 
poststructural discourses about fragmented and unified identities. Her phrase 'interfering 
heterogeneity' refered to psychoanalytic seif-reflection in which symmetry in the recognition of the 
self is iilusionary, "a symmetry that subsumes aii difference within a delusion of a unified and 
homogenous individual identity" (p. 61). 



force behind heteronormativity has not been to completely dispel the negative 

stereotype but merely to devalue it; to maintain the negative associations of 

'lesbian'; to retain the hierarchical relation between hetero/homo. Maybe, the very 

normalcy of the physical education profession has relied on keeping the stereotype 

of the unferninine lesbian at a safe distance as the Other, the 'specter', the dangerous 

icon and, most importantly, the not-me. 

One last point - remernbering how visible bodies of physical education 

teachers are, due to the content and pedagogy of physical education itself, it becomes 

easier to understand how, under a homoerotic gaze, the PE teacher may become a 

lesbian icon. Presnell and Deetz (1996) foreground the comection between a visual 

icon as a spectacle and as a fetish object. If we accept that the gendered appearance of 

the female PE teacher may be remembered by some as visual icon of female 

masculinity, it reinforces the notion that she may also be constructed as a 'lesbian 

fetish-object' (de Lauretis, 1994). This raises questions about how students, in 

particular, gaze upon their teachers as lesbian icons. 

Teaching Desire 

Denise and 1 started to discuss this in later interviews: 

Hea t h e  r: Do yoii tliink that girls ïuho rnay be gay are more likely to have cnrshrs on 

tlzeir phys ed teacher [fhan other tenchers]? 

Denise: Well 1 think it ruas ntaybe more the cnse in p s t  years than it is noru 

becnitse 1 tltirzk nt one tinte the P E  tenclrer dressed in a certniri runy, thry 

were more caszd in their dress, there zuns less formality in the phys ed 

sitirntion t h n  in a regzilar classroom. And noru yozr can go into any of the 

classroonls and tltere's not a greaf deal of differencr betzueen hozu the PE 

tendter dresses nnd n regular teacher. 



What Denise hinted at can be explored in more detail, through the discourse 

of the 'schoolgirl cmsh'. Lesbian historian Martha Vicinus (1989) examined this 

phenomenon which was prevalent in English boarding schools from the 1870s 

onwards - a phenomenon which was so comrnon that it was also known as a 

'rave', 'spoon', 'smash', 'pash' for passion and a 'flame'. She noted that for most 

young girls these flames focused on publicly admired figures who were at the same 

time remote yet Çamiliar, either the head girl, a favorite young teacher, or a games 

captain. Well into the twentieth century, raves were openly discussed in the 

discourse of women's education, safely contained as controllable adolescent phase 

and apprenticeship for rnarriage. Vicinus noted that the enky of the New Woman 

into the public sphere, however, provided too much of a threat to normative views 

about femininity so that single-sex institutions were attacked, teachers' friendships 

stigmatized and raves disparaged as permanently distorting. Scientization also 

played its part. The medical discourse of sexology emerging in the 1880s started to 

conceptualize the rave in psycho-biological terms, as Havelock Ellis decreed: 

while tkere is m z  iinquestiunable sema1 element in the 'Jarne' relntionslrip, tizis cannof 

be regarded as an absoltite rxpression of renl congenital perversion of the su-instinct. 

(cited in Vicintis, 1989: 227) 

Although, as Vicinus astutely obsewed, the influence of sexological discourse 

in labeling rave as deviant was by no means straightforward. The pathologization of 

homosexuality, initiated at the tum of the century in sexological discourses, began to 

have noticable effects on women's physical education in the United States from the 

1920s onwards. Sports histonan Susan Cahn (1994b) obsewed that open 

acknowledgment of same-sex cmshes between female physical education students 

and instmctors coexisted for a while alongside emerging concems about 



homosexual deviance, but after the second world war McCarthy-driven fears about 

the 'homosexual menace' led to dress codes mandating ferninine athletic uniforms, 

a shift from single-sex to coed athletic programs, and even to coed courses designed 

to foster "a broader, keener, more sympathetic understanding of the opposite sex" (p. 

182). 

This section explores how the status of a fernale teacher combined with 

physical education's focus on the body form a unique object for queer desire. 

Teachers, in the broadest sense, can become the object of a student's hansference 

desire due to the knowledge which they are presumed to possess (Felrnan, 1987); 

however, in physical education this knowledge is more directly concemed with the 

body than any other subject in formal schooling. This is compounded by the fact that 

the athleticism of women in physical education has often challenged traditional 

notions of femininity, given the long-standing associations between masculinity 

and a thleticism. 

Before moving on, a note about desire in pedagogy is required. For many, 

teachers are amongst the most significant adult 'Others' encountered outside the 

familial home. They are uniquely positioned in the parade of Others which pass 

through an individual's psychic development, on the cusp between parents and 

lovers, on the trajectory between infancy and adulthood. As Freud himself 

reminisced, "we courted them and tumed Our backs on them, we imagined 

sympathies and antipathies which probably had no existence" (Freud in Felman, 

1987, p. 84). It should come as no surprise then if teachers are often remembered (or 

repressed) as significant Others, as a good influence, as positive role models. But 

what does it mean when we cite a pedagogical relationship as 'significant', when we 

regard a teacher as a positive role model, even to the extent that we foUow in her 

footsteps? Transference and identification are key concepts in understanding the 

unique type of relationship which can form between a student and their teacher(s). 



Transference, in the psychoanalytic sense, is necessary for leaming to take place, or 

as Shoshana Felman (1987) puts it, transference is '730th the energetic spring and 

interpretive key" to the functioning of authority which leads to the realization that 

"teaching is not a purely cognitive, informative experience, it is also an emotional, 

erotic experience" (p. 86). h Lacanian terms, the teacher becomes seen by the student 

as the "subject presumed to know" (Felman, 1987: 84) and transference occurs when 

a student desires the 'knowledge' which the teacher (supposedly) possesses. Patrick 

Fuery (1995) raises the subtle yet important point that what is desired is "not simply 

the knowledge of something, but the knowledge of knowledge, and the desirable 

status of this knowledge" (p. 51). Transference entails a desire for the teacher's 

knowledge which, in the special context of physical education, also happens to be 

knowledge of the body, a particularly embodied form of knowledge. We might ask 

where and how does a boundary get constructed between, for example, a student's 

desire for gymnastic knowledge, intellectual knowledge and erotic knowledge? 

Maybe it is the proximity of such desires, inscribed onto the body of the FE teacher, 

which is at the heart of female sexualities in women's physical education. 

To gain insight into desires for the teacher, it might be more revealing to look 

at the finer distinctions between erotic and platonic desire. A mundane description 

of the 'erotic' is provided by Webster's: 

n close relationship betwem risu. opposite-sexed persons in ruhich an elernent of se-mal 

attraction or libidinal desire hns been eitizer so strppressed or so stiblimnted that it is 

gmerally beliaied to be absent. (Webster's Dic tionn y, 7986: 7 735) 

Imrnediately we can see how 'erotic' and 'platonic' gain meaning only in 

terms of their 'différance', with platonic having meaning only as the absence of 

erotic. In education and physical education especially, a great deal of discursive work 



is expended to maintain the distinction between erotic and platonic relations 

between students and teachers. Evidence of this can be found in the prohibition of 

diildhood sexuality (Foucault, 1978), the close regulation of adolescent 

heterosexuality in sex education and professional silences about the erotic 

(Guttman, 1996). While it may be difficult and somewhat arbitrary to locate the 

boundary between the erotic and platonic, the tolerable and taboo, it is reasonable to 

suggest that there appears to be considerable slippage across the erotic/platonic 

boundary in spite of the policing attempts of normative educational discourse. 

Like all oppositions, the boundary between platonic and erotic is tenuous at 

best. There are always moments and instances when the boundaries are traversed 

and transgressed, revealing their hherent instability. Referring to Derrida's logic of 

the supplement, "what something is is thoroughly inhabited by what it is not" and 

this in tum requires the recognition of the other-in-self and self-in-other (Sampson, 

1989: 16). The following interpretations suggest the presence of eros where it seems 

to be absent - the erotic trace - and thus present the way student-teacher relations 

are constructed as a potent, yet frequently sublimated, discourse in the development 

of homo/heterosexual identities and storylines. This leads into Demda's critique of 

the metaphysics of presence, where he asserted there can be no primary presence; 

that is, meaning is produced through the constant deferral of presence, through the 

absence of the Other. Thus any absolute or fixed difference in meaning is impossible, 

thereby opening up each term to slightly different meanings (that is, creating the 

possibility of deconstruction). It is this Derridean notion of différance which 

underpins the following interpretations of how the women in the study talked 

about their own physical education teachers. 

Lisa's remembered her PE teacher as an inspiration: 



[Slte] :uns my inspiration to become a phys ed teacher nctiially. She jrist rerninded me of 

rnyself. 1 didn't know I zotttrted tu be n tencher at fhat fime, but she inspired me jzlst 

becarise of the ïuay she mas with fhe kids. She ruas an nuthority but she mas also qiiite 

laid bnck otitsicie the classroom because she coached quite a fmu sports as well, 

Lisa stated that her teacher's infonnality and accessibility in coaching 

situations distinguished her from other teachers, possibly hintuig at a less formal 

relationship and one where identification and transference were more possible. She 

recalled that her teacher's way of being with the kids influenced her later deciçion to 

become a teacher, expressing desire for a specific way of pedagogical knowing, of 

accessibility, informality and firmness which she regarded as more likely in a 

physical education (specifically, coaching) context. Lisa's description of her teacher in 

these terms follows a common script in physical education - of the teacher being 

informal, casual. Indeed many physical education teachers claim the informality of 

the coaching situation to be one of the most rewarding aspects of their work, a 

situation in which less authoritative relationships can be formed with students. 

Possibly more interesting was Lisa's observation that "she reminded me of 

myself'. If we return once more to a psychoanaiytic interpretation, the remark leads 

us to consider the prominent role played by this teacher in Lisa's chain of 

identifications.1 This cornmonplace explanation serves an important normalizing 

function in which erotic desire can be sublimated in informal, casual student 

teacher relationships. Such sublimation is an important way of dealing with 

counter-transference on the teacher's part, but it can also obfuscate homoerotic 

desires of students- The boundary between admiring the informality and closeness 

of being around the physical education teacher and sublimated erotic transference 

ont0 the teacher is by no means fixed or impermeable. Precisely where this 

boundary is constructed is critically important given the relations of power inherent 



in a pedagogical relationship; but what is also important is how homoerotic and 

heteroerotic student desires are constructed differently. This leads to questions about 

the implications of disavowing same-sex teenage crushes in heteronormative, if not 

homophobic, educational contexts where scripts for the development of lesbian 

identities are either absent, pathologized or devalued. 

Desinng the wmnastic body 

Trust and physicality were the comerstones of Jenny's mernories of her PE 

teacher - the bodily experience of being taken to new heights under her mentorship. 

J e ~ y  remembered her PE teacher's influence on her sense of self and her gymnastic 

bod y-image: 

Slie did gymnastics. And she ruas SO NEAT becartse rny image of my body zms not tlmt 

of a gyrnnast. She snru tlzat 1 wns very strong, and 1 didn't hnue LZ lot of fear so she got 

me iip for gyntnastics. Attd 1 jrist loved it! I kept jumping nnd doing flips, and slre lzad me 

doing s tr$f  1 nmer thougtrt 1 cotrld do. 

She was yozing, yori knom, and a e y  oibrant nnd I still rementber her. 

Jenny discovered a form of knowledge she desired, the very physicality of 

jumps and flips. This desire could be interpreted as the ludic exploration of her 

body's movements or as nothing more than the instrumental outcome of 'effective 

teaching'. To an extent Jemy desired the immediate knowledge of how to do 

gymnastics, what Patick Fuery (1995) referred to as the knowledge of something; 

however, her story also hinted at more deep-seated identifications. 

It is not only gymnastic skill, but body image, a la& of fear and a love for the 

process which color Jemy's account. In remembering her teacher as a person who 

'did' gymnastics, who recognized her strength and courage, who took her (literally) 

to new heights we get a glimpse into why Jemy Mill remembers her'. She 



remembered entrusthg not only her body but her body image to her teacher, and 

identifymg with her teacher as youthful, vibrant, and gymnastic. Retuming to the 

notions of trançference and desire, we cannot separate Jenny's desire for gymnastic 

skills from how these very skills were inscribed ont0 a 'vibrant, young and 

gymnastic' body. We could surmise that for Jenny the 'desired status of the 

knowledge' is embedded within her teacher's physicality, a desire for her gymnastic 

body. 

Desirine the feminist bodv 

Bethany admired the independence of her PE teacher as a divorced, single- 

parent breaking from the constraints of normal femininity of the time: 

Then 1 sirnply realized that she was divorced, and she ruas raising a child. She didn't 

seenz to be the ruay tliat I recognizrd most ruonrm being coy and stlbseruient to men. She 

didn't seem to have al1 tl~ose characteristics that other ruonien seemed to hnoe. She 

did rulzat she wanted to do ... She did rnake it uery easy for nie to select this job. 

Bethany identified with her PE teacher because she "didn't seem to have al1 

those characteristics that other women seemed to have" and admired the sexual 

independence of her teacher, that she could be divorced, a single parent, assertive 

with men. This is quite different from Bethany's expectations as an adolescent: 

Whm you groru trp in the o i i n t y  tlzat's zulrat yori do. Yorr get niamed. You jiist hnoe to 

jïnd somebody to many .  

Her teacher presented a version of womanhood which was both attractive 

and mattainable. She desired the fantasy of redefining marriage, of pursuing a 

career, or re-writing the traditional script of female heterosexuality. It has taken 



Bethany a long tirne to reach a similar place in her life, although her image of her 

teacher and the present image of herself bear a strïking resemblance56. A normal 

way of being female was partially resisted by Bethany who identified strongly with 

her PE teacher. Her memories of being inspired by this emancipated woman were 

powerful yet platonic; there was little room for (homo)sexuality in Bethany's tale. 

This absence of homoeroticism was consistent with Bethany's adult heterosexual 

identity, and resonated strongly with her sense of being sexually and hancially 

independent. Bethany remembered how her teacher embodied sexual relations 

which were relatively independent, desire for a different version of hetero- 

femininity lived out by her teacher - what could be termed desire for a feminist 

body. 

Desirina the lesbian bodv 

In a telling moment of lesbian insiderism, Denise and 1 both recollected 

having crushes on our own teachers: 

Heather: 1 know as a strident I zuns MADLY in loue zvitlr nty phys ed teaclrers. 

Denise: Riglit, 1 ruas too ... until slre got nrnm-ed! 

Jenny recounted her increasing awareness of erotic desires for female teachers 

and mentors, moving from her high school FE teacher to an undergraduate 

561his raises the issue of how the recoiiection itself reinforced Bethany's m e n t  sense of identity. As 
Madan Sarup (1996) succinctly observed: 

ive know that the past nlways marks the present, but often the pnst consists of n 
selectively approprinted set of mernories and discoiirses. This mny be becnuse the 
stories people tell of their pnsts have much to do rvitlz their shoring irp of their self- 
rrnderstanding.(p. 40) 



professor and climawing with a sexual relation with a Camp Diredor when she was a 

Camp Counselor. 

Miss Morris but 1 don't ktloi17 if i f  ims  a cmsh  as rnticlr as. .. 1 know 1 really liked lrer a lot 

but I don't renrernber lznuing fantasies about sleeping svitlr lrer or anytlzing brrt slze ?vas 

n zuomnn, nnti slze zvns a F E  teacl~er. I f  ruas okay to do fim P E  stzrfl svith lzer. So there 

ruas probably sonre of that. 

Retrospec tively, Jenny admitted the possibility of ero ticism in her relation 

with a university professor, conceding that "maybe on some level I knew": 

And one of niy favorite profs, 1 ivasn't attracted to hm ... nraybe on some leml 1 kind of 

bzm ... but 1 looed to talk ïuitlz lzer and 1 Ioved her course nrzd got really hi@ marks in 

if and 1 zrsed to hang otit with her as much as a stzcdent und a prof c m .  

Lisa, like Jenny, described an erotic crush on her undergraduate professor. 

Oh I lzad a posuerfrrl cnrsh ou one of my irniversity teachers. Yenh, acfzially one niglit I 

roent otrt to a pnrty alrd I ended up pkoning her - I don't knosv f I got tlmmgh. Slze nid 

talk fo me tlre next dny so nraybe I nmer did get the riglzt nzrmber, 1 don't krtosu! 

(lazlghs). 

Through their recollections about more explicitly erotic desires for some 

teachers, Denise, Lisa and Jemy attested to lesbian desires directed towards the 

teacher's body. The substance of the women's desires are quite diverse, ranging from 

platonic to erotic - admiration, inspiration, physical tutelage, images of the self, 

sexual independence, and sexual desire -- al1 swirling within discourses of 



pedagogical desire for the 'subject who is presurned to know'57, illustrating the 

immanence of an erotic fernale body in physical education. 

Being the obiect of desire 

Whereas the women fondly reminisced about a teacher whom had 

been influential for them as students, they were more circumspect about 

being the focus of their students' desires? This final section explored how 

teachers respond to students' transference desires; that is, the notion of 

counter-trançference. "In human relationships, sympathies and antipathies 

usually provoke a similar emotional response in the person they are 

addressed tom explains Shoshana Felman (1987), and so "the pedagogical 

situation may thus degenerate into an imaginary mirror game of love and 

571t is beyond the p w i e w  of the data to atternpt a specific psychoanalytic reading of Lisa's 
identification with her teacher. 1 thirik it is possible to use a psychoanalytic concept of identification 
metaphorically, in order to introduce the unknowable and unconsuous aspects into my interpretation of 
students' desire for the teacher. Here 1 am using the terrn 'identification' in a psychoanalytic sense, 
drawing primady on an explanation provided by Wiiliarn Meissner (1981) who differentiates between 
the psychïc process of incorporation, introjection and identification as follows: 

Identification is a process of interna1 orgnnization and syntitesis zoithin the ego whiciz 
is ca&d on essentinlly as a nrodeling and self-organization process in whicli t k  object 
representntion is left iritnct and no translation of objecf elmrents into the self- 
orgtznitation takes place. niiis, ruhile incorporation and introjection can be understood 
as defensiae measzwes and ways of denling with the intolernble t h e n t  of separntion 
fronr or loss of the object, in i h t i f i cn t ion  the object is left totally intact nnd distinct 
and its inherent separateness is not only folernted but presemed. ( p .  53) 

Altematively, one might start from the definition of identification given by Lapianche and 
Pontalis (1973) as: 

a psychological prncess roitereby the siibject assirnilntes nn aspect, property or nttribiite 
of the other and is trnnsformed, rulzolly or partly, after the nrodel tlze otlzer provides. 
( p .  305) 

One might question how these desires are related to the sexing and gendering of bodies in 
physical education. Why is it that the physical education teacher features so prominently in these 
recollections? How are these recollections comected to the storylines in each of the women's lives? Or 
how are these memories of PE teachers deployed by wornen who have become PE teachers? 

5 8 ~ o r e  candid stories about samesex 'teenage crushes' were told by PE teachers in Squires and 
Sparkes (1996) life history research, stories which would lend themselves to this type of 
psychoanalytic interpretation. 



hate, where each of the participants would unconsciously enact past conflicts 

and emotions, unwarranted by the current situation and disruptive with 

respect to the real issues, unsettling the topical stakes of analysis or 

education" (p. 86). There is considerable disagreement, stress Laplanche and 

Pontalis (1973), whether counter-transference inchdes "everything in the 

analyst's [teacher's] personality liable to affect the treatrnent" or only "those 

unconscious processes which are brought about in the analyst [teacher] by the 

transference of the analysand [student]" (p. 93). Applying the more expansive 

notion to pedagogical contexts, the rïsks accompanying teachers' conter- 

transference have led to the assertion that teachers must somehow gain 

insight into their own "transferential mechanisms", which would assist them 

to understand their students' desires and their own desires (Felman, 1987). 

Moreover, Freud stated what may seem obvious but which is crucial to the 

present interpretation of desires for/of the physical educator that the teacher 

[analyst] "must also possess some kind of superiority so that in certain 

situations he c m  a b  as a model for his patient and in others as a teacher" 

(Freud cited in Felman, p. 87). 

1s it possible to argue that social silences about homosexuality (that is, 

heteronormative discourse) are also constructed at the level of individual's psychic 

processes. If so, one might contend that for generations of teachers growing up 

within heteronormative contexts, one manifestation of counter-transference will be 

to repeat the silencing and erasure of homosexuality - a retum of the repressed, if 

you like. In other words, the psychic repression of homoerotic transference desires 

(compounded by silencing caused by the heterosexual irnaginary in discourse) can 

retum as an unconscious feature in some teachers' counter-transference, a feature 

that might be termed 'homophobic counter-transference'. Undoubtedly this form of 

counter-transference is one (of several) socio-psydiic processes which, in Judith 



Butler's (1990) terms, propels heterosexuality to repeatedly assert itself as originary 

and natural. 

Silence as counter-transference 

Al1 the women in the study implied, more or less directly, that same- 

sex crushes had, in all probability, never been directed towards themselves 

and their narratives maintained the silence surroundhg their own students' 

lesbian desires. This can be thought of as one way in which counter- 

transference can operate for teachers. Although referring to the analytic 

setting particularly, Lee Crespi (1995) drew attention to silence and neutrality 

about homosexuality as symptomatic of counter-transference on the analyst's 

part, an observation which 1 think goes part way to explaining the silences 

which echoed in the women's narratives.59 

Questions about being the object of student same-sex desire elicited 

ambiguous responses from the teachers who identified as lesbian. On the one 

hand Lisa and Jemy downplayed any persona1 knowledge of being the object 

of their students' homoerotic desire, while on the other hand their lesbian 

friends were both curious and skeptical about their denials. 

Hea t her:  Do yoii see that sanre tlring rcer ocmrring with yorl nozu tlmt yort 're n 

tencher? 

Lisa: Ho7v corne m e y b o d y  asks me tltat? luanne asks nre thnt nll tire 

t irne(1airglzs). 

Heatlrer: Weil thnt's important in itself, zvhy do rue nsk tlrat question? 

59~respi  (1995) also suggested several specific reasons for silent, homophobic counter- 
transference which cannot be extrapolated beyond the analytic relationship. It is also beyond the 
detail of the data to do more at this point than merely suggest that silence and erasure of homoerotic 
desire may, and I stress may, indicate some form of unconscious repetitions on behalf of the teacher. 



Heather: Do yorr tlzink any of your sfildents had cmshes on yotc? 

Jenny: MY FRIENDS ASK ME THAT (lnrcghing) and 1 say "Oh, zvlty worild nnyone 

hnoe a cmsh on me?" (HS laziglrs) And tkey're like, "Ohhh, 1 bef lots of 

tlzenr do! " 

1 mean this is not a strong area for me, picking those things rrp. My pnrtner 

jusf lairglrs 'cos SWOOSH (gesfzues straight over lrer Iteud) . 

Su 1 really, REALLY Itonestly I wotild sny probnbly not. 1 don't get n sense of 

thnt. TItey al1 have cntsltes on Brïan. You know, long-hnired, srnsitive, 

kind of grly with a grizzled face. Yeah, lhey al1 love hirn. 

I don't L7torn. As 1 said, rny F e n d s  don't believe me zuhen 1 Say i f .  

Asking whether female students have cmshes on their female PE teachers 

seems to be a FAQ - a 'hequently asked question' - within Lisa and Jenny's lesbian 

cornmunities. Their friends' skeptical response to their denials seemed equally 

commonplace, supporting the idea that the female PE teacher has served as an icon 

within these lesbian communities. 

Jenny, on the other hand, coped with the possibility that she might be the 

object of same-sex student desire by failing to 'pick up those sort of things', stressing 

the evidence of heterosexual cmshes on a male colleague, and by distancing herself 

from the lesbian folklore and FAQ. Similarly, Lisa was surprised why other lesbians 

seemed to ask this question so frequently. Given Lisa and Jenny's memories of 

desires for their own teachers, their denial of sirnilar desires in their students 

appears contradictory. It could be, however, that their denial is a way of coping with 

these desires - that is, counter-transference through disavowal. How much of Jenny 

and Lisa's disavowal of lesbian student desire can be attributed to unconscious 



counter-transference and how much to deliberate strategies of professional self- 

surveillance is d i f f id t  to discem. 

Lisa cautiously speculated that one of her students might have had a 

crush on her, but provides no clues as to the attraction, the substance of her 

s tudents' desire: 

Orte o f  nzy ESL kids, Mahala, n girl fiom lraq. She's just sirch n sïueetlteart. She's a 

grent kid and ker sister's been in Canada four years and they iuere sepnrnted. And 1 

thotrght ker sister said sonte comment to nte once about "Oh Miss Logan doesnpt men like 

boys anyzvay!" with a m i l e  on her face. And Mahala kind of srniled and looked ai nie 

[mith the corner?] she's got these big eyes. Btit 1 wasn ' t  sure if 1 knd kenrd it right. So 

maybe, ninybe not. 

Denise was less circumspect about student crushes. Homoeroticism in 

Denise's mernories of student-teacher relations was both fondly remembered and 

strictly denied. At tirnes she talked explicitly about same-sex desire and relationships 

between students and their teachers, including her own. Other times, she 

emphasized the strictly platonic nature of her relationships with students, her 

teaching context and cumculum. She stressed that al1 student issues about sexuality 

were directed towards the school cowelor, havïng "no place inside the 

gymnasium". As a counter-transference mechanism, this distanced rather than 

silenced same-sex desires and so establishes a balance between acknowledging and 

deflecting students' potential desires for her. 

If we accept these speculations about teachers' counter-transference, it 

indicates how homophobia and heterocentrism c m  be rooted within the 

unconsciousness of individual teachers, and arguably tluoughout the 

collective psyche of the teaching profession. This in tum points to how 



homophobia operates within the teachîng profession, beyond the level of 

rational educational discourse. One might wonder about the effefectiveness of 

rational, behavioristic attitude-adjustment approaches to homophobia in 

light of these speculations, and question whether current anti-homophobic 

initiatives cm hnction at the level of these unconscious desires and counter- 

transferences.60 

Not being able to confront the way students desire the body of the female PE 

teacher reinforces the heteronormative stalemate which has prevailed for so long, 

but acknowledging eros in pedagogical relationship needs guidelines which 1 think 

cm be extrapolated from the analytic relationship. Hans Loewald's (1978) eloquent 

consideration of how love and transference can be engaged in remaking the self 

describes the opportunity and task facing physical educators and the physical 

education profession: 

Tramference does not mean that rue are condeniued to nzindiess re-ennctment of early 

love reintions. Nor does co~zscioris tmderstanding of ntitonrntic repetitions, of tinconscioiis 

trnnsfirence nzanifestntions, lend to the elinzinntion of tran$errnce. Consciotisness of 

trnnsference nzenns thnt the l i~irig interpenetration of inner pnst and present can be 

resurned. (p.  49) 

Similarly, dis/locating intellectual attention ont0 lesbian gazes and desires 

within women's physical education necessitates pragmatic guidelines regarding 

concrete practices within the profession; but for now, my purpose has simply been to 

60 1 am indebted to Deborah Britzman for introducing me to the issues of transference in 
pedagogy, the in /effectiveness of purely rational anti-homophobic, anti-racist education in light of 
psychoanalytic reading of pedagogy. 



open some discursive possibilities which have previously been silenced by the noise 

about normal female heterosexualities within women's physical education. 

In/Conclusion 

Contribution to Literature about Teachers' Life Histories 

This study set out to examine the social construction of sexualities in the lives 

of female PE teachers from different generations, foocusing particularly on the 

hierarchical relationship between 'lesbian' and 'heterosexual' sexualities. The 

study's focus on lesbian and heterosexual women from different generations 

contributed a number of new insights to the life history Literature about female FE 

teachers. Likewise, studying teachers from different generations revealed how ideas 

about women's sexuality have changed since the late 1950s. The most noticeable 

changes were the impact of ferninism on the women's identities and views about 

social justice and increased availability of urban and sporting lesbian spaces. These 

changes greatly affected the women's lives outside teaching -- views on marriage, 

politics, social changes, women's equality and so on. This cross-generational 

pei~pective also revealed what had not changed, particularly the professional silence 

about lesbianism in the day to day discourse of physical education in public schools. 

This research also stemmed from the political commitment to challenge 

homophobia and heterosexism within the physical education profession by drawing 

on elements of queer theory. The research process, narratives and many 

interpretations are still, however, 'located' quite firmly within the binary of 'lesbian' 

and 'heterosexual'. Additionally, framing issues in terms of lesbian 'suspicion' and 

'specter' may nsk allowing negative, suspicious readings of hornophobic 

discrimination and heterosexism to continue, although 1 hope that the dis/locations 

and nuances of these life histories contribute, instead, insights which challenge this 

process within the profession. 



One of the benefits of life history over other f oms  of oral or ethnographie 

research is the focus on different phases in teachers' lives, taking seriously not only 

their experiences as teachers but also as diildren, young adults, athletic women and, 

of course, sexual beings. The indelible impact of growing up in straight families and 

leaming heterosexual dating lessons in high school should not, 1 think, be 

underestimated. The women's families, where heterosexuality was quietly yet 

contuiually normalized, prwided an important context for comprehending how 

these women claimed adult sexual identities as 'lesbian', 'married' or 

'heterosexual'. In the theme 'Straight Families', the women remarked on the sexist 

relations between their mothers and fathers yet the heterosexuality of their parents 

was taken for granted. When the sexuality of other family members was 

'questionable' an aura of silence usually prevented any open discussion. Similarly 

the theme 'Dating Lessons' showed how al1 the women talked about the pressure to 

date boys in high school, mernories punctuated with fears about contraception and 

unwanted pregnancy. ï h e  impact of these heteronormative years should be 

constantly 'remarked upon'. The life histories also documented important historical 

details about how, as PE teachers in western Canada, they have encountered the idea 

of 'lesbian'. Al1 three lesbian-identified women talked at length about meeting other 

lesbians, coming out, and developing a lesbian social network. Not surprisingly, the 

women who identified as heterosexual talked less about lesbian issues, referring 

mainly to lesbian stereotypes they had encountered in physical education. 

The study also confirmed fïndings of previous life history research about 

lesbian teachers (Khayatt, 1992,1994; Sparkes, 1994a, 1998,1995; Squires & Sparkes, 

1996), notably the way silencing has been central to the experiences of lesbian 

teachers. Also, the importance of feminism on teachers' professional activities and 

persona1 politics reinforced Khayatt's (1992) research about lesbian teachers in 

Canada. The inclusion of 'lesbian' and 'heterosexual' teachers in this study extended 



this finding to suggest that, not only is a 'feminist' identity influential on teachers' 

ideas about social justice, it is more influential than a 'lesbian' identity. The life 

histories illustrated the profound impact of second-wave ferninisms on teachers' 

access to politicized discourses about sexism, multidturalism and, to a lesser 

extent, lesbian civil rights. Connie's life history testified to the importance of access 

to Women's Studies in shaping her approach to teaching, while Lisa was more 

ambivalent about the way issues of discrimination had been taught in her teacher 

education program. In hindsight, this study would have benefited from more 

detailed discussions about how the women's identities as 'feminist' and 'not 

feminist' actually permeated their everyday teaching practices. The importance of 

feminism has not yet been sufficiently acknowledged in the physical education and 

spoa sociology üterature; indeed, the impact of contemporary social movements - 

feminism, anti-racism, lesbian and queer politics - on teachers' approaches to 

physical education warrants more inquiry. 

Although this was one of the first studies to focus on 'lesbian' and 

'heterosexual' teachers, the linguistic and racial backgrounds of the women were 

relatively homogenous. This may be, in part, a limitation of the snowball method of 

contacting participants although 1 think it also reflects the high numbers of Euro- 

Canadian teachers in western Canada, especially more experienced teachers. 

Nonetheless, a strong case could be made for further life history research about PE 

teachers with more diverse linguistic, racial and sexual identities. Contacting 

educational and lesbigay organizations in the First Nations, Asian-Canadian and 

Afro-Canadian communities in Vancouver might be considered during the 

sampling process in future studies. Although every attempt has been made not to 

gloss over the quite different ways Marion, Connie and Bethany identified as 

heterosexual, this study can reasonably be described as focusing on 'heterosexual' 

and 'lesbian' teachers. It would be valuable for follow-up studies not to reify this 



dual focus and, if possible, work with teachers who i d e n e  as 'bisexual', 'queer', 

'transgendered' or 'transsexual'. Another productive line of inquiry would be the 

life histories of gay and bisexual men who have taught physical education. Again, 

such research vrould have to actively overcome the tendency for physical education 

not to recruit men with non-hegemonic sexual identities. These problems of 

recruitment, gatekeeping and homogeneity in physical education could be a 

valuable topic to consider. The stories of men and women who left the physical 

education profession because of heterosexism or racism could contribute to such an 

inquiry. 

Contribution to Feminist Sport Socioloq 

The study supports the basic elements of a feminist analysis of heterosexism 

in physical education which has circulated in sport sociology since the late 1980s. 

During the lifetimes of these women, lesbian sports have become more 

organized, lesbian teachers have been granted legal protection from discrimination 

and homophobia has started to emerge as professional concem in PE teacher 

training and higher education. Nevertheless, the sexologist's specter of 'a male sou1 

trapped in a female body' Iingers in the heterosexist assumptions underpinning the 

day to day practices of physical education in the public schools. These life histones 

reveal how lesbian sexualities continue to be marginalized within the physical 

education professian, despite the increased visibility of lesbians in sport and urban 

spaces in western Canada. 

There were occasions when the women's stories reflected Susan Cahn's 

(1994a) notion that the suspicion of lesbianism works as a magnet and a repellent. 

These dynamics appeared in Marion's recollectionç about the 'image problern' of 

female PE teachers in the late 1960s, and then reappeared in Jenny's story about 

assumptions made on the basis of her short hair. Likewise, the lesbian community 

Denise developed by playing team sports in the late 1950s was remarkably similar to 



that sought out by Lisa thirty years later- These lesbian sporting spaces clearly 

provided a magnet for Denise and Lisa, alongside their careers in physical education. 

The life histories of these six women provide limited support to the 

argument that PE teachers' involvement in sport accentuated suspicions of 

lesbianism in physical education. Denise and Lisa participated in relatively 

'masculine' team sports, thereby associating them with lesbianism. To this extent, 

their life histones support the daim that homophobia and homoeroticism within 

women in sports cames over into their lives of PE teachers. Jenny's life history was 

more ambiguous. She participated in less 'masculine' sports, even though they 

formed part of her lesbian social network. The impact of this sporting involvement 

on her life as a lesbian PE teacher was difficult to estimate because of her 

simultaneous involvement kt feminist communities outside sport. The 

'heterosexual' women al1 participated in physical activities that offered little 

challenge to the compulsory heterosexuality normalized through sport. Marion's 

love of dance spurred her entry into PE, Connie's experiences in outdoor education 

were central to her feminist pedagogies, while J ~ M Y ' S  persona1 empowerment from 

rock clirnbing and running also shaped her approach to teaching. The women's 

involvement in these sports did not provide significant challenges to the gender 

order of sport, thereby raishg few suspicions about their heterosexuality. The 

participation of the 'heterosexual' women in ferninine or gender-neutral sports 

might have protected these women from the suspicion of lesbianism they might 

face as PE teachers. Overall, the involvement of these PE teachers in various sports 

does little to dispel the associations between masculinity and lesbianism. I think it is 

more accurate to suggest, as Jennifer Hargreaves (1994) rightly o b s e ~ e d ,  that 

suspicions about lesbianism have simply been deflected: 



Althoz~gh there has been a brondening of definitions of sporting femininity, and well- 

honed athlefic ~ m l e  bodies are nom openly embrnced as semially attractive accordirig 

to heterose.xua1 criteria, nevertkeless, athletes zvho are heaaily nruscled, snrafl- 

breasted .. .face insinuations abolit deferninizafion. ( p .  170) 

So, it appears that suspicions about lesbianism facing women in physical 

education operate despite women's participation in an increasing number of sports. 

It is, arguably, only the forms of heterosexism that have changed. This diffusion of 

heterosexism in contemporary sports indicates a potential area for further research. 

It might be productive to examine the construction of sexualities in 'exheme' sports 

like U lha t e ,  blading, boarding and rnountain biking, and the impact on the 

construction of sexualities in a younger generation of PE teachers. 

Theorization of subiectivitv in life histow research 

Due to nature of the 'lesbian specter', and the particular way lesbian sexuality 

has been marginalized within physical education, the notion of 'silence' was central 

to this study. This led me to think about how silence and secrecy actually hc t ioned  

within the teachers' stories, in the social contexts surroundhg them and, perhaps 

most intriguingly, in the formation of sexual subjectivities. Perhaps the most 

significant contribution this study makes is the way 'identity' was interpreted in life 

history data using a poststmctural framework - it was certainly the most 

challenging! The notion of understanding and o~erstnnding data was central to this 

process, which led to a montage of discourse analysis approaches being used. The 

use of psychoanalytic theory and deconstruction alongside speech act and 

positioning theory in the analysis of life history data is unique, certainly in terms of 

physical education teachers. It points to the complex challenge of approaching 

empirical interpretative research in education from theoretical positions infonned 

by poststructuralism, and also queer theory. 1 hope that the methodological tensions 



discussed in Chapter 3 contribute to the sometimes difficult conversations between 

progressive feminist, materialist and poststmcturalist intellechial traditions which, 

after all, are concerned with social justice in education and interpretive research as a 

form of political engagement. 

The women talked about themselves directly when remembering their 

families, high school experiences and their relationship to feminism. 1 came to 

think about these themes as a process of nnrrnting n se& Each woman featured 

prominently in stories about these uniquely persona1 aspects of their lives. In 

contrast, their narratives of sexism, homophobia and racism often focused on other 

people. 1 came to think of this as a process of nnrrnting the self throligh the Other. 

For example, stories about race mainly focused on the racism expenenced by 

students rather than the women's experiences of being white or anglophone in 

western Canada. Increasingly this way of interpreting the data challenged the 

humanist notion that identity has tidy individual boundaries, and that a life history 

c m  be re-told without reference to the Other. Also it should be noted that, through 

the process of narrating their stories, these women not only recalled selected life 

experiences but also analyzed many aspects of them. Consequently, the process of 

interpreting the experiences these women told me involved analysis by both the 

narra tors and myself. 

Not only did the theoretical framework assume that identities are constituted 

in the very acts of narrating the self and, often, through the other but also that 

identiiy can never be firlly constitiited. This led to interpretations in the final 

chapter which deliberately, some might Say provocatively, inserted lesbian desire 

into the silences created by the data. The deconstructive analysis of the lesbian closet 

is intended to extend ways of thinkuig about how suspicions about lesbianism 

operate, contrïbuting sights from queer theory to the existing analysis within 

feminist sport sociology. Similarly, the analysis of dress and physical appearance 



searched out an absent lesbian gaze. Another way 'silence' was analyzed was by 

drawing on psychoanalytic theory, acknowledging the possibility that "the 

organization of Our sexuality cornes in an important way from outside" (Frosh, 1997: 

35). The inclusion of psychoanalytic concepts in this study begins, in an extremely 

speculative way, to engage with other work on sexuality and the unconscious in 

education. The rnethodological dilemmas of interpreting empincal data such as life 

histories from a psychoanalytic perspective were far from resolved in this particular 

study. This is one of the most challenging areas facing life history methodology in 

the future - whether to seek interpretations about unconscious desire on the basis 

of oral accounts. 

Admittedly, the political implications of bringing poststructural concems 

about silence, absence and othering to bear on life history work remain to be seen. 

The contribution of complicating understandings about the closet, of exposing 

lesbian eroticism within gymnasia, of suggesting that homophobia might involve 

more than rational humaniçt social processes is impossible to guarantee. In the long 

run, the political and intellechial efficacy of approachhg life history and the study of 

sexualities from a feminist-poststructural framework will be assessed by the way 

such issues contribute to academic debate and, most importantly, the meanings 

individual readers assemble from engaging these histories. 

At thïs stage it is important to once again acknowledge how my theoretical 

and persona1 biography shaped th& research. As I reflect back on my search for the 

'lesbian specter' in the passageways of physical education, I'm aware how my own 

interests directed thïs study in so many ways. The process of reading the self through 

the other certainly applies to me, just as it did to the women I worked with. 

Henrietta Moore (1993) expressed the outer limits of this self-reading: 



... this is rntich more fhan the comprehension of the se[f ùy 'defour' throrrgh the other', 

this is the ima'nary comprelrensiun of the se$ the desire to make smse of the self by 

assigning valne nmi  meaning to experience, the desire fo caphue n complete self ïuiticlr 

becomes knowble. ( p .  203) 

Yet, the impossibility of s u h  complete knowledge lingers as 1 mull over my 

decision to take up Jeanette Winterson's (1993) seductive invitation which began 

this whole affair: 

'Explore rne,' wu said, and 1 collected rny ropes, j7ask.s and mnps, e-xpecting tu be home 

soon. 1 dropped into the rnass of yorr and crrnnot find my wny otrt. Somefimes 1 think I'm 

free, cozqhed irp like Ionah fiom the zvhale, bzrf fhen I t z m  a corner and recopise rnyseIf 

again. ( p .  120) 
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Appendix 1 

Initial Letter of Contact 

Dear XXXX, 

I am contacting you to invite you to participate in a research project 1 am 

conducting as part of my Ph.D. thesis. My thesis is a historical study of the changes 

in attitudes towards women and sexuality in physical education during this century, 

and will be based upon the life histories of female physical educators teaching in 

British Columbia. Gender is an issue that most of us working in physical education 

have been concemed about at one time or another, but only recently has the 

physical education profession begun to talk about sexual orientation as an important 

aspect of gender equity. This project hopes to explore how ideas about gender and 

sexuality have changed historically, and the impact these changes have had on the 
lives of women from different generations who work in the profession. 

1 wonder if you would be interested in being intenriewed about your life 

history as a physical educator. The intemiews would focus on your experiences as a 

woman teaching physical education alongside your persona1 views about gender 

and sexuality. 1 am seeking to include women who identify themselves as 

heterosexual, bisexual or lesbian, unmarried and married women, and women who 
would not use any of these labels to describe themselves. Participation in the study 

will involve a maximum of three one-hour interviews. Your participation can be 

anonymous and the content of the interviews will be confidential. Also, you are free 

to withdraw from the study at any time you wish to do so. 

If you are interesting in çharing your life stories with me and are willing to 

be interviewed, please sign and retum one of the attached Consent Forms. I will 

then contact you to arrange a convenient time and place for an interview. 

Hoping to hear from you, 

Heather Sykes, 

School of Human Kinetics, UBC 



Appendix 2 

Example of Narrative Analysis 

Jennv: Travels To/From 

Modem discourses of 'coming out' into a lesbian identity have begun to appear, and 

may be quite recognizable to both lesbian and heterosexual readers. The chronological 

events in Jenny's life history account may be re-told (Mishler, 1991) from the transcript to 

provide just su& a modem tale. (Equally, a deconstmctive queer reading of the gaps, slips, 

contradictions and boundaries in Jenny's transcript can provide us with a late-modem or 

less-modem tale.) Jemy's narratives pass through three phases - adolescent naïveté, 

initiation, and searching for community. 

Pre/ Adolescent Naïveté 

Jenny's earliest recollections of desire included a cmsh she had on a diildhood best 

friend, who has since married and is quite 'right-wing and uptight'. 

That worild Iraoe been in probnbly nbo~it grade 8 and tltis girl zuho zoas in my class. We 

had gotten to be fairly good fnends and she stayed ouer nt nzy hozise. We sort of got into 

toriching and kissirig ... Biit 1 knorv weren't like necking or anything but 1 rmenrber sort 

of being thn'lled and horrifieci at the same tirne. 

Later desire was transferred ont0 female mentors, remembered as feelings of 

admiration, collegiality and respect. This tramference of desire within a pedagogical 

relationship may be deemed as love and eroticism; however, such desire is directed as 

much at the teacher as "the subject presurned to know" (Felman, 1987: 84) as at the adult as 

a sexual object. 



Miss Morris but 1 don't knom if it zuns a mrsh ns nrrcch as... 1 know I really liked her a lot 

but 1 don ' t  remenrber Irazing fantasies about sleeping with her or nnything birt she Tons 

a moman, nnd she xas n P E  teacher. f t  ?uns okay to do firn P E  strtff iuitfz her. So tkere 

ions probnbly sonle qf tltnt. 

And one of my faconte profs ... 1 zvnsn't nttracted fo hm, nraybe on some lmel I kind of 

h e m  but 1 loaed fo tnlk ~ ~ 6 t h  \ter nnd 1 loved her course and got really Itiglr nrnrks iil if 

and f rtsed to hang witlt Iirr as nrtrch ns a sttidertt and n prof cnn. 

Jenny's memories of becoming lesbian move hom self-recognition, initiation, 

frustration, and searching towards a self-awareness of multiple desires within her existing, 

committed relationship. hcreasing self-awareness, expenence, capability flavor Jenny's 

recollections, serving to assemble her sexual experiences into a productive joumey whidi 

in tum supports her increasingly secure identity as a lesbian, and a lesbian teacher. 

Revelation and Initiation 

Realizing that she was or could be a lesbian was an epiphany for Jenny. She was 

literally spoken into existence (Davies, 1992) as a lesbian by 'The Goddess Kelly', an older 

lesbian colleague/mentor at a sumrner camp. Allowing Kelly's positioning of her as a 

Lesbian allowed her desires to begin to follow a sexual script which had hitherto been 

siienced and/or repressed. The fioodgates were opened, so to speak. The emphasis on 

Kelly's revelation in each re-telling of the story serves to cernent this incident as a tumuig- 

point, as a crucial ingredient in her ability to refuse a heteronormative script, to search for 

a lesbian script. It tempers intolerable realizations - how could 1 have not realized this 

myself? How could 1 have failed to read beyond the heteronormative script if no-one 

taught me how to read between the lines? 



Once ntv remdation ws gium to me by the Goddess Kelly (laughs) 1 don 't recnll mer 

feeling l'm nrilful, tlzis is bad, rultat am 1 going to do. But there is tliis how thing abolit 

hoîo am 1 going to tell people rvliich 1 didn't really tuorry nboiit too ntiicli. It rvas 

nctually qirite exciting. But ruhnt ruas hnrd ruas actirally to start feeling confortable 

Izaoing intinmte relntiotis ivith anybody, becarrse 1 hadn't gone out mith ntiy girys. 1 

zonsn't men  REMOTELY interested ... 1 menn go figure ..... here 1 nm being attracted to 

roomen but 'a' not thinking anything ruas zurong witlt that or 'b' doing nnything nboiit it. 

Yori know, I jiist didrt't have a CLLIE. 1 tholight yori knoru "Sornedny sonteone ïvill corne 

along" (hamnring i t  rrp) 

Jenny recounted her adult sexual relationships in terms of increasing fulfillment. 

That summer she remembers being sexually intimate with a woman for the first time 

while also being unprepared for 'the nuts and bolts' of sex. 

l'd sort of had a little bit rvith one wonian, the zvoman rulio'd had this h q e  cnrsh un nie 

al1 srrmnrer and rve ivent aruny for the rueekend to Martlut's vineyard and sort O/, yozi 

knorv, mere intirnate birt didn't ... yozr knorv ... becatise 1 just ruasn't prepnred tu do that 

right azuay, for zolratmer reasons. 

Later in the summer she was deliberately and deliciously initiated into some of the 

mysterious techniques of lesbian sex by her much desired and admired colleague/mentor. 

]en ny: She finally offered to ... She ruas qriite happy to sleep ruith oilrer ïvonten 

nnd I guess she wns attracted tu me so that slre didn't niind doing it. 1 rvns 

like "Great!" (Laughing) "Okay! When?" So it mas al1 o e y  interesting 

Heat her:  Was there rip-front tnlk beforehnnd? 



Jenny: Oh yes. So it "What night?" "Okny bztt I hnue to do this first" // So she 

did ~ulzat she Iind to do thnt evening and then me ment back to her place 

and yozl know, did it! (Larighs) 

The Search for Lesbian Communitv 

After these revelations about her lesbian identity and initiations into lesbian desire, 

her narratives focus as much on the material realities of finding employment, affordable 

accommodation and lesbian community as the variable currents of desire in a series of 

relationships. A year teadllng in New Zealand provided a mixture of rapid professional 

development and fmstrating isolation. 

One of the rensons 1 left and it certninly ruasn't tlze only one ruas thnt 1 jiist corildn't be 

f k r e  in thnt toiun knoruing thnt 1 hnd ZERO chance of meeting nnybody that l'd 

pmbobly want tu lraue a relationship ruith. And if 1 did hozu codd yoit possibly conciiict 

one tlzere? 

On retuming from New Zealand, Jenny attempted to enter the lesbian community 

in Ottawa: 

1 sort of looked for ruays to find the lesbian cornrnlrnity. And tlterei tliis Jlinny little 

cnfe ... So 1 ruorild wander in tlzere and sort of &ire oiit how tu meet people. i'm not o 

clrib person, yort knozv. 1 can't jzrst go and hnng out in a bar. 

Her frustration at the difficulty of locating and accessing a satisfying lesbian 

community precipitated her exodus to the West Coast. Here her search began afresh - 

finding a teaching position, affordable accommodation and the ubiquitous Vancouver 

lesbian community. The financial sense of sharing accommodation in the city did not 



always match her emotional requirements, as Jenny recounted two unsatisfying 

relationships in which cohabitation seemed to be central to the problems: 

So 1 rnoaed out Irere and n fmu rnonths later 1 got involved with a roomnn briefry. 1t Tons 

bad for both of ris. And we ended rip hsting only for a j h  rnonths ïuhiclr didn't bother 

me. I needed a place to lize, sire fiad a spnre roorn, Brit it zons never nrennt to be and if 

necder slrozild have been ... 

[The relationship] zoasn't tizaf long, probnbly abotit a year. Shr broke up roith nre, 

iohiclz 1 wasn't ut al1 happy about but in hindsight if iuns grent. We iuere slznring the 

sanie roorn in tliis house. Like there was N O  space ... 1 niean she stnyed tkere until she 

had dune her school yenr. Su here 1 nnr a mess for most of Febrzinry, al1 of Mnrch and 

most of April mith /ter still aror~nd. 

Over a number of years Jenny established a network of lesbian friends within the 

city and was successful in accessing a lesbian community she felt cornfortable with; 

however, it was not a straightfonvard or rapid process. She recalls attending feminist 

events (e.g.. Take Back the Night March) and lesbian and gay sporting events (e.g.. Gay 

Garnes and volleyball leagues) without establishing fruithl contacts. Finally, she returned 

to her preferred individual sports of running and climbing and it was in these contexts 

that she made the most long-standing and fulfilling network of lesbian friends and lovers. 

At present, J emy  expresses satisfaction with her chosen lesbian-athletic comrnunity in 

Vancouver. 

While she is currently committed to a long-term relationship she acknowledges the 

boundaries of desire are not always synonymouç with the boundaries of monogamous 

relationships: 



Brit 1 think you can have a lot of people in yorrr Ife tltat yozi jrrst love dearly and moirld 

lo-oe tu be really close with..- '4nd $ yozl cnn be with one person nnd if yolr can ber sny, 

intimate with more thnn une person. 1 mean they're very interesting things tu tliink 

about ... And 1 think tltat is tlze lzurnan condition, ns far as l'm concmed. Tirnf's just nie 

too, yozi knoiü. And 1 jzist try Co ettjoy it. 
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